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)ABSTRACT .

. Prospects for local purchase of planls, resulting in-

community-employee-owned firms (CEIPs1 , as an 'alterna, ive to .

shutdowns, are examined in this three-part study. Pirt 1 considers /
the natur bf plants in terms of indus.ry-communi'ty relationships and
the effe ts,of a closing. Part 2 evaluatesi.th ough.a. cost-benefit
appro5ch, e Stratêgir involved in a commur investment. After
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examihing.an actual cape in detail, the au ho. s consider alternatives
'alOng with the difficulties of.estimating.costs, bofh social and
economic Part-1 evaluates cost-benefit methodology itself 1.4 terms
of strengths, limitations, ahd how'it applies to' CIPs. A final
chapter examifteS the CEF.for its ability to maintain local control
and 4orkeroparticipation in the icng run. In. looking at the issues
from.both statewide and local Terepectivesethe study notes that (l)

local CErs represent reassertion-of control over els personal fate
.in.an'increasingly centralized society, (2) eco ists and. policy
makers have t*ded to believ0 that corporate dec sions to.close
plants alpebbased on sound econOMic calculus (though such decisions ,

relate costs and benefits tors company, not a.community), (3) the
analysis in the report shled serve As 4 model and as a t .0) to

kinform government officials who might suppOrt,or reject C. ,attempts,
rt shows the possibility that a coNpany.abandoned by a larger
corpOration°can be .run succe,ssfullf by a.community. (cy)
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-Plant' shutdowns have .a potentially devastating impact on
individuals and cOmmunities. Often the use of federal and state

.resources is. required to reestablisVemployment stability and
redevelop local economies. Social and economic costs of
shutdoWns are most apparent in small to modetate size
communities txhere the local- labor market- cannot absorb the
displaixd workers and the economic base of the'corrimunity is
undermined by the loss of income. lu swine cases, workers and

Foreword

It

local resjdents have felt that the shutdown decision was an
, economic mistake on the part of title absentee parent firm.

This study examines OA, prospects of community-employee
purchase of plants as one alternative to plant shutdowns. The
authors analyze the costs anebenefits which were critical to a
decision to purchase a plant in one such case. In addition, they
offer a tnethodblogical framework for evaluatiu community-
employee purchase <tempts in other shutdown sirions.

Facts and ohservations as preseMed in this monograph are the
sole 'responsibility of the authqrs. Their viewpoints do not
necessarily rePresent, positions or the W.E. Upjohn Institute for
Employment Research.'

E. Earl Wright
Director-

Kalamazoo, Michigan
November 1979
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Preface

Recent public opinion polls have shown that the confidence of
Americans in the institutions of business and government is quite
low. Despite the variation in opinion po1l4 which may result from
current short-run changes in the economy or Wsild affairs, there is
an underlying critique of these institutions base& on their
enormous size, power, and impersonality. Individuals fear that
they hav ost control over their own lives and futures as
government regulates numerous activities and business acts
'according to an economic calculus which often ignores social costs
and individual concerns.

The area in which loss of control is most apparent is the
workplace. Economic and social welfare a rest upon work in
organizations which include labor in their d&ision making.under
the assumption tliat it is 1(irtually equivalent to nonhuman inputs.
The vulnerability of individuals to.cdporate calculations is never
so clear aS ih the case of plant shutdowns. Few individuals are
protected against a decision by 4 company to close a plant and
move South or overgeas. The company seldom provides assistance
to anyone except top managers, and., unions have :not been
aggressive in bargaining for provisioro protecting members in the
evenl of shutdowns. In small to moderate size communities,' the
impact or plant shutdowns thay be devastating. The supply of
local lobs will not abs.orb the displaced workers and the economic
base of a community may be sorely undermined by loss of income.
Individuals may be forced to move away to seek employment, and
community life as a whole deteriorates.

vii
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In a number of recent Cases of plaq :3-closings in sniall
conynupities, groups-of local workers and ,reildents have come to
believe that the corporation'S deCision to clpse was an economic ;

mistake: Local groups have organized themsblvet to. Purchase the
).

- plants which were to Close and have saved jobs and prese0ed the
quality-of commimitylift., people have sought to regain control'
oVer their own lives by becoMing owners ofhthe places in which
they work and the companies whictviemploy their friends and
neighbors:

, . .

In the course of studying one 'o'f. these cases, we became
intriguedwith the idea that "buying your job" was` an aCt which
countered the ditection of American ecOnomie development.
Rather than increasiWCentralization of the economy, local
purchases of plants pfomoted loCal autonomy and decentraliza;
tion of economic activity. We have undertaken a' cost-benefit
analysis of one of these local purchases for three critical reasons.

o First, the purchase of a plant by local comMunitY residents
represents the reassertion of control over personal fate by
individuals who are ordinarily subject to the decisions of distant
,corporate decision makers. Theeffort to reassert this control takes
considerableenergy and has implicatkons for the local quality of
life far. beyond thefsiMple protection of jobs.

Second, economists, businessmen, and poli6, makers have
tended to befieve that corporate decisions to close plants are based
on sound econOrnic Calculus and are not usually undertaken until
all avenues of action are exaiiined. However, such decisions are
based upon examination of the monetary costs and benefits of a
dosing 'to a companynot to the commuilitSt itgelf. If spine
threatened clokures may be efficiently prwented lpcal
purchases, community ownership must be evaluated in the tetrns
Vehich make sense to economists and businessmen. Thus, a
cost-benefit analysis froin the community's point of view is quite
approprittte. The analysis should praVide a methOdology for

. evaluating the possibility that a company which a larger
cerpqration could, not administer profitably may be ran
;successfully by locally bided owners. Even if community



purchases Of a few threatened plants represent only ifine tuning
of the system of capital allocation, a cost-benefit analysis will
'show whether or not such purchases are economically rational
from the purchasers' point of view. When such purchases art
sensible, they should be stwported by business, banking, and
government institutions. '

Third, the analysis,undertaken in this reload should serve both
. as a model for evaluation of other pminunity purchase attempts

and as etool to inform government offi4als who are in a position
to support or reject efforts at community-employee purchases.
Despite the historical existence.of a great many cooperatives in the
U.S., the idea of community ownership is novel to 'some and
unnatural to 'others. Demonstration of the economic and social
implications of 'these purchases may free bankers and governmar
agencies from their hesitance to consider requests for loans and
technical assistance.

As plant relocations become, an increasing threat to the
. Northeast-Midwest industrial corridor, local actigits to protect

communities against economic and social decline became a critical ^

neceisity. COmmunity-employee owned firms represent one
possible local action which merits evaluation. When conditions are
appropriate, this form of.the reestablishinent of local control over
oEcoomic f,ate also merits a cOmmunity effort.

400
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Evaluation of
r

4 in PlantElosings
.0

onimunity Based Oforts.-,

The March 29,* 1976 announcement. of the plant.cloSing was
hardly-out of the ordinary. Sperty Rend's decision to close,a smaU
"unProfitable" subsidiary would.hot in itself make a ripple in the-.
American economy, visibly alter the unemployMent rate, or merit
mOre than a twO column-inch insert in the .Wall Street Journal-% Of
course, the response in 1-te1timer, New York was quite diffeent.
Library Bureau, the largest..employer in the. three-town area, was
to be closed which Would further erode the withering economic
base of the county. The Utica Observer Dispatch called the
announcement a "blow to the area" that "hit area officiali like a t
bombshell." ,

The American economy of the twentigh century has produced
many such instances, contrasting the dismay of local residents with
the routine disinterest of the national business community. The
most recent anhouncement drawing national attention was made
by the Lykes Corporation regarding its Youngstown Sheet and
Tube subsidiary. In spite of some attempts by corporations to ease
the, local burden of a plant shutdown, communities are often
devastated, losing jobs; tax revenue, and local ,sales, all of which
.weaked.the social fabric of the community. In the Library Bureau
case, however, the community response was far different. By
combining capital obtained from the Economic Development
AdminiStration, bank loans, and a broad spectrum of community

-20,"'-ainenters, the plant was purchased and opned,as a conimunity-

3

e.
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. , ,
employee owned firm (CEF). Rather, .than accepting the .

consequences of a decision ade in a distant corportti
headquarters,, a grass root§ effo was madeLto obtain control of
the plant and iave threatened jo : , 'I '

4
Such effora, hOWever,. incut* 't:rtain co ti king With' ,the

pregiimed benefits'of stable etiaploy,ment., the ; I populinfon
'must ..organfze gli,sUbstantial effort, individuals- inVest personal*,

*.
saJrngs, and local banks 'make potentially high' risk al6ans. ingl°

'adiiitiOn, the federal government. deyotes a portion'of its limited .
program funds to saving e plant in a small 'town: Any or ail f .

these resources could be put to alternative, uses; and .t
practicality of s'uch In. investmeikt must be evaluated careful!
esPecially when a plant ktdbe closet:Om/to economicinefficiency
or lack of p'rofitability. .

.,-. .
. .

The basic issue itself is easily stated. A business *ides to move
its production facilities ohlose them dOwn and those)entptoyed by

' the company must make 'adjustments. Really understanding these
events, hoWe4er, is a far more complex and, in some ways
problem. From . the perspective of the national 'eco
inefficient plant's shpuld be closed, tIcause Fapitall must move' to
the place where scarce resources may Ire employed most
efficiently. Social Policy, including extfensive transfer payments;

. has -been used to buffer individuals from the externalities
produCed by tkmobility of private capital. The labor market is

")-'1
supposed to reallocate work opportunities,. and workers- will
follow the dictates of the market. Thus, from a system-wide.
viewpoint, intervention to prevent plant closure makes aense 'only
when the closure is li miscalculation :and actually reduces the
efficient use of resources. At the same time, a social policy Which
obliged the .firm to bear the coks of closing, rather than, passing
them to ,s'ecial welfare institutions, would result in reexamination
of the capital mobility question. What would appe rto be a source*
of inefficiency now, would become an excepte parameter of
econTic decisions..

At the local level, the analysis far different. 'Locally invested
capital produces .jobs which are the basis for locar social and

4
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economic lifejn. large Atrban,areas, the Movemeitt pf capital is a

commonplace event and larger labor markets, have some ability tO

redistribute workers j,roin single plani )cisoings and to 'supplys

jworkers 44novi facilities open.tinall toWns..and cities, 'however,

p not havethe same ability tO reabsorb labor or49 recover easily

rom the clOsing ota Plent whieh empldys iubstantial prdportien

of,the locM4ork fdrce. Capital ipthich is eltOoyed inefjciently

f n econotily w4le perspective is, neverthejess, triticaho local

,s !val. Thus; the politicaL social,' and economic. analys$6"46(

plant closings in smaller cpmmunities differs radically bilged 'op

the level at which Ihe analysis is undertaken.

This study:: is designed to,look at: the issue from both the
system-wide and local Perspectivss. 'The object is a cost-bentfit

analysiS of a particdlar Kirin of local response to" a threatenK
*plant Shutdown. It asks, What is the relative effectivenest of a

- commnnity effort -to ptirehase the threatened plant in lieu of
traditional procedures for job relocation or retraining? .Cost-

benefit techniques are of course used with caution, both in light of '
te differences which occur across levels of analysis, and because

several actual costs, avoided costs, and benefits are difficult-44 not

impossible to quantify. What; for example, is the real cost of the

reduced self-esteem which may be produced bY job lost; After

applying this evaluatifm technique .to the ,community-employee
Ourchase which occurred in Herkimer, the usefulness of thg

evaluationf technique itself is considered. What information, is .

needed to carry out such an analysis, )ind how readily available are *

the data? Is cost-benefit analysis a sensible approach to the

probleml,

Plan of:the Report

The study is presented in three major parts. Part I considers the

nature of the plant location problent in terms of community-
industry relationships and the effects of a closing. Background

information on tL concept of a communitytemployee owned firm

is developed and the specific case of the Mohawlr Valley
Community Corporation (MVCC) described. Part II evaluates she,

strategy involved in a community investment such as this through

aftro
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a cost-benefit approach; After examining the actual cue,,
alter,nativei are, cOnsidered and the difficulties involved ini1/4

estimating 'both social and.economic costs examina The section
includes suNey'results reflecting worker beiiefs in their tibility to
find 'alternative employment ,had the plant actually closed. The
:results are used to modify initial estimates. Pirt III evaluates the
methbdologiitself in Arms of ;strengths andlimitations, making
suggestions concerning,the utilitY of the cosiJbenefit technique.

In the final chapter, the coMmunity:employee owned firm is
reexamined in terms of its ability to maintain lo-citl coTrol and
establish worker participation in the long run.

A
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PART I ...

COMMUNITIES.
, AND

PLANT CLOSINGS
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Commit4ties and tht National

'Economy: Decentralized
.( vs. Centralized Control

Absentee' Ownership and
Community-Corporation Relationships

' Social scientists have shown a coAnuing interest in the intimate
relationship between industrial structure and community life.
Beyond the 'local system of production, flistribution, and
consumption, a community's industrial base h been related tq
levels of incorne and education, housing cOnditio s (Duncan and,
Reiss, 1956), occupatipnal distributions (Galle, 1963), local
political influence (Hawley, 1963) and levels of industrial conflict
(Stern and Galle, 1978). The classical sociological studies of
Yankee and^ Mini cities both demonstrated the "inf4ience of
indusWst1 organization on local social'', class relationships,
Whyte (1946) discussed the parallels between the staws system in
the factory and that of the community.

On the .economic level alone, the mechanisms tying the
community to its indiistrial base are inanifold;:the product*
process may require -either ra* materials or intertnediate good's

ip creating demand for local or regional suppliers, and employment
opPortudities provide ineome which consumers spend on retail
goods 'and services. The industrial base also produces a tax
revenue for municipal services and supplies individuals with the
means to make charitable and 'civic contributions. However, the
multiplier of benefits to a healthAndustrial sector of a community
also implies multiple levels of loss when a plant fails.

9
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The existenceof the industrial bait bltimitely,rests ein a Series of .

iodation decisions,made fy thgse yille confrol firms-and who. 2.

usually consider milt decisions iii terms of firm ,welfare`and.' .

.perhaps personal welfare as well.. Form and Miller describe these
initia/ location deciiions fri terms of' comparative advantages In
relsourcet, labor; it'd markets. Howe,/ ..,...

.
,.

e

. - .

I As markets grew, the tendency *s,iAhcrease the skzeS
of the local plant andlhe labor force. -With the depletion
of local re4mrces, the d scovery4of. new resources,
growth of natktnal market and the rise, in educational

/ levels, the relocation Of p ants to 'nevi, areas )became
economically deSirable: The shift from individual to
corporate ownership helped overcomethe force of
tradition fn keeping eprodtiaon .entrglized 'and locally
controlled (1961: 71). .

Stein rififorces this °point by relating the stories of Newburyport;
Massachusetts and St. Johnsbury, Vermont. In these cases the
faMilies which had built the companies providing . growth and
stability to the towns took an opportunity to obtain wealth which 4

would be subject to little risk and require much less 'effort (1971:
.,'31-32). The businesses were sold to other interests.,

.,

Warner extended the analysis further by looking at the precise
form of the transformation of owner;hip 'which occurred in
Newburypori. .

kgr
, .

., Two fundamental changes have been occurring
concomitantly, in recent years, in the social organization
of Yankee City shoe'factories. The first is the expansion
of the hierarchy upward, out of Yankee City, ,through
the expansion of individual enterprises and the
establishment by them of central officei in distant large
'4cities. The second is the expansion of the structure ;

outward from Yankee City through the growth of
manufacturers' associations and labor unions, also
headquarters outside Yankee City and with unita.-i

4 many other shoemaking communities in New England
and elsewhere. Both . . . decrease Yankee City's control

,

19



. .

A "
over its own factories by. subjecting the factories .or'~ , .

segments of them,: to more and more control exertid
, from outSide yankee City (1947: 108).. .-

Ownerihip. passed to thop whose interests in,:the location .Were

. purely economic.. The' 'community f itsetf, became simply an :
investment cost tO,0*.abseptee owner and once that cost no longer.-
represented in efficient investMent the investment wtts withr.-,.
draWn.'.T,ime magazine reiteritted the point with a recent report af
the study. "Middletown III" by Caplow and Bahr (October. 16,
1978: 108-109) describing changes since the classic visits by the

Jo Lynds. "The,local economy," they,say, "is now coritrojled from

.the out-of-town board,rooms of large .natiopal and internatiOnal
corpoiationsand from as ington." : :

'
On a broader leve , uch transformations of fownership

represent a major change in conimunittconomic life. Warren's
major theme in describinle "great 'change" in American
cdminunities vim the growir of extracommunity control. The
change ""includes the increasi orie tion of locaf community
units toward extracomrnbnity sys of which they, are a part,
with a. corresponding decline in comMunity cohesion and

t bim
tomy" (1§72: 52). Absentee control not only removed the t

ility of communities to influence their own fates, but also
duced their self-reliance in the political and social welfare

arenas. .

The broad view highlightsotwo other issues involving the general

integration of the economic system. First, cities may be viewed as

, serving specialized functions within the overall system of urban
centers (Duncan et aL, 1960; Kass, 1973), This division of labor in

production suggest. that some coinmunith4 will be tied to the
welfare of s industries *sudr-Whose in Ohio or
Pennsylyania w art tied to steel. ,Where a community is
spicifically dominated by-production in a single industry or Plant,
its vulnerability to closure is particularly severe. Patterns of

' . dominance may provide a warning of potential future .difficulties.

§econd, the inCreasing, integration of the economy is tied t6
increases in prodUction scale and the concentration of assets. This

. ,
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Ott, :
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increasing .conc4ntrkiorihas been the frequent ie.*
* *,

critici. Nadel (176), for instance,. points Out that the 200 largest
, jnOnfilmtncial tiorations controllEd tpereire of U.S.

manufacturin assets in 102. Mori interesting, Owever, is the
_

frequency pf cbcov.1.!te Mergers and the increase in the.types of_
mergers labeled _conglomerate., Scher* (1970) ident' three,
walies of, mergers in U. economic histqry. The, fiflt: ocaurred
arbund the'end of the nineteenth and beginnineof the twerftieth
centuries and kirgely conisted of horizontal combinations.4t was

-.

. followed by a fitimber of vertical-integrations and # few;minters.
. 'for:diversificatidn from I916-192§. . '

However, the _most substant I and important in territs of the
plant ;shutdown issue is the post World/War II wave - of
conglomerate mergers. The development: of legal constraints on
traditional horizontal and yertical Tergers is at least partially .

responsible for the shift. in the dominant type 4f mergers. The
Cellar-Kefauver amendment tot_ the Clayton Act gave enforcement
agencies the ability to challenge'the traditional forms, and they did
so between, 1950 and 1910, but only 3 Vercent of the product
extension form of cOnglomerate mergers were chalfenged. These
mergers, in Which 'both firm were functionally linked in

/..-" pródueçionor distribution., but sold different prNucts became g
rlStrate c choice fojpavoiding government intervention. Likewise,...

merg rS in the gdveinment's "other" category , wh two
firms had no cothmon or direct relationship Went. Unchallenged
(Aldrich and Sproul, 1977). In addition; tax laws and accounting

-,
- /devices gave' significa advantages to conglomerates for

continued acquisition a why (Nadel, 1970. *-

Through 1968, nearl all of the 'firms on the Fortune 500-list P'

participated ih the merger movement. Most of them atquired if

small firms with under one million dollars' in assets. :The
importance of conglomerate mergers grew throughoUtihe pe iod
twit, in 1968, they totalle 83'percent of all large aoufactt4ing . .

and mining firm acouisieons (Aldrich and Sproul,'197: 3-4

These conglomerde acquisitions have beep accompt:ni d by
i

sales and liquidations t a dizzying pace.. Accounting proce ur

.1
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whiCh John IC. .Galbraith calls "creatiVe accounting,' ave .tieen .

used to assure that earnings iftatemetita.Present the p ession of
success An FK..study, has. oncluiled,that mit a s, ally

those txemptin. exchingerot frOm bUsinpss 'sale es;

creqe an Osti utional incentRie for -c6rPorations .to enter 'tht
- acquisition anti liquidation game.

COV*Ipi isktes and Praia Closures
,

4

'
AO The rocess of Ongldmerate Inerers..concentrates assets and .
Jeconomic power,,but is particularbi dangerots to those Whose.jobs
are traded from owner to owner because thkassets' themselves are
treated simply as investments to be sold. at the appiepriate
moment. Often the sIIin, comes immediately upon acquiring
another firm's assets. e c oice pieces are retained and the Others
released on the "big bat Write-off which Deborah Rankin (New
York Times, Janu y 31 1978) dtscribed recentlf. When. a new
chief executive of r join a firm, he may sell off weak assets to
shoW his ability to produce results qiiickly. With only the best
assets iremainins, the /company's ISrnings Picture quickly
improvis.. Though market forces are produci g the dlpsing of
most plants acquired by overly tcquisitivi co lomeratet rtnany

-4
such decisions are simply the result of corporate frategies 'which

are only, loosely related to:production itself.
4 The) issue is that these traded assets represent considerable
prOdtktive capacity, jobs, and the well being of communities in

which the acquired firms are located. Fidns whiclymight continuo
operation independently are closed once they become subject to
the con lomerate's overall business strately.*

Unfor unately, eeenfentional wisdom has suggested that
economi nonviability is the central reason for plant Outdowns.
Aside from declim Koduct demand, major con ni are those
which increase the osts f produCtion in a given I ation relative,
to other potenti sites; n the northeastern and upper midwestern
United States, these 'cost factors haye taken the form of highilabor
coits (often blamed on hi:gh degre'es of unionization of the labor
'force), high taxes, eneroi costs and accessibility, transportation,
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and technological obsolesceneo. In riumeious cases,: federil
regutattryspressuie has fostered decisibns t,o close down prints
which Were co?tisidered masginal or NvIzich/ corporate strategists

, viewed with ambivalence. Suel regulatory presPre proilu6ed they
decision by General Anilibe)and Film corRoration to close ils

in Lowell, Vermont, which' Was , reopened . as the
employee pw ed Vprniont Aspdtos Group. Similarly, U.S, Steel ,

had beenoaveringfeer the fate' of one of its plants in,Clevelaind
and decided to close it when, faced with an E ental
Protection Agency deadline.

' Conventional wisdom, however, usually hides as/huch or more
thaniii. reveals. These cosi faCtors do not ,always aPpear together
\and ire often weaker than news storiesosuggest. Ohe Massachu-
setts:study found that lab% costs in the Northeast ore not .as

\' significant a contribtitor to costs as prtss coerage Suggests, but .

that corporations often move to escape the Con raints of
uniofization. The study recommending stek WhicI4 might be
takei to retain industries in Massachusetts aho sUggested that
taxes, transportation, and energy were real problems' (Katz; :

Myerson and Strahs, 1978).

The critical issues in planiglosing eases; however, are the degrew,
to which closiv decisions and divestiture- decisiOns-represent
corpbrate mi ssessment, arid managerial priorities which result in,
the dosing of ib1tiveIy h011ithy firms or those which only reqre
minjmum investmeftts and the appropriateness of the criteria used
in the decision. How often arethe cost factors either misperceived
or used only as a convenient rationale for other 'corporate
agendas..? Though the importance of the failure of capital martkIti
to allotate ca 'tal efficiently will be elaborated as parteof th
cost-benefit fra work, several examples suggest that these
"mistakes" oc r with .an alarming frequency, and that
conglomerate, Absentee owners,- are particularly given to such /

.actions. 7Ma
.

_.,
The narrow decisio king perspect any conglomeiates

produc's weak ,commitment to ,an partic and
cofisiderable transfer of resources fro one unit to another. Thus,
decisions may be madf^to close a facilit which result from general
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'realm on investmenestandards, mismanagement,*ay of capital
goods due to disinterest and the extractidh 'of. large Aitlrhegi

A

charges.' ,
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. ..
Rate of Jtai rtikemientsprovide most Arisible exampk of ..

how profitable faeilitieF;May be
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industry workers, was recetfing..
percent. In' oqter--- product- J

ownerv-obtained 16* tte

:the pla9t. Throngh,k.risk g .ar gement, 'a .gropp:_of -21_

ngs banks agreed to I capital. to.. former Managers:who
bought the plant (Katz, M erion and Straits; 1978)'..."'

sed by,, conglomerates.'
es 16q jobs jor clolthing

tupt Inv tmentA_ 12 --
hnsona,and son., -the ,
ent and it deckled To dose
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i .

Bates' Manufacturint-in flewiston, .Mai e provides and i

reCent case.. The 1,00-employee linen Ma acturin lent wat.- --- 7-4-:::.;

. part of a Company which slowly bfcameiiiitiVied. i . the'endigy,
..fieldiand felt that tile 7 percent return available in textiles Was too

;--.4., -- low. This plant had been the initial holding of thc.,Bates:
. ' ; Maitufactgring Company., but as -tip company diverSified. -and

became a holding CoinPany, the cpslomerate piychology, set in. A

similar story is related by Stein (1971). in Connection ..Wit0 the
closing of Westvitca's .Mechanitville, New icork mill. T*ugti)
closure was avoided in all, three cases by sale to local interesti, the
conglomerates did not always cooperate in facilitating the sale and_ .

4t often seemed: to prefer the closure, perhaps :hoPing to obtain. tax

"F advantages and in some cases to erminate Competition.

Purchase by -local interest is by no means assured, even when
tile plant appears to be ,profitable. There must be an available,.
motivated organizer or organiied group to press for the purchase.'

.., ,

*Many attellipted purchases .. have failed for lack of necessarYf 0

'..1' knowledge (Stern aq"ammer, 1978) rather than unprofitability.
,

v; It is not the case that all p tentially profitable firms abandoned by
'absentee owners will pe aintained by local, interests.

°The lack of concern shown for particular investments has
occa,slonally produced corporate mismanagement and resulting

firr decline and closure. The Saratoga Knitting mill in Saratoga,

Nv York had been a profitable part of the Van Raalte Company,

. 24



manu aCturing high-quality wotnen's ndergarnients. Afar being
purc d_by..9uett4Peabody itr-1968, salelatunmeted from $7

;if .ntillion to $p milli* a year, ant byl 974, :an )).-1- million
resulted:- Due -to long distance decising Malring, th
Ileabody affice'passe4downtlecisions whicit,restilted in efficie
use of: knitting ntat%inet-and disaster -for the Van ft: he s es
tritegy . hi* the low margit knittMg industry, these cisions

Pea.nt-subsVinfial loSses. One pint which w s- to be d wae
purchasql bfrocal interests; in htding.the enip oyeesj and is noW
running profitably. This study.vkill shoWl5arFonstraints imposed's'.

. . ,

--by .remole-decision makers_ alsoVjimited" the iirofitability pf the A;
.Librairy Bureau silbsidiary Sperry Rand.

-Conglomerates ofteh exa t corporate overhead f
subsidiaries, This ptLice artifcial1y. reduces the .appareireturn
.-on iinvegment, In ie Library Bureau rase,. .this ee was
substantial,- as it-ha$ beeti.in other places, and the general feeling

.ainong...managers-lin thesplant was that the parent company
returned

.

.,littig tne way of services fo the fee. Katz et al.,
deselibed a meat packing firm owned b \Ling Temco Voight
kTV) Which controlled it through its Wi1si Foods and Sporting
poods division. heduted fwklo g due to losses of over V'
million a year in p976 and 19770 ,.e1ftomj,any had lost muckof its
market due to inc eased costs imposed by Wilson. Be ide ovelh ad'
Charges, the com any haekbn forced to buy inter dia
from Wilson:, 'nflatbd prices (1478: 49). In not,j
celebratecrcase, t e Cettonial FresS in Clinton, Massachusetts tom
much of its market share under the Management 'of.auto parts and
/vehicle manufacturer Sheller Glope, which controlled the com-
pry throttgh a series of me ers. while reducidg employment and.
Aimatefy dosing the co papy, the absentee corporate' owner
extracted $900,000 per year in corporate overhead. conglomeratt
owners lacking expelience in a partiC'ularAdustry may manage to

- show a profit for their acquisitiods at the,elime.time that the value
of those a§setsfis reduced4ubstantially., 1

The foregoing discussion is not an indictrfiert of tonglomerate
. ,e

acquisition and divestiture activity, but rather a statement of the
problem posed for The comMunities in .which the exchanged*assets



exist. As fortifer-Securi
William Carey remar
conglomerates of the 1960s have
iubseantial social cost sep the atonir

L inept" Ow York Tildes, June /3
communities, particplarly
industrie5.-or firms, are hipreasin
made distant corsbrations over
Theie absenteiPowners do not nee
their decisions to difest

tip

-rant( angt Commission chiirmai
ede "min of the rapidly.",assemb

had' fo.. be taken- Alan,
g management provettitself -

197.8). Thr problem ;is that
ones doMinaied by single

vulnerable to the tecisiow'
hom,theSfitaVk nó .

o consider the lOal effeets of ,

t rotigh Sale or closurt ^

The Employment Proble

While there is potential
decisions l^)y absentee owner
probably made icorrecily
HavVever, the bulk of the
decisions seems to fall on th
workers whose jobs are
compensate for labor m
and geographic locatio
Those workers who

, their communities
--:---eomparable wages,

and those with
investments, re
likely to pick
realistic t

,
0 it

r less than, optimal capital allocation
the majority of closure d&isionspre'
om th.e owners' point ..of view.' .

osts e nerated .by these .relocatiOn ..:-

com nitieS which lose plants. The
reloca ed are often .assuched to

et changes by movement among jobs
. This assumption is often unjustified.

a yousgei, skilled and Icommittçd to
y be able to move and obtain, jobiAat,

ut others, particularly the oldei, iess skilgd,
takes in the community such as housing ,

At, or long term social relationships, are less
p and follow the shifting labaikmarket. It is more

recognize that tabor market}nobility does- not
:compensate all displaced workers, especially when

i .

oppottunthes'.i Are not available loCally; opportunities. are
.spartictilarly limited in smaller cities and towns with relatively.

_. limited economic bases. .

i.
'..t.

. An exantination of unemployment problents.over time must be
concernednot only with total amount, but also with the duration

,
,. ,

.

I. There ho information -available on the este% to which dos

management Miscalculation of profitability. This study will make clear the comphigity of

converting :t41,vorker or commUnity 'ownership and the limited situations in whidh this

strategy is sfrabii:461.; : .

f. :

.".
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tuid turnover. comPonentsi Of [unethploiment. tuilairer is t
-measure of the number of.spells of unempfornent or the rate of

flow. into 'and Out- of the Unemployed .pool, whereat; , duration'
'reflects, the length of time individuals are., unemilloyed. Most a
analyses tivelocused on the iniportince of average duration, tut .

the frequency Of unemployment spells is,critical to the.gues.titin Of
letal economic

4
and iocial stability.. ,

,

4

Several analyses have Amin the importance of turnover Telated.
unemployment caused by platft,ihUtdowns and' relocations. James .
and Hughes :analysis Of enidoyment location change in' NeW
)ersey concluded .that "the Octure :that emerges *.is one of
tremendous flux" (1974: p2).- During just a '-tWolear period
(196749(.38) over 1Q- percent. of ,the oiablishinents in the 2049
employees', category' either -relocated or went obit of business.
Strutyk and Jimes, studying manufacturinremployment in the .

Boston and Phoenix metropolitan areas,- fotqd that::

The flux in both'areas of estanment location and
identity is enormous, even 'duri g he, relatively short
three Year observation period. Approximately one out of
four establishments operating hi the two areas in 1965 ,S
either relocated or'Aient otit of business by 19681 . . .

Even measured in terms of employment, the degree of ,

flux is startling; over tive percent of all jobs were
involved hi some "relocation" activity on an annual .

.
4

, basis (1974: 51).

Twelve peicent of employnients in the central city oflioston in
*1965 was in establisAments. which were defunct by ,1968.

4/Mick's (1975) study of the social and personal costs of plant
closures analyzed the49X-1970'period for the rubber and olastia

. indusuies In -Connectkut. The sector 'grew substantially-6,428
jobs were created, 6y' fplant openings. But, 4,634' jobs
disappeared through 145 Meshutdowns, -showing that even in
'relative grouitli industries, dislocations affect Many workers. The
rubber and plastic indust,iies enlployed only about 4 percent of the
Connecticut work force during the period and comprised slightly
less than 4 percent of the state's total of 5,600 .pltants. Mick



suggeits that, if these figures ire at all indicative of other
manufacturing sectors in Connecticut or even in New England,
"shutdowns milk have been. a constant problem wiih which
thousands of people coped" (1975: 207).

Many of the older employment centers in the Northeast *ear
4 to be characterized both by high turnover in the labor markets,

long lags in. new job-worker matches, and by 'net loss M jobs,
Some writers have attempted to link job loss in the Northeast and
Midwest to the increasing preValence of multi-plant corporations,
including multi-nationals. They suggest that a majbr featura`of the
complex of employment protilems in older industrial regions is
"industry shift" (Kelly, 1977). These analysts concentrate
especially on apparent effects of 'absentee ownership and mergers.

Udell (1969), for example, 'gathered data op social and,
economic consequences of the merger movement in Wisconsin.
The kudy emphasized the effects on employment and payroll
growth rags. He claims 'that formerly independent Wisconsin

. firms :which merged with conglomerate corporations had
experienced 'significant decreases in pogt-Terger compared to
pre-merger rates of growth in employment. and ,payrolli. Udell
suggests that an important loss to the suite is that merged firms
tend tb change to financial instituti6ns, with legal and accounting
services prOvided out-of-state. I

Booth (1972) studied, changes in employment for total
manufacturing and for' the shoe industry in Maine for both
Out-of-state and local firms. Over the period 1958-1969, or -firms

with npre than 500 employees, the Maine firms increased their
employees iffi- manufacturing by 82 percent, and in the shoe
industry by 110 percent, compared to the absentee owned firms'
comparable figures of 8 percent and -12 percent.

prank and Freeman (1975) have given an estiniat e, whiCh they

freely admit is "quite rough'," that the. U.S. economy lost
1,062,577 jobs through 1974 .because of the. activities of U.S.
multi-national companies.' Organized interest groups opposed to

2. The jobs Considered to bc lost or displaced are those which would have been genentted

in the production of goods which'pe multi-nationals could have successfully marketed in

the absence of overs,eas production of the same goods by their foreign Obsidiaries.



th loss alio. Point. toParticulatexamples, suh at the
Ohi9, b sed4c worations,, Piattond Shamrock and: Ooodyear
Tire;: w ich ave :reduced their .. operatiOnt in that state and .

.purcha ci chemical plant and a tire 'Manufacturer:in .Chile... .

However, in general, these authors correCtly .shote >Major
methodOiogical problems ind are cautioris in theit.Conclusions.
NO firm evaluation of the.effect of conglomerates on .emPlOyment
can be' made .from this typettof data,: especially:from. a societal
viewpoint..

NOertheless, it is relatively cleir. that, (all eIe, being .equal,
communities in which the major sources\ of cpIoyment are
contr011ed by persons who have no clecial reasoh to .giVe major

ht to communitkinployee factors in decision making are
mIrc vulnerable to instability than in theroppOte situation. The
great vulnerability: of *mmunities whose economic base is
deperident on one or a few employers. has ,been .documentimi
repeatedly 'by coMpany town case studies (Lantz, 1971;' Strange,

ar-411
1977) and dramatic 'stories. of "town deaths."

Community Conhpl and CEFs

The discussion has established a number of points upon which
an examination of community convol of industry may be based.
Th'ere is an iritirlate relationship between industry and
community. This int*dependence was.once ccitained within the
loCal environment, but the liature ckg industrial administration'ha8
taken many decisions out of local control. Although a great,niany
decisions to relocate plants are soundly based on eConomic
viability, there are a number of errors in capital allocation which
may result from the distance between communities and absentee
owners. Wheh these closing decisiOns are placed in thribcontext of
ihe difficulties created by high rates of change in job markets and
the evidence of the apparent job maintenance which occurs under
local control, the role of institutional mechanisms through whiCh
local communities mat come to (lin or control industries becomes
obvious. In cases where closing decisions are less than optimal or a
little additional effort or iniestment may make a business viable,
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.communhies should be able Oil save jobs thtough a local initiative,',
including Ole establishment edof 'locally bas ownership. An option
should'be available 'in. apcpprikte cases. .

404Ommtmity-emPlOyee -owned firm ICEF) is one Particular
stritegy Which should:be eVuluated as a meani:of returning Control
of firms to local interests. Is it ;possible hat Mrs can
:economically imnprove` employment, stability y reducing, the
turnOver comPonent of local unemploymem? '

A community-eMployee owned firm is a businesk enterprise in
which the employees and members of the local conimunity have a
sufficient degree of ownership to ensure that the effect on the
benefits received by emtloyees and community inemberilt given
significant weight in (at' letist) major decisions Of the enterprise
and the opportunity existS for these grou(ps to Participate in
making these decisions. "Employees" refers to those who are

: regularly employed or working for compensation in the enterprise
and a majority, of the employees should share in ownership.
Following current practice in defining "community," (Warren,
1972; Hillery, 1955) the definition relies heavily on the notions of
territory and,fijintion. Theareas which supply labor provide a

0 boundary such that " no area being analyzed should be smaller
than "that necessary to encompaSs the homes of .most of the
workers in the establishment(s) being studied" (Management and
Economic Research, Inc. 1978: 49). Thus, those who reside within
this territory, As well as those functionally tied to the plant whO
live within the area, are included.

An analysi of thegEF strategy should be concerned with the
quality as well as the quantity of jobs which might be affected in
comOarison to alternative employment stability measures. Quality
includes traditional variables such ,as wage level, general working
conditions (including safety, eta.), and lob security, as well as thb
job characteristics advocated by "quality of working life"
propbaents: self-direction and creativity (Ilavis and Cherfis, f.
1975).

Quality of jobs also includes ,considieration of the .impact of
comnpnity controyan area eccinomic development rather than

k

,

3 0
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rettrictingitselflo,the provision ofjobs alone:As a recent impact
-analySis of community develoPmentorporations
.diffetent ;types of jobs have substaitially
impliCat(Ons, particularly regarding Mi.4tiplier
1977). 'Public seryite eMplOyment can lOwer. the. U

. .

le/vel .quickly, but is often . little help in prOviding ong"terrn
productive jobs: For: example, some: publie progranis have
attempted to increase jab demand .by .encotraging tourism, but ..

after initial employment increases in conitruction, :there ire :
minimal imiltiplier effects and much of the new employment is
seasonal.

The employee-conimunity purChase strategy should be con-
sidered in terms/61 economic development as. well as jobs
maintained. In 'kegs Witll depressed. economies, where plant
closures and lost manufacturing jobs are a common occurrente,
CEEs represent-a' targeted anti-unemploy!nent program, .and the
need for targeting has been.affirmed. frequently in analysts of how
uneMploymerit 'might be reduced.' without . added: :inflation.
(Dunlop, 1976; Gartner, Lynch and Reissman, 1976; R. Marshall,
1978).

kasized,
onomic .0

(Block,'
lOyment .

As Illustration

Underlying the evaluation of comihunity-employee ownership is

the premise that CEFs may provide increased employment' .

stability,in a community. By redistributing ownership and benefits
locally, a decision regarding plant Ideation or employment
becomes a matter of commtmity political and economic activity. A ,

decision to displace employees will give more weight to the costs to
the community and employees than a conventional 'owner woul

give. Critsfla other than .simple busineti costs of profits ivould
given explicit weight in the decision Process..

'Though the major events which occurret in Herkimer are
related in the next chapter, the manner in which community
concerns enter into the decision calculus may be illustrated by an
early board of director's decision. Soon after the Mohawk 'Valley
Community Corporation (MVCC) purchase of the LibrarY

S.



Bureau., the company began to search 'for new: supplier of
fabricated steel book Shelves: The liOok stacks had been supplied:6
bY a Subsidiary'of tperiy Univac under a 'OOntraCt iligned at the'
time of the.ehange in ownership, MYCC Wai informed ,by Sperry
that the Contract Would not .be renewed after its Mara.% .1971,.

scheduled termination.:' The board 'dectiled that Ate Moat
eco4ttnical :action would be the purchase of a Small steel
.fabricaiing plant.

The result of the board's deCision was the purchase of a plant in'.
Vineland, New Jersey. in October 1977. It is'. very clear, however,
that the board gave significant weight to the community
employmentimplications of its.docision. Theixraid was not only
sensitive to community effects, but was also stactutally tied to
lbcal interests, since community members outside the plant held.
over 60 percent of the stock.

The fitst annual report states " though there are many old.
Iplants in our area, none fitted oui needs as far as time and
'equipment were concerned." The board also explained that the

local utility company was unable to obtain the required natutil gas
allocation and that the Vineland plant became availjtble at a
convenient time on excellent terms. Apparently, consideration of
comMunity employment was not, a strong. enough force to
overcomesignificant economic advantages. The business decision
was not sacrificed for community solidarity, but the community
interest was given a hearing in the process....

. At the same time, the decision to purchase a plant outside the
local aret produced criticism'within the community, "Why hadn't.
the board paid the ciammunity back for its efforts and investment
by expanding local employment?" There were phone calls, a few
letters, and considerable "bar room" gossip. Following these
episodes, the board decided to expand its membership to include
two indiyiduals.who presumably represent community interests.
The opportunity for community input into business decisions
which is afforded by CEFs is apparent in this episode. Community
welfare can be 'considered without necessarily jeopardizing
economic, soundness, but the criteria used in' ordinary business
decisions are clearly altered.

. . ....
°
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..Tlie iheentraosponotid,
Interest in decentralized control over, economic. productionind

k

econotnic (ale comps. from ' a variety of conternpOrary: .and,
hittorical sources. Cckperatives in'which eaCh individUal holds an

. equal share Of oWnership aildittnd 'equal Vote in deeision makipg..
are the most welt known similar form.of productive Orgai)ilation.
Jones documents the importance of the 'cooperative Idea fOr
tritishieconomic thotight (1974). and .eiarnines the incidence of
coóperatiop in the U.S. (Jones, 1971). Pespite 'Political and ':
economic .critiques of cOoperative production by government,
labor and management, Aldrich, and Stern (1978) have.been able
to docUment the existence of over. 890 such .OrganizatiOns: in the
U.S: over the past 130 years. Some were part of UtOpiati
communities in which cooperation Was an ideological basis kir
work, bid numerous others were " tiganized when ,....economic
conditiOns produced rising unemPloyment and depreshd witgeL
Still others were formed as part of worker strategies to coMbat
employers who refused to recognize unions.' Some indication is
emerging that the broad' condemnation of cooperiftives as
economically inefficient was based *n political interests and very
little evidence (Aldrich and Stern, 1978). Cooperation shikpld not
be ditcarded as a philosophy of decentralized economic control.

itAlfred Marshall is said 'to have remarked th :

Producer cooperation-is a very difficult t ing to do,
but it is- worth doing . . :and . . . the difficulties of
non-centralized cooperative production are just those at
which it is best worthwhile to take a long pull, a strong
pull, and a pull all together (in Pigou, 1925:. 246). "

More recently, a 1975 national poll by Hart Research found that
66 percent of respondents expressed a preference for working in an
employee owned organization as opposed to investor ior
loverhment owned firms, and that other opinions supportive of
the employee ownership concept were widespread (see Rifkin,

v 19 77 );\ This form of local control may not ittclude community .

ownership at the same time, but is a similsar attempt to regain
control of one's own economic fate; The incidence of employee

33



owned firms is increasing rapidly due to ideaS tad advice on
,

's Capitalism" provided by indjviduals such Its LoUis
Kelso nd the creation of Employee Stock ownership' Plans as a
,resul of favorabl tax structures (Stern and Cotnstook, 1978).
,

'11 blic interest' roups, regional development fesearchers and
political offidials fiave giVen sttength to theiden of local cóntrol
and proposed a variety of strategies similar, to the formation of
CEFs. The National Conference on Alternative State 'and Local
Oólicies and the Corthnuifity Ownership Organizing Project

,proniote more independently viable and. autonomous local
communities.

We propose, in ihol, that 'change in cities needs to be
based on a program, of community ownershipof real:
estate primarily, but Also of' utilities and even some
businesses and industries. A city that, owned itselfthat
was ableto tap directly the income.crated by economic
activity within its boundatieswould no longer be poor.
And the direction of major resources' would be in-the
hands of the citizens not, as now, in the hands of the
largely nonresident managers and private shareholders
(Kirshner, 1974:23).

Underlying many, of these community control concerns is the
notion that economic growth should be deemphasized, or at least
that the social effects of economic and technologic change should
imply real constraints on economic decisions. Th popular'
conceptions that "small is beautiful," that less energy intensive
and capital intensive types of development are now necessary, and
that large-scale business and government are out of control, are
also strong among those who advocate the more decentralized-type
of society implied if community-employee ownership of firm...
became Widespread. Such advocates are also concerned. with the
lack of participation and industrial democracy under conventional
ownership. They, believe that a transforttiation in the control of
property will increase the participation of employees in workplace
decisiions, reducing alienatiOn and increasing individual commit-
ment, autonomy, and satisfaction. The evidence from current



Cities of employee ctimed firm* as yet u
any, of these changes (e4, Stern. and H

. Questions or decentralized:control and .conimUnity enipOyee'
ownership have gainecii;p0litita1 attention, .11rhe Department. .of .

Health, Education and. Welfare tiwarded.$300;000. fUnding for * . .

study of the feasibility of restoring a .partially cloked steel plant, in.
the' Youngstown; Ohio ,:area, 'to full produation **Witt ..*
.community.ernployee ownership plan. The- partial , Closing has,
directly cost 4,100 jObs and it is estimated that an additiotial 1,630
to 3,600 jobs will be lost in other businesSes:becauie of the Change
in the area's ificoMe base and consuMption patterns (Policy, and
:Management AssOdates, Inc., April, 1978). The Youngstown
study. has examined,.the Herkimer case as a. model, and
received considerable attention from the press...

public figures involved in the Herkimer community7eMploYee
plant purchase commonly receive inquiries -from coMMunities
similarly threatened by closings. The communities want to 'know .

how jobs Wese sayed at the Library Bureau tind seek an evaluation
of the .cornmunity-employee ownership approach. The president
of lhe Herkimer County legislature dramatically stated
stockholders at the first annual Mohawk Valley Community

,Corporation meeting that "it goes without- saying that . . . you
have set. an economic example through the State of New York and
the entire country" (Herkimer Evening Telegram, January 20,
1978: 1).- . .

In -March, 1978, the' Voluntary Job Preservation and
"Community Stabilization Act was 'ititroduced ih the House of
Representatives. The bill had .70 co-sponsors in November, 1978
and:pnblic field hearings Were held in Jamestown, New York. The
bill aims for an initial yearly funding of $100 million arkd is
expressly designed to facilitate local actions such as the one which .
is The focus of this study. A siMilar bill is likely to be introduced in
the Senate where there is strong sentiment on the part of Senators
bong and draYel to .encourageeMployee stock ownership
.arrangements.
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Legislation design0 'to 'reduce the negative impact frOm:planf'
clOsures has:also been litroduced Into the ohio legislature, 'The

requirei that all Plants with 100 ar more etiOloyeeS:give:
(a). two Years notice of shutdowni; relocation, or Major redtictions
in . force; (b) an economic iMpact statement from eMPlOyerr :

. considering such action; and (c). payment by the 'employer of a.
sum equal to 10 percent of the total, annual wages of the displaced
emplOyeet into a "Community Atisistanbe Funcl." A ,iofichigan
state' representative' hits. proposed. legislation which would reqnire
compaqjes to 'give employees affected by a shutdown the
opportunity to purchase die facility, before offering it to any other
prospective' purchasers4

Political rhetoriAtis begun to riflect the growing interest in
these i ues. Vice President MOnitale has remarked that:

S time to focus on an element missing in the
A rican econorny.the right of workers; their familia
and:the communities, in which they live-to some sort of
decent treatment and concern when a company it. plan-
ping or considering the pOssibility of closing (quOted
Focus; April 1977, p. 6).

Given the activity aimed at solving problems crpated by plant
closings, concerns about unemployment, and sentiment for a
decentralized emlomy, econotnic and social evaluation of CEFs it
surely npmpriate. Current meastire to solve unemployment
problems have not been. 'particularly su cessful i t'ithe criterion of
success is the elimination of structura un. t\en_plOYmeni.3 While

CEFs may reduce unediployment levels omoting emploYment .

stability in themselves, they also c !anent otkrer programs
which have demonstrated partial suc ess. They fit the pattern
established through the creation of comniunity development

!:1

3 LiPsey has defined structural unemployment is "that part of frictional unemployment
which is not acceptable eitherebecause there would be a net mortetary gain in removing it or
because the social gains of removing it are judged to outweigh the net money cost of so
doing" (1963: 215). Gordyn (1967) says the concePt implies: (i) some degrevf immobility
along one or ?Acre dimenstbns of the labor forckand (II) in some or all of these sectors with
Unpaired mobilftv, unemployment significantly dieted& available vacancies even when there

is no deficiency of aggregate demand.



cor rations (CDCs) which have been providers' of employment
un er.the Conmiunity Einployment and Training Act (Cotnnuth
itY 'Services Achinistration, OM.. President tutees urban
policy emphasizes the failure ,of previous federal 'programs
because the government lacked Information 'to adininistei
programs effectively. The new policy conCentrates on lOcal .

involvement andlitectiOn of progrp such as CDCs in order to
avoid the inefficiency of long distance. federal.adthini4trkiott. The .

original. Humphrey-Hawkins legislation .sought similar'reptiol
over public service employment through local 'councils and :
boards. If CEFs are ecohomicallysensible, they will fit into other
emerging' programs aimed at combatting unethployment through
local initiative.

This study focuses upon the ability of CEFs to avert structural
Amemployment particularly hi the northeastern and midwestern
United,States where a' syndrome o econoMic decline is in motion.
Th4 economies of.ileclining regions are characterizeil by, frequent .
factory clinures, especiallyby multi-plant firms. There is a chronic
lack of joboPportunities, particularly jobs which match the skills
and abilities of the unemployed and offer acceptable wages, Some-
of these communities and states are offering an eVer incieasing
digree of tax and other locational .incentives to attract and retain
industry. But, these incentives are desperation measures because
they are highly costly to current residents and industries4 and even
reinforce some of the:yndrome characteristics: Tax breaks may
attract induitry in the short term, although state and local taxes

typically only about 2-3 percent of companies' costs and
ally rank low as a locational factor (Weinstein and Firestine,

However, the lowered taxes can reduce communitYseryices,
*huality, and municipal viability to a degree which
ages industrial development. At 'some point the ratio of

benefits inherent in these incentive policies must become
kn the taternatives. There is an awareness among some

the -Northeast, politicians and academic analysts,, that
mt has been reached ("Federal Spending: The Notth's
e SunbeWs Gain," 1976; Pearse, 1977). Alternative

are
gen
1978
scho
disco
dists t
lower t
groups
such a p
Lc* is t

'4. "Do Slit s Neglect Old Plants for New?" Industry Week, July 4. 1977, pp. 43-49.
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approaches ace needed to bleak the syndroine. CEFs represent one
such possibility which may be illustrated and partially evaluated
through the events which occurred in Herkimer, New _York in
1976; and resulted in the formation of the Mohawk Valley.
Community Corporationa community-employee.owfied firm.

.4
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'The Regional Context

The Popular presi has. made nearly everYone aware of the
long-run economic decline of the northeastern scfor of the United
States.. The 'snowbelt-sunbelf conflict in the "new .war.beiween the".
states" are two of the current labels. Most individuals seem io
know the story of at least one company which has deserted the
gold, old, energyless, highly taxed North for the warm, modern,
energy fiat low cost Soutli. As Houston and other southern
metropolitan areas grows the cities of the Northeast and'upper
Midwel are pictured as blighted and .aecaying.

Behind the headlines is a picture of tweLployment rates above
national averages, net out-migration, deOning nuMbers ,of
manufacturing jobs .in absolute as well as relative terms, and
decreaiing relative levels of per capita inconie. The related issues
of population.and job loss are illustrative. Net out-migration has
increasingly. cut into- the populntion of the northeastern census
area, particularly New. fork State (Sternlieb and Hughes, 1975:
9-10). While net white out-mignition has been occurring since
.1940, this trend was more than offset by in-migration of blacks.
From 1940-1970, there was'a loss of 900,000 whites accompanied
by a gain of 1.6 million blacks. However, the outflow 'of whites
has now)6reased considerably and the black inflow..has been
reversed. New York State lost 640,000 persons and
1976 (Weinstein and Firestine, 1978: 5). At the same ime, the

3$
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.; southern censia. Neat have reversed. a. long . 'term.' trend o
put.migration and showed a substantial popUlatio*increase due tO:
migration from 1970 to .1976. . ; .

Correlated 'With population movement are changes in etnploy
ment opportunityrespecially in the ma4ufactUring sector; Though
'total non-agriCultural'employntent -rose by 70 percent natiohwide
between 1950. and 1977, it grew, by only 28 percent in the Middle
Atlantic States with NeW York yailing the group at 20.1 percent. :-..
Of even greater concern is an abiolute decline of 64 percent in the
total number of jobs in NeW York State. since 1970. This 'st'ate
the only one with an absolute decline in employment and contrasts
sharply with the ttverage employment gro*vth of 37 percent in the
Mountain. States.

T4e locittion of.the Library B
part of Herkitner County
Metropolitan Statistical Area (SM
'and Rome, are locatecl in Oneid
the labor force in Herkimer commutes 'to Oneida County for
work.

- A rather complete economic history of the area has been
)prodked by COIrsafulti (1977) from whose work this description is
largely drawn.4s

continue to produce substantial amounts of
hough the focus here is utIon the industrial sector,

the two coun
agricultural goods. Oneida county is. the third largest dairy
producer in the slate. Crisafulli's analysis shows the the industries
which developed early and dominated, the economT-up to World
War I hold:only a slim position in the current economic profile of
the area. Most development took place between the Civil War an
World War I.

The single largest employer of labor was the textile industry
which consisted of 72 firms with 18,126 employees on the eve 'of
the First World Wtr. This tnilusiry alone accounted for 43.6
percent Of the area's total manufacturing employment (Crisafulli,
1977: 105). The industry was centered in Utica and relied on steam
rather than water power, an alternative made possible by
proximity to. Pennsylvania coal fields and the transportation of

,

reau in Herkimer, New York is
the Utica-Rome Standard
). The principal cities, Utica

county and almost' 30 pereent of

4 4
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tel. on theogrie Cantl. The principal products that raw the
canali freight network were various lines, of knitwear and other
cotton Opods.

Second in size and importance.to the textile group was the-metal
and machinery sector. In the ettily twentieth centUry, this sector ,

included 85 factories and employed 12,733 or 304 percent of all
thoe'employed in manufacturing. The cities of Sherrill, Rome;
and Utica in Oneida County were the major centers of the
industry. Utica specialized in the manufacture of. guns, Stoves,
tooli, and boilers. In addition, there were numerous primary

, metal foundries that catered to the railroad -industry: Rome was
the center for the production, of copper and brass implements,
while Sherrill specialized in silversmithing at the works begun in
1848 by the John Ilumphrey Noyes 'Oneida Community.

The third largest industry before World War I was the lumber
and furniture group accountingfor 2,245 employees'Or SA Percent
of the area's manufacturihg employment. Thirty-one such
factories dotted the two-cbutity area which had substantial forest.

, resources, much of which is part of the Adirondack Park.System
today.

A fourth industry Was "transportation id transportation
equipment." This group consisted of all té ancillary services
conhected with the Erie Canal and the regio al railroad system.
The canal was finished in 1825 and Utica 'became a major
warehousing depot for its, commerce. A similar development
accompanied the expansion of the rail system as Utica became the
nexus of the rationalized New York Central Railroad with large
freight and redistribustion depots.

Two other industries were related to agriculture. The-dairy
products industry provided a stable eletnent ih the area's economy
for nearly two centuries, and a second Consequence or agriculture
was the canning industry. Oneida County was apparently on the
frontier of food-processing technology in the late nineteenth
century. The MohaWk 'yalley agricultural base easily,supplied this,
infant industry with a varied crop of fruits and vegetables, In 1912
there were 22 canneries in the ar (Crisafulli, 1977: 103).

14S1,



ThiV current stitiOcal profile Of indUstry In the
. 'that ttone of the-210104*i, sve the. Metall '0000,

proMlnently in the indUstrill'mix; The earlier strengths.** 'no* on
the peripheryoteconoMic activitY and eveIt the produainix of the

. .metal-Producing Sector has, radically .'chinged (Crisafulli, .1977:
106). -Though:table 3-1 disgtiliel thii product mix trend beeaUsi it

,. 'shows Steady grOwth:,for. the metals settor,lhe tnalalve .strUotural
:change -in the econontic base which occurred'in the interWar,and
postwar years can be seen Partitularly well in tIle.cleath otthe local.
textile industry. .

Toile 3-1
Distribution of Manufacturing Employ's"

1PUca-Rome 81111M, 1912, 1W, 1476
,

1912

(pfseklit)
1947

(Pireint)
1976 ,

(Percent)
Metals and machinery 30.6 * 41.4 61.3
Other durables 5.4 21.0 7.0
Textile mill products 43.6 19.0 3.7
Other non-durables 10.9 18.6 28.0 .1.

some: Crisafulli, "Commerce and Industry," In The History of Owl* County
(published by Oneida C unty, 1977), p.106, 4

Although a 6pu1r local notion is that the decline of the
Utica-Rome are4 was a result of the movement of textile, firms to
the South just kfter World War II, Crisafulli argues that the
decline was actuill&jn several industries and had been in progress
for 40 years, but ,habcn disguised by the economic stimuli o
two world wars and the g end decline of the depression. As th
original industries declined, any dependent supplier firms and
industries suffered. The dedlin he resulted from a loss of the
local esapomic base in general. It was a long termdecline of major
proportion (1977: 106-112). .

The transformation of the regional economy partially fits the
pattern ascribed to post industrial society (Bell, 1976). The loss in
niknufacturing jobs has been accompanied by an increase, albeit a
smaller one, in non-manufacturing employment. Manuficturing



(at 32.3 percent of total employment in 1970) remains the basis of
the econdmy, but employment in the don-manufacturing sector
expanded by 28.4 percent between 1950 and 1976 (Crisafulli, 1977:
112). The largest advances were made in profesSional services,

,. public adininistration, finance, insurance, real estate, 'communica-
tion andiipublic utilities, and construction2A second development
of the postwar period has been that government has become the
most raPidly expanding industry, accounting' for one of every four

' jobs in the, area and having almost tripled its employment level
since thl .end.of the Second World WarN......,,

Table 3-2 presents an illustration of the devolution of s the
manufacturing sector, both in the durable and non-durable
comPonents, and the relative 'health of the non-manufacturing
sect6rs.-Lest the inention'of ."health" be deceptive, note that total
em lOyment in the StvISA in 1976 was 113,200, down 2,800 from
197 and representing the lowest level in the 1970s "(New York
Sta e Department of Labor, 1977). Tracing the employment levels

in manufacturing hrough the table shows.that the 1976 mark of
301900 also esta shed a 'record low for the decade, and is
pa ticularly noticea le in the "machinery, including electrical and'

-transportatiOn equipment" category. Both durable and non-
durable manufacturing sectors declined steadily over this ten-year
period; within the (jumble goods group "all of the loss came in
machinery . . . once the heart, now the heartbreak of the local °
economy" (New York State Department of Labor, 1977: 4). This
particular decline is considered the key to the economic malaise of
the area, a situation exacerbated by plant closings and defense
cutbacks that halved the record employlnent in this industry set in
1969. Major losses after 1969 occurred through the closing of the
General Electric Radio Receiver plant, staff reductions at Griffiss
,Airforce Base, and the closings of Kelsey-Hayes Drop Forge Tool
in Utica and the Univac division of Sperry Rand.

,.

The precipitous drop in the last three years is partially explained
by the nationwide recession, but it also underlines a general
tendency toward contraction of employment in the manufacturing
sector, particularly in this region. A critical weakness in the
region's principal manufacturing component is,,also exposed. The
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. -Tab11.34
*Employees In NonAlxkulhInd Esth

, 19664916

Isdastry.category. iris"
Non-avicultural

wage and ialary 108.3

Manufacturing- 30.0

Durable goods* 20.7
Primary metal industries 4.5
Fabricated' mmals,
Inc, ord. 4.1

.Machinery, Inc. eleciii-
cal and transportation
equItiment 10,0

*the! dtqable goods, *, 2:1

NOn-durable goods 9.3

Food 44 kindred products 1.8
Textile mill products . 1. I

Apparel and other
finished fob* products 0.8

Leather and 'leather
products 1.5

, Other non-durable goods 4.1

1975 1974 J 1973

; 7; I

109.5 113.3 112.4

3.9 35.2 35.0

21.3 24.0 24.4
4.0 5.2 5,3

4,1 4,0 3.7

11:3 13.0 13.;
2.0 '2.3 15/
9.5 10.6 10.6

: 1.8 2,0 2.04
. t.0 1.2 - 1.2

0.9 1.0 1,0 .

1.5 1.3 1.4
4,3 5.0 4,9

(in: thousands)

972

110.2

34.1

3,7
4.8

3.4

1971 1919 1969 114

I lip 114,5 116.2 113.9

36:11 40.3 4 . 42.8

2 .9 2C7 .2 30.1
.6 4.9 -4.9

:391. 4,0 3

15,7

10.4 I 10.9

2.1 I 2.2
1.2 1

1.0* 1.0 \
1 (

1.5 , . 1.3
4.7 . 5,0

1967, 1961

112.1 109.6

42.6 . . 41.9

1791 19.9 19.1
,2.0 2.2 2.3

11,6 12.1 12,7

2.2 2.3 2.2
1. 1, 1.2 I. .
1.1 1.3 1.5

1 .6 . 1.7 1.9
5.5 5,7 , CO

29.9 28.7
5.2 3:1

IC I 17.5
2,6 * 2,4 ,

12.7 13,1

\ 2.2 2.2
1.2 1.3,

!,6 1.6

III 2,2



Contract construction
Transportation and
public utilities
Wholesale and retail trade
finoce, insurance, and.

teal estate
Services and miicellaneoas

prellininary data.

Normnanutadiudnik 78.3 78.7

26 2.8

,3.8 4,0
19.9 194

,

'` 4.9 . 4,9
.11.5 17.9

Cickerninent 28.6 29.1 27.5 174 26:9 26.2

78.1 . 714 76.0 74.2 .74.5 72.9 71.1 69.5. 62.7 .
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postwar emphasis upon light manufacturing is particularly
sensitive to. cyclical fluctuations in the national economy.
Recovery will always 14 behind, national developments since
"niuch of the indukry in this area acts to supply parts, or tools,
for larger manufacturers elsewhere in the coufitry. Before orders

r1-1 are placed with local employers, the inventories of the other
a

prodUcers have to be depleted". (New York Stre Department of
Labor, 1977: 4).

Along with the increased employMent in the govermhvent sector'
and services subdivisions, trade and finance haite bees fairly stable
and contract construction, public utilities, and transportation
have declined cobsistently.

The Labor Force and Unemployment

Population chaeges in the area have' paralleled econojnic
changes'with high growth rates in the late nineteenth century and
declining rates throughout the twentieth century. A sensible
interpretation would have people fleeing a lack of employment
opportunity. 'Table 3-3 shows the population of the Utica-Rome
SMSA by race and sex for 1970. The grand total amounts to an
increase of 9,899 persons since 1960.

4

Table 3-3
Population by Sex and Race, 1970_1_,

Race or Ethnic Group Total Female

Total 340,670 175,042
White 332,094 170,756
Black 7,686 3,818
Other Races 890 468,
American Indian 249 124 .

Puerto Rican 613 314

Source: Annual Planning Report, Fiscal Year 1976, p. A-I2.

Herkimer County's share in this total figure is 67,633 and is
primarily located in that corner of the county near the industrial
centers of Utice and Rome (New York State Depaitment of
Labor, 1975: 1-2). Whites account for 98.1 percent of ihe civilian
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labor force and 9 3 percent of the civilian employment for the
entire SMSA. B cks constitute 1.7 p#ent of the civilian labor
force and 1.6 cent of the civilian employment totals. Only 62 of
the 7,686 blac males live in Herkimer County.

The Dep ment.:of Labor has projected that by 1980, the
population of the SMSA will decline by 1.2 percent or 4,044
persons. e decline is expected in the preteen age group while an
increase is expected in prime-age workers (New York State
DepartIient of Labor, 1977: 12). Table 3-4, showing the
percentaghange in the population of Herkimer County ¶or the,
twent%eth century, lends support to. the projection.

Table 34 I.

Pe(rcent Change in Population, Herkimer CountY, State; N.ation
Percent' Change

Census Yeir United
States

New York
State

Herkimer
County

1900 - 1910 + 21.0 + 25.4 + 10.4
1910 - 1920 + 14.9 + 14.0 + 153
1920 - 1930 + 16.1 + 21.2 - 1.5

1930- 1940 + 7.2 + -7. 1 - 7.0
19401,1950 . . . ... . + 14.1 + 10.0 + 3.2
195011960 + 18.8 + 13.2 + 8.1
1960 - 1970 + 13.9 + 8.7 + 1.9

1900 - 1970 + 167.4 + 150.9

Source: Economic Profile: Herkimer Colinly. 1:411 1975, p. C-I.

The projection of an increase in prime-age workers will increase
the number, of individuals unemployed unless an economic
turnaround is accomplished. The current lack of ecohomic
opportunity is harshly Teflected in the , SMSA statistical series
detailing the characteristics of unemployment insurance bene-
ficiaries. From 1970 to 1975, the percentage of males among those
individuals claiming unemployment insurance (UI) benefits rose
from 53 percent to 68.3 percent, indicating the progressively
higher proportion of primary wage-earners in the jobless total. An

ft
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analysis of age cohorts shows that the largein Inciealte tt UI
beneficiaries has been in the 20-34 year old group (New York State
Depaitment of Labor, 1978: 43-44). Blue,collar Workers in the
SMSA were the chief UI recipients, accounting. for 75 percent of
total benefits for unemployed men in 1977, In conjunction with
the general economic decay of the postwar years, Crisafulli noted*
that "The area has not known full employment more than a .fifth
of the years since World War II," and that "it has been classified
as an area of substantial labor surpluijor is long as these
lassifications have been published"' (1977: 106). Herkimer

County, however, usually rims a slightly lower unemployMent rate
than Oneida.

The income levels of manufacturing production workers have !.

increased annually in the postwar 4eriod, but 'the increment has
not always kept up witrthe Consumer Price Index and wages have

, been consistently among the lowest of the eleven SMSAs in :New.
York State. The. 1972 average weekly . wage of a manufacturing .

employee was $185.72 in NeW York State; $167.32 in' the
Utica-Rome SMSA; $171.02 in Oneida County; and $160.10 in
Herkimer County. Wepartment ,of Commerce, 197). FaMily ..
income levels have also remained below statewide stanaartis, and
actually decreased in real, dollars from the 1974 high of $15,540.
The figures for April, 1978 show that the average production
workerl. weekly wage rate was $231.96; which placed the
Utica-Rhme worker ninth in the scale of eleven SMSAs in the state
(New York State Department of Labor, 1978: 2).

TWo other indicators complete the profile of economic
opportunity in the two-county area. An anajysis of quit rates forstthe 1970-76 period as ab' surrogate is mbnt fttiA the workers
general attitude towird the security of thei mploYment and their,

A willingness to risk seeking wOrk elsewhere shows that area workers
are becoming more tenacjousid regard a steady job as a rarity.

The ?um of these erAinomic conditions must explain much of the
unionited sector's-inability to sustain work stoppages. Crisafulli
attributes the,shOrt duration and natcow breadth of area strikes to
the "statt,nnanship" of labor, howe r prosaie economic factors

,, / .
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probably explain Inore of the 'phenotnenon, While the MOhaWk
Valley has a higher rate of unionism than the national average, the
'number of workers involved and the number of man-daysiost due .

to work stoppages has been among 'the lowest in the state and
' -nation (Criiifulli, 1977: 110),

A final measurs Suggests the disparity in economit. development
A

between the counties of Herkimer and Oneida. Census data 'from
1970 showed that 28 percent of Herkimer residents commuted to
other counties for-their livolihood. Ninety percent of that figure
commuted to Oneida County. The corresding figures for

eida County showed that only 4.8 perced Of* ice residents
co uted` -elsewhere, chiefly. ..to Madison, Onondaga, and
Herki er counties (New York State Department of Labor, 1978:
12).

Economk Derh&opmeat. Efforts

. The :'principal ikency in the area that coordinates industrial
development schemes, is the Mohawk Valley Economic Develop- .
ment District tMVEDp which- was established in 1965 under
authority of the. &onoth1 c Development Agency (EDA) of the
federal government, an 'age y that was created under. the Public
Works and Economic DeveIopmene Act --of 1965 to "spur
economic and social growth i economically distressed areas"
(MVEDD Overview: 1). The MVEDD encompasses the five-
county area of Fulton, Herkimer, Montgomett Oneida, and
Schoharie counties. In fiscal year 1976, the operating costs-of the
agency were approximately $105,000, more than half Of_ Which
Were covered byIederal grants. However,,the dollar impact of the
agency's work was far greater. .

; The; methods used by the agency are essentially two-prOnge&%)

FirsCit cooperates With loCal governmenti at all levels to help
them aCquire matching federal funds for infrastructural support to
industry. These projects may range from establishing industrial
parks tohpublic works, including.the development of transporta-
tion systems (MVEDD Overview: 2). All of these efforts are meant
to`attract industry, but there are also programs .ptablished
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throNigh which existing private ompanies may `applyakfct loatis
/ a from the EDA or other sources to finance plant expaniion 'or

shore up failing firms. The underlying rationale 'in all of these
efforts is the support for increased employment. Table. 3-5
provides a rough approxitnation of The istribution of .-EDX.'
related loans and grlitirrsetured for the ar y the MVEDD. Of
this $17.25 million, $8.4 million was provi. local authorities
during the decade.

Table 3.5 I,
Projects Funded through MVEDD 19654975 .

r-
th Total cost

General Piojeo Categorx (millions)

dustrial Development (infrastructure)
J b Developinent (training and seasonlil

ubiic employment)
smTou

Busin
Plannin

$11.7

2.3
.9

s Development (loans to Private firms) 3.1"
(including feasibility studies).

Source: Mohawk Valley Economic Development District: An Overview, part III, pp.r1-3.

.25
s

The developmentLr.cusable. industrial _parka represents a
redirected effort from the local development attemIts of the fiftia
and early sixties. The Utica ndustrial Development Corpoption
in 1957 itt(racted over 1,000 jbsJn one maneuver by refurbishing
an obsolete arms manufacturing lant in the-city. Univac dMsion
of Remington Rand aecepta the' ,good fait attempt to entice
them to Utica with a ready-mIde factory and stayed twenty years,
until March, 1977 when the 1,000 jobs were lost .through a
corporate decision to close the facility (Crisafulli, 1977: 109).

While the MVEDD does seem to have injected rational planning
measures into area development programs, the accomplishments
of the agency have been dwarfed by developments that are beyond
its coswol. The total impact, in terms of jobs, of the MVEDD
programs in Oneida County during the ten years covered in table
3-5 has amounted to a gain of ju over 1,000 jobs. In three
monthsott the beginning of 1077, the c unty lbst that many jobs

. ,
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*ith tht :Univac eloaing: The taik addressed by'btheolVIV.E1*hat

: bein;inittMense;

The social impact of ecottOMio disloeatIon is essentially.
4Mmeasutable, however load legislators are annUally confronted
;Svith the dollar value ortheir "soeial services,' bAdget for the &cal
,year. Those Costs for Herkimer County alonelutve been more than
50percent of the total budget in reeent years antkOhoiv Ito.,Sight.Of

diminishing (Herkimer cmintyjudget, 1977: 42, .55). With 'it
shrinking tax base and a relativow property valation rate, the
economic viabilitiofthe area ties been diminished.

erkimir and the Library Barna

Against this sqUing of regional decline, the announced closing
*of the Library Bureau waned to reinforce the area's deprelsion.
The Library Bureau itself is located in HerkinulA)New York and
draws its workforce from the three contigdous Villages of
Herkiiner (1970 population 8,960), Ilion (9,808) and Mohawk -r

(3,301) clustered a ofozen miles east, Of Utica. Of the 22,000
'persons in the villages, approximately 8,700 were employed in"
1Sl70 with 80 percent of the jobs in the private sector and about 10
percent id manufacturing. In relation to the rest of the state, the
population ilecline has been slightly more rapid and there is a clear
dependence upon a healthy private sector for employment. A
gross estimate of the economic situation islapparent ih the 12.8
percent unemployment rate at the time of the announced closing
when the national figure was 7.0 percent.

.

The importance of the Library Bureau to the local economy is

apparent not only in the'effprts (to be dedcribed) to save the plant,
buk also in the.average age of employees. (49 years) and average
ten.vre (17 years). The pattern of low turnover.which existed in the
plant at the time of the threatened closure suggests that the 170
local employees wde,not easily employed elsewhere, in that they
possessed specialized woodworAcing skills which were not
consistent with other local manufacturing activity. In 1975, 650
workers in the same craft had been dislocated by the ckAure of the.

Standard Desk Company in Herkimer. .

V.*

Ircito

ft



CorPorate HistorY

t.

The Library Bureau (1,13) is: in 'the , es$ of designing, and
Manufacturing high-quility wOod 'and metal .:ihelVing,--PrOducts
and othar library. furnishing& The cone,ern:was 'AMMO 1876 .byl
Melvil DeWey, itrientor of the decimal catafogdifig:OteM,' in: an

- effort to ihiprove library serVices through fUrniture and hardive
improvements: Withinits specialirOfie14.tbe tibrary BureaU has
prospered, selling not only standard produtts, but designing,
SuPplyinat and installinclibraries in their entirety tO meet the
needi of educational and other inititutions with significant or
IpeciaV collections. Library Bureau is reported to be the most -

respected manufacturer in its field:its producti.can bt found at
institutions such as Mitre Daine; Otinceton, New York ffniveriity;
and at U.S. embassiesOd rehired agencies throughout the world.

.41

a The Library Bureau took part in several mergers from the time
of its founding, and following the 'Second World War, relocated
to the village of Merkimer, New York in a three-story plant erected
at the turn of the century. It remained an _independent company'
from the time of its founng by Dewey untilv1923, when it,merged
with Rand Kardex, will& in turn merged with th_e Remington
Typewriter Company in 1927, to form RdMington Rand, Inc. In
19554, itemington Rand and the Sperry Gyroscope Company
merged to form Sperry Rand. Subsequent mergers resu1te$1 in Ale
formation of the Univac division of Sperry which owned *the
Library BUreau. In summary, nearly half a centnry of independent
operation was followed by a half century of conttot by .outside
owners, and finally. after September 1976, the return of local
control.

This small., company has shown 'considerable success histor-
ically; one reason is its comparative advantage in being located
close to its raw material sutply. Close to half of its sales are
deri\ve4 /11001 wooden products; snch 'as shilvini,!vertical files,
card cases, and larger filing and shelving systems. These products
are manufactured from lOgs:Obtaihed locally and processed by the
company in its own sawmill, Local farmers crontractim an annual
basis td supplkthe'required number and quality of hardwood logs,
for which they ieceive cash paymentCr&se Payments exceeded



187500111 i975,1he stWOtill ' ant Plant:hat* VariOtia Machines '
for debarking:fop, rough. autOnc and Planing: boardi:Airthat

..pratissing'inVbiViii reMcvil of defeat*, finishing, IPPlication of :
.:.

;veheera, or thin ..layers' of hardwPods,, refinishing,' and :vatitlabing.
:. before.assembly to-thc.. nal ProducCby. skilled.cablaatittakPrg.:''
By 'procesSing its 'oWn r ..*Ood..ittateriali ,gte Library,Bureau
assures the:buality 'of its, nal product., OnlY 30"percent of raW log
tnaterialisactually used 70,percent is resold to become pulp.and

..muich.products. The annual ciating seasOn begins in.October and.
'.;lasts through the. winter; The sawmill.did not prOcest,wOodafor ..;
...any other purpose:thin 'supplying the. LibiarY Bureau until after

,,,.. the recent conversion to local. oWnership. By beginning ih process. ,

. lumber for local contractOrs and lumber yardsi,' previously idle
time has 'become profitable. While. Value is 'added to the. raw ..

materfal during processing, large inventories, annually amounting..
to42 million,:are required to keep the operation supplied.- These
inventories are a direct result Of the.nature of400d!processing, ,

which requires oftended Periods for drying and treatment.
. ,

A third of the Library llureau's sales are derived' from steel
'Shelving products, :which 'were until recently supplied, 'under
agreement from another. subsidiary of Sperry Rand located in

- Ohio. Remaining saki consist of accessories subcontracted to
other companies or bought outright and resold, at a profit: An

' earlier, short-lived venture into plastic furniture- hong wai
discontinued when the company was unable tO assure the quality

, Standards it met .for its other products. ,,
r

A secdnd important factor in LibrarY Bureau's business is the
manner in which it mak,etts its prodect, When the. company

..1 merged with Sperry Rand in 1955, it became corPorate policy to
sell its products only within the. United States. At the time,.this
caused some consternation within the cpmpany, as planning had
already been devoted to filling an order for the King of Sweden,
who wanted a complete library installed. Furthermore, it Was a
long-standing .company policy to sell :only to those librades
employing/professional librarians. Tills =Mit that the majority of
its business was conducted with larger libraries, usually those
supported by public funds...

. . .

,
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" the lije1960sand.through the1970s, Library Bureau'l Market did.

.not ...ekpaild.. If. 'anything, 'it shrank: 'The CoMpattY's marketing
meiCnt that ,orders:! Were Ibudgeted..tad- 'payments .

&toured- in advance Or praluctiOn.- cuitomett Made budget'
arrangements for purchases six months to tWo.Yearit in advance of
expected delivery: lids a Very 'low look -On .,aecounts
receivable, .but a Vulnerability tO rapid 'bouts orinflatiOn,-.The

*company, has bad approximately 18,000 'cuitOtners, and-recent
'7annuatsales averaged $10 million, whiCh amounts to a -healthy

1.5-20 percent of the, U.S. market, with a profit' of 6-7 percent' P

after' taxes. As no 'single customer accounts for more than '10
percpnt of Library Bureau's business, the'company is insulated
from ,*Irastic short-tun changes in demand for its product: The
company's age and specialization relative to. its cofivetitors
provides experience in' estimating the costs of coinpleting.cuitomer
orders.. Since sales largely derive from Ompetitive bidding on
open contracts, its experierfce and reputation -are valuable assets,...
Nevertheless, as a result of the cUtbackis in public Spending
described above, the company sought.to Increase direct orders.;
Unkier Sperry Rand, Library Bureau sales personnel were
permitted to operate out of the, parent company's marketidg
offices, but a rule was established limiting the access of Library
Bureau sales9ien to those customers nest being cultiVaied by
salesmen from other divisions of the conglomerate. 1

The Library *Bureau employed (in 1976) 276 persons: 170 in
manufacturing, 51 in administration and technical work, and 55 in
salest The production workers and clerical Workers are represented
by twti locals of-the International Union of Electrical, Radio.and
Machine Workers (IUE). Production employee's receive payment
through ,an incentive system based on individual prodtittivity.
Operations in the plant are arranged with highest kil1s (final
assembly and finisbing) being allocated .to the upper floors,of the
plant, and lower-skilled operations to the first floor, sawmill, and
log yard.

..The manufacturing process is best described as. a flow of
materials from the sawmill on.the ground floor to thelinishing



room on he thilid floor. Partaire'PlaCed whiCh
'are move 'Mons various michines.."These Machines include table
saws, au matic.plembly iquiPnient boring equipment, .

head dersWind'''edge-binders: .(nolti4tead' refers to the
*.ciPacity ff a. single 'MaChine 'to Peiforin the.
s1multan,us1y on several pletes of raw material). These machines
'are run one ot at most two emPloyees,.

. Sever of-Library .Bureau's *Machines are quite old, but
practically .unreplaceable. Normally, machigery depreciate* in
value .over time,. but the reverse has occ*red with LibiarY
Bureau's equipment. These machines itere thanUfactUred . in.
Germany 'and 'Switzerland, countries 'which. have experienced
favorable postwar currency shifts with respect to the 0.5. dollar.
In addition, importation taxes on such equipment havelhisen
considerably. These economic factors, and the' fact that thelead
time for the replacement of such machinery is wit) years, or more,

, give Library Bureau favorable'footing against competitors seeking
to enter the market...

',The preceding account reveals a company with easy access to
resources, a stable.1 market, and a reasonable return on
investments, based on fionservative. marketing. Neverthehiss,
Sperry Rand reached a decision to liquidate 4ts hokliSs in this
firm. Though very: little information is available to itccoimt, for
decisions which were taken at Sperry Rand concerning the Library
Bureau, there is informatiOn sufficient to suggest that.Sperry had
a marginal commitment to the ;rant regardless of profitability.
Library furniture production was inconsistent with most of
Sperry's activity and the return on investment available in this
indulto was below that of inVestments in electronic technology.

*Community tails and Mobilization

On March 29, 1976; Spew. Rand made formal public .

announcement of its intention to liquidate its holdings in the
Library Bureau and to terminate tile division within) twelve/4
months. In the Conglomerate's 1975 annual shareholder's report,

*sum of $2 million had been alloctged to financing thkanticipated
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dote' down. from. the aide of pB inventories, eqUipment, and
faatties, *try ...expeCted to realiZe $7.-Million. Altholigh, the
tompany's intentions had'been manifest tolbcal bush% smen,and
others)for soMei years, the public .disclosture was .desclibed !ts .a

*sudden-event In the local press..-

During the years 19,2.1975, onfour different dciasiong, Sperry .

Rand had been approached by two distinct groups seeking to
purchase the LB. One woup was made up of representatives of
senior LB management and the other of.local business investors.
Though the general public's awareness had` not been itoused,

A

these locally.based efforts established certain Contacts. and. .

.4

crystallized interest in a purchase attempt among *Portant .

members of the 'community, prjok to the formal announcement' Of
.4 March 29..

However, the issue may not. have been so clear to those
.repreienting Sperry: In 1974, the merger between Sperry Rind and
Univac resulted in the new Univac division taking Control .Of the .

Library 'Bureau. The process of merger" may have affected
'managerial focus on the LB and suspended Sperry's policy making
with respect to that division. By the, time of the public
announcement of liquidation, LB had 6ecome only one part of a
general plan cOmmon to the merged companies to divest
themselves of less profitable, older divisions, di thote employing
technologies fess. consiStent with the major products of Sperry;
Rand. At the time of the announcement concerning 14.13, these
plans had already shown concrete results in the Closing Of a Univac
plant in Utica in 1975 and the announcement qf intentions to close

4 three more in the state.

In any case, the separate attempts between 1972 and1975: by LB
management and the group of local investots had not borne fruit.
It is not known whether Sperry wai approached during this .

period, or during subsequent negOtiations, with representations by
competing businesses or interesti other than those arising from LB
management or the,community. Any approach of this kind might
have had the effect of raising or lowering, in either.case of fixing,
Sperry's expectations with respect to what it could'realiie from the
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liquidation of , .would affeeted subsvluent
negotiations milth thejocal itrotips described abOve. Despite.

engaging in negotiations With these-grOups, prior to MarCh 1976;
Sperry had not Committed itself to selling the, division as an .

operating'Coneern:- Indeed, the March1916 announcement Spoke
of a phasing out of operationk'and separate liquiaation of the
vatious LB assets, hiplying. that LB jobs Would be lost to the
community :regardless:Of whether offers were received for the- .

r' entire LlitOpetation. The iisue'of lost jobs and public reaction did
not enter into the various negotiationskorior to the announcement
in arch 1976 that ,the 'LB division iwould be phased out and ,

terminated by March 1977.

Upon receiving word of Sperry't announcement in his
Washington offices,,-Representative Danald J. Mitchell from
District 31which Includes Herkimer -.Comoattempted to
ray Sperry from its ,clecision. It is not known whethà he
attemPted to influence the decision Sperry had taken to sell, or
only ,the decision to close down the LB. Presumably, howAvas
concerned that a closedown would affect employmdnt, whereas a
sale woula only put the LB jobs at risk, under whatever policy the
subsequent owners adopted. However, he learned that Sperry's.,
decision was "irrevocable." Mitchell contackd Richard Rifen-
burgh, then in Florida on business, and Urged him to contact
Sperry executives, in turn, to ,further reason with them. Mitchell
and -Rifenburgh Viere co-chairmen of the Mohawk ValleY's
Business Assistance Committee, a group of community and
business leaders formed to aid industry in the econoinically
depressed Mohawk Valley. The committee had a continuing and
special interest in bringing pressure to bear on absentee owners
intending to withdraw industries and business from the area.

Rifenburgh maintainektother interests which tied him to LB jnd
the Herkirner area. He persopally led the group of locak invest rs
which had, in 1975, made the Most recent overture ibtS ry
Univac to purchase the LB. , His grodp had com issib a
commercial credit study. of the Library Bureau at t at, t
determine whether the division's assets< could be used throu h
mortgaging to obtain sufficient credit to .purcfiase -the division

,

t o

,



froat SperrY. While_ 'credit, on'. theee ..aasets.. WOOld, hOe been
available the:1111i did ilot begin tO Meet SPerry'S 1975 or* of .

.::$5*mllllon whith *resented it .conaidevibli *Op froni the $11
ott quOted141972. This:Substantial 4stge in alltingPriCe*as

.due to changes in.'1110entorietand accOUnts *dyable. 'NeSterthe*:
less,ln june 19754ifenbUrgh4s group had deveto,eda fina**1.
plan, "0/Orkintl,hrotith'tsn 'independent FloridOased gasoline:.
distribution company of .which RifenbUrgh was a director ,The
plan was baRd on commerCial banking loans, federal loans-
.'(EDA); and publie Subscriptions,' and ccintained, the keit that
employees and the local public would be independent owners of a
new LB. This plan would surface' again in 1976, following the
Sperry Rand announcelent:1,..

,

Rifenburgh had forderly been a member of .management in
Sperry's Univacidivision; he had qUit in the Carly1960s to promote
his own. 'business interests. In 1976, , these interests included''
oWnership of MQVal Management Corporation, director and
officer of.various other coMpanies,:as well as chairmanghip of the .
40-company Computer Industry Association..An earlyllenture in
data ontrol sysoms financed with overseas capital culminated in
Rifenburgh and seven others becoming-mAnaires. However, the
company they managed subsequently suffered heavy losses in
trading on the international money market. Although Rifenburgh
was rmancially .successful and held important ties to local:
blisiness, his earlier entrepreneurial efforts had:gained him a
somewhat harsh local aeputation as ibmeone prone io taking.high

. . 9'
risks. .

4

When Rifenbuigh Contacted Sperry Rand on behalf of Mitchell

and' the Business Assistance Committee, he received much the
same response that Mitchell had. That is, Sperry's deciiiOn was*
firm: the Plant 'would be phased out and the variou sets sold
separately. When Mitchell received this news froin Rf1enburgh,
early in April, he arranged an emergency meeting between mself,
Rifenburgl and Others; and sepresintatives of. local, sta e, and
'federal agencies. These included the _Small Business .Adm nistra-
tion, the Federal Housing Authority, the, Economic Development.
Administration, the New york State Commerce Bureau, the Job

4'
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DeVelOpment Authority, and the Fatmerstiome:AdministiStit*
.Those present. expresied.willingnetni .:to SUppOrt -a locOU'e'ffort
..Purchase the LB diVision frOti Sperry; but it 'Wsit, 'Mt lefidilr..
apparent hi* a itifficient anicnint of eqUity co* be .rtisedlo .

meet the 'terms,' of Variou, public -'and,,Orlytite credit. sources.
:-HOwever, the meeting :led: vOMMtptity leaders:, tO doubt the 4

. Inflexibility orSperty's,:,phase-out plans:',.Those involved workedr
under the teisumption.tat Sperry- WouldicOnsider !anY'offer that
was made in. good fait4.

Following the Marchi29 announcemenfty Sperry, represents-
tives Of bOtif the' Thanigement group and she group of local
investors (including Rifenburgh) reviewed their Separate effort's' to:
negotiate with Sperry. Ihe, only tie between these two groups,.
besides their common interest in 'purchasing the LA, was in the ..

. person of John Laiid, directOr of the Mohawk Valley geonomit
Development rtoistrict. He 'had :been advising both, groupi since..
.their initial interest in purchasing the plant in 1072. Ladd had been.
approached because "his non-profit organtAtion, the 'MVEDD,
had -local jurisdiction under the econOMiC Development
Administration to administer loan and grant funds to Mohawk
Valley busineises* and programs, and had the. mandate and
expertise to guide this kind of application to the ! proper agency
officials. Ladd himself wit* a sucéessful businessman, with
ownership interests lfl,.sevçral short line railroads :and freight tars
which he leased to largeiiiiroads. Most important ;vas the resped
which both groups held for, his judgment.

The LB management group, headed by Robert May, the
director of marketing for LB, knew the business well, kut had little

'wasp of the finanCing problems involved in the proposed
'purchase. In contrast, the local group investors had a better
grasp or the financing problems, but knew' little of the routine
operation andbusiness of La. It was cleir that the two groups had
to cooperate in decking to pUrchase the company; each was too
weik to act alone.

Ladd and others saw an Opportunity detloping in which these
groups could be joined in the Attempt to purchase LB from Sperry.

, .

,
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The Sperry annduncement forced people to rapid decisiona and,
Commitment to some aetion: Though the two groups had sought
exclusive control for thunselvei, a .rapid merger was required in'
order to present a quicr response to, Sperry, eipeCially since the
Sperry announcement did not include provisions for the sale of LA
as an operating concern.

-

Eight days after the announcement, on Tuesday, Attril.6, 1976,
the Evening Telegrant and the.Observel Dispatch carried' headlines
announcing thl--loamttion of the Mohawk Vall4y Community
Corporation "to save the Library 1preau,7 ancinoted the backing
of the LB union locali. Althougii the corporate charter papers
were filed that day, the Mohawk Valley Communitr Corporation
did not gain legal status as a corporation until April 13th.
However, in announcing. the 'filing of the corporate charter on
April 6, the local press alsO publicized the MVCC's request to
Sperry to delay the planned closing of the LB, and to come to
terms ovet possible purchase offers that might be made.

The formation of the Mohawk Valley Community Corporation ,
and its expositre in the press was only partially the product of
motives based on saving the community; it was also the, result of
heatedtbargaining between the two groups. Rifenburgh was named
chairman of the fledgling corporation, which Vas staffed by
representatives of investment, LB management, and 'community
interests.

The merger of competing groups into the new corporation was
produced through the mediating role of John Ladd, director of
MVE'DD. In a series of dramatic meetings, .Ladd forced the two
groups to -come to terms with each other and .to recognize their
ommon interests. The managemen,t` group had been holding
meetings with its qwn lawyer to determine the best course of actiotk..'
open to it. Similarly, the investors' group was dusting off its 1915
financing plan. On the Saturday .three days following Sperry's .

announcement, the management group meeting in Utica was
attended by Ladd who hadvonvinced the investors group to attend

. well. When Ladd had the members of both groups present
together, .he convinced them by force of argument to join forces.
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appeared that Significant *tress was achieved When: Sperry
ounced on: April 8th its agreement hi *OrinciPle lb sell the :LB

v ion as an operating concern, and thus to pOstPone the Clo'sing
and o negotiate. However, .10erry repartedly intended topr
*with: its announced ..plitus tO turn away further orderS fOr'
produCts, and to dissolve the. 554nember LB 'Marketing 'force.. .

This, in the word:I.:of one .observer, .would 'have "reduCed (the
purchaser's) potency 83tcorpOration to ara," as the new ow ers
of the LB would Mg into control without anybacklog of qiders .

for equipment * without the.marketing team required to btain
new- business. S h it policy woUld make it diffieult tor the
potential buyer' t develop investors' confidence and: financial:,
backing, as the LB would have *continuing operating; expenses
under neW management without a guarantee of future incoMe to ;

meet them..Furtherniore, Sperry made it clear that it would.delay
its original plans to' begin phasing out t)te LB only. if- a purchase
agreement could be reached in a minter of weeks..

Some observers questioned whether Sperry's.offer was made in
good faith. The Offer was interpreted as an appeasement of public
opinion which had been aroused nainst-the corporation for the
recent LB annoUncenient and the Univat closedown in ytica the
preceding year. The offer was also criticized because it held Out,
iiittlecause for investor confidence in a Library Bureau under nes,'
management. But in its own immedir ointerest SperrY Could not
hold out the prornise4of indefinitellfdefaying its decision, given
that it had determined that the shutdqwn was required; to keep the
iales fofce occupied would haVe meint increasing. orders. Even if
orders had been limited to short-riin production activities, such
actiodivould have meant a delay in/Sperry's ultimate objective. In
addition, Sperry's earlier exkrience with local purchase attempts
promised anything buflobal ability to conclude a sale. However;
those observeri: who were involved froth the community's side
have interpreted Sperry's conditional agreement to negotiate and
its ensuing actions as a form of obstructionism. Short deadlines
and demands for down pilyments suggested that Sperry wanted
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. . ,

to aPpear to 'negotiate while ensuriitil the fintlr; :of.

Oup.t.- ,."' (..:' : : : . ;' .. ',

The mvcc,. Was, withoUt 'capital 'or, operating', tundl, ..,but ...
prOposed to make ati offer . to Sperry, for the purchase of LB.
Aliother meeting was called, with 100 or so concerned Commuhity

. .. leaders invited, to lay out thiplans of the corporation ind to ask
.04 donations. Thechaiiman of the Hmeierki, County. legislature, ,

th mayor of Herkimer, investors, LB ,union and 'management
li

1

ders,.and numerous.citizens, including Lb employees and their

.

f,imilits, were present.. - ----
. ,.

/ In the interim, the combined investment group developed a
/target financial plan from the Ptans drawn up in 1975. They

/ proposed to raise capital in equity and loans through a loan of $2

/ million from the Economic Development Administration;
/ channeled through the MVEbD, another $2 million in mortgage

/ loans from area banks, and $1.8 million raised by selling comMonr
stock in' the MVCC to willing investors. Before the EDA or the .

banks could be approached; it woO have to be shown that there
was iriterest in such MVCC common stock. The issuance of
common stock would require a prospectus,* or. offering ,to the
public, which in turn required a 'cash outlay to -cover printing, "
mailing, 'and otherlcosis. People would be needed to staff the
stock subscOption rive.

These problems %vete piesented to the assembled thmmunity.,
meeting, and the response was very positive. Numerous individuar.
Citizens, among .them many LB employees arid their relatives,
pledged their Ome to support the subscriptiOn drive: A Concerned
Citizens' Committee was formed to raise a targeted $15,000 to
cover the expenses oethe drive. Within three weeks; (he,cOmmittee
lwd raised $16,040, $11,000 of which arrived Within 24 hours of t

the committee's fqmittion. These donations came from local\

7iy-/

4

I. It is interesting to consider whether 'such perceptions served the cause of' the

community or the community group required e closing of ranks to succeed, and it

ippears that this w the case, then perceptions of hostile intentions on Sperry's part may

have forged public (and investor) opinion against a. common 'enemy. However, it den be

argued that such hostile Perceptions magy have slowed negotiations in the long run, u a

result of the mutual suspicions they aroused. .

5.
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ants, ald° private, PitizOnso ind the 'cotumunity 'meeting,. a
mer ToluMinity .College, became a rallOing point in, the,

Community effort. .

'About the same time, SPerry. anitounced
yillingness- to sell the plant, and negotiatinne-ov,ii a riItlli
price were taking girebetween Sperry-representatives and M
at Sperry headquarters. A prospectus offering common- stock in,
the MVCC:Ivas under pteruiration, and by the first week in,May,
1976, the BDA had coaditionally approved the proposed $2
million 104n. ; The condition,* however, was the raising of
$2,904,0(0.in local equity capital through MVCC Stag(

OUr
. ,

. Work on the- BDA loan applicatiOn had been supervited by
'Ladd 'and kitheis, but much of the actual work was carried Out by-a
-retired directot of. the MVEDP, ipho agreed lo assemble -the

- -mitteriil and Write the application. He "shut* himself in a
baseinent" of the MVEDD offices for two weeks, and directed a
small staff id raearching the' information required by the

. 'application. His efforts added to the local mythology building
round .the community's attempt to save the Library, Bureau.

. ancial infOrmation for a feasibility study was easily available
..

, .

beèuse and Rifenburgh's investment stoup had
aire4y:gatheied:the necessity details in their previous attempts to

.1.. .
-11.e .. 1 Wise tile LA plant. Similarly, an EEOC compliance plan was

Vthilltible because Sperry had qrdered one'wrjtten for LB,
...,i .. '- this ions appropriated for the application. Help was also

:proyided by tbe Technical Assistance Center at the State
'llitiversity of New _York at Plattsburgh. This tenter was funded by

,

-the.EDA and existed to aid economic 'development organizatidni
-4,...t-.,. A c

Him the.MVEDIgn-northern New York. The two-inch thick final
--, -- ,

fiPpliciition, ass bled in only two weeks, was itself a somewhat
effort-iiictlornpariion to the norm ,in creating such

,.

.Durirg this'same period the MVCC was negotiating with local.

- -7:-:torrimercial banks to obtain the third propoied block of -capital.
.. - Ladd, ifiliviewing this petiod, recalls that it was difficult to

.., *

v.
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,
cOnifince the, banks and.contmercial inVestors: Orthe. Poltential for

.:'MVCCi.' success. Ladd, the nianagement "igroupp and the
inyieStor's stoup were known to the local banks, as they had Oben
,4Ipproached ..by, the former durinfk the unsuccessful .19724975'

OUrChase. attemPts. This :kind of skepticisin; was shared by :the
.::EDA and the banks alike; in Ladd's words,

It got tO be the'same 4y with, the banks. So when we
finally got this thing together, we really had to do 'some'
serious convincing. 'Not that theie people were angry at
us, but they had heard the same story So many times.,
and of to many innOvative Way's to dakthis thing which
had never come to pass, that we had now to go in and
really pound On their heads and say really this dine it is
going to work.

Up 'to this point, the effort had proceeded smoothly. However,'
on. Monday, May )7t11;in the words of one observer, "suddenly
.Sperry Made waves:" Sperry andounced in Philadelphia that 'it
would require MVCC to produce a $250,000 down payment, one
which wo# not be refundable even in the event that the proposed
,sale did nOt succeed. In addition to a reluctance to abandOn its
original policy to close down LB and separately liquidate its assets,
Sperry now believed that the cost of protracted negotiations and
the uncertain proniise that MVCCIcould raise the required equity
made it mandatory to force the issue. Furthermore, Sperry refused
to, meet the MVCC negotiating demand that the LB marketing
force be kept intact and the value of LB'sisseti-in inventories and
backorders be maintained wljJ4VCC attempted to meet the
financial and legal contingen quired by the EDA;the banks
and thOse involved in preparing e stock prospectue Negotiations
broke off immediately when rsotycc representatives perceived that
Sperry had reconsidered its original" agreements.

When word of Sperry's negotiating stance reached, Ladd,
Rifenburgh, and others, they mobilized every means available to
them tto bring pressure to bear on Sfterry. They contacted
Herkimer's mayor, the ',chairman of the county legislature,
Representative Mitchell, Commissioner Dyson of the New York

P.
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State Commerce Bureau, congressional candiciateAnita Maxwell,
Senators Jacob Javits anci James Buckley, and New York
Governor Hugh Carey. Indiyidually and collectively, these

4

individuals contacted Sperry's chairman of the board, Paul
Layetto, and. other Sperry representatives. LaIt;e insisted that
Spfrry would have to see tangible evidence backing MVCC's good
falh verbal statements. In turn, MVCC representatives argued
that $250,000"simPly wasn't avitilable to the corporation,

* espdPlally when they were forced ai acknowledge lo potential
MvettorS that the yalue and marketing potential of the LB could
be drastically altered in-the midst of the negotiations.

)(presentative Mitchell recalled the other plant closings Sperry
iland was undertaking in NeviYork State and pointed to the poor
pu8licity Sperry would receiVe if another plant Were to close in the
face of such obvious .public,enthusiasm for the survival of LB.

'Congressional Candidate Maxwell, who wai campaigning against,
had-supporters in the NatiOnal Farmers' Organization.

She:pointed out that. her potential constituency in 'Herkimer was
. heavily represented by farmers,,.for whom the payments received
from logs delivered to the LB sawmill were an important source of
lncom9. he threatIned that if Sperry continued.to obstruct the
negotiationi for the sale of LB, then, she would attempt to
organize a national boycott, through the fatmers' organization, of
Sperry's farm products line.

During the lapse in negotiations,- while Sperry waS being
privately plyisured, certain ciar1gesoccurren tito makeup3of the

--...41,1VCC's board, which suigested a "tightening in Ihe ranks.';
Early in May, the county legislature's chairman resigned from the
board of directors of MVCC. When this was announced in,the
May 6th Utica Observer Mspatch, the item stated that he had
resigned "not because of dissatisfaction, but because he felt that a
conflict of interest might tfevelop because, of his chairmanship. qf
the county legislature:". In additian, Richard Karper, whikwas to
have been president and (thief operating officer of the new
corporation, also resigned ohig position on the board and took
another executive poSition outside the community. Although the

***Evenitig Telegram reported Karpen's promise that he would be
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available Wassist the new vOlvorettqn Orteli Its *nation; the
changes aipear to have improved the public image of the MVCC
mid, may have represented smite tacit compromile betWeen the.

, original Competing groups.

On the '28th of May, negotiations were reopened between the
MVCC and SperrY,, MI the preasure brought to bear on the
companyind Its executives did not result in Sperry's withdrawing
its deMand for a down payment, although the lesper figure-of
$200,000 was agreed upon. However, Sperry did agree to refrain
from breaking up thejales force and promised takeep inventories
and back orders frorWdwinilling. With this substantial 'concession
in hand, tocc executives set out to raise the down payment. As a
first step, they called a meeting of LB employees on the evening of
June 2 to discuss ways of raising the money.

They explained the situation to LB employeq in terms of
immediate capital requirements. Short term interest bearing notes
woulsLbeexchanged for loans to the MVCC. These notes could tie

converted at a later time into stockpurchase options at one-half
the market price for MV% , shares when the shares 'came to the
market. The employee response was overwhelming, and $193,000

was raised from the loans of more than 200 LB employees within
two days. The only security they receiVed for these loans were the
promissory notes. Each employee investor took a substantial risk
since the money was not refundable if the negotiations between
Sperry and the MVCC ultimately failed. Vowever, this money
indicates that the employees' were committed. to supporting the

purchase.
,

The LB's two unions, locals of the KJE repretienting clerical and

btue-collafproduction employees, were indispensable in the drive

to raise the down payme arl Vogel, the employee with the

longest tenure in the plant ears' service),4tts president of the
production workers' local.. l Phillips with 10 years' service was

president of the clerical workers' 'WO. Vogel had attended .meet-

ings in the period 19V-1914 when mansgabent was discusiifig an

attenipt to 'buy the LB plant 'from Sperry and Anew . of the
threatened closedown, but the, matter had nevAr before gone
beyond the discussion stage. . , eb s I

p
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When the actual announcement c f the Closing came, the *On
representatives and the employed shocked: and frightened. ;,,
Management 'intentions to purchase t LB 'first, caused cOnfusion
within the union' and. cOnsiderable indecision. Ladd .planned tO ..

address a meeting/of union Members and:non-Union employees
soon after the SperrY annoOncement and was dismayed to learn,
that the *union officials had mit invited unimCmembert, He
contacted . the union internatiOnal and sought to" calm and
persuade; union cooperation was essential. The union, however;
was unsure Of its future role under employee oWnership. ,Philips, .

argued that representation and negotiation of pay, seniority, and
benefits would still rOguire the 4nion. Sonia coaxing of the
international was required Wore full participation cif the locals
occurred.

The union skepticism is understindable given the adversary
nature of its relationship with management and the' efforts of an
unknown group of investors to buy the plant. Members of the
MVCC board made it plain that continualr of the union was not
in question, but the continuance of Irli wasunless the union, as
representatives of employees, would throw itr weight behind the
effort. The MVCC board of directors was so convinced of the'
-importance of securing the union's support for the campaign and
of assuring the union a sense of ,belonging that two seats on. die,
board of directors were offeod .to the nnion. These were not
accepted because board membership was not envisioned under
union rules, and the international level of the union (Seared the
creation of a conflict of interest. Even so, the union's role in plans
,to purchase the LB seemed a complicated question. The union was
not pertnitted to purchase stock as a union, because it Could not
lite its dues. or other funds for this purpose. .

Vogel has remarked that the call to raise the down payment did
not seem problematic since the criiis overshadowed older relations

'between management and the union. The union could not spend
its own funds, but it could provide direction and encouragement
to its members:,

,.

This was kind of a spot to be put on, but I said, "if we
don't (raise the down payment) we're sunk; we're losing

71
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our jobaand the area Ii going-to suffer.' Oltist give me..*
frig houri and V11 ét the'ball
went right through oe plant and got eVerOne. enthused,
andlin two days we ireup with .$193,000.

Sperry had specified a 45414:t1me liMit duting.'which its offer,
to negotiate' 'and sell, wouyi remain open: $trangelit; 'Spary was..
evidently not prepared for Such a speedy reSponse with the down
payment. When MVCC representatives tried to 'deliver the check
for $193,000 they could not find anyone. to accept it, and -the
transfer did nit oceur for another 10 days. The.45-day. period was
cloSing rapidly, and acceptance Of the down paYment put Sperry in
the difficult position of holding $193,000 in nonrefundable
community iimoaey'rwhile :pressing for its deadline to be met.
EventuallyIlhe 45,-day period was extended by anotbet 45 days.

The -offering prospeCtus was- almost complete when it _was
realized That Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) .

regulations pertaining to successor corporations were an obstacle,
Successor corporations, like the MVCCseeking to purchase
companies through a stock offering, are required by the SEC-to-
provide certified financial documentation covering the previous
'three years of business. 'Since -the major proportion of the
MVCC's assets would be held* in the LB, the regulations meant 1'

that MVCC would have to publish finincial information on the
LB which 8pory itself was unwilling to ptovide. Though MVCC:s
own accounting firm believed that the LB's operating statements
were adequately ffionitored and trustworthy (Members of the
MVCC includinwitobert May had supervised the 'LB's operating
budgets in their capacity as LB executives),, the SEC tequired
Sperry's independent certification of.the information. Sperry was
unwilling to make such representations because it feared
contingent .liability suits if the LB did 'not succeed under .now
Management. As a: result, MVCC found itself unable to put forth
an offering document to the public. The promised EDA and bank
loans, as well as the $193,000 raised by employees, were in

jeopardy.

A solution to the problem as. tounicl when it was suggested that
the MVCC contact the New k State Attorney General's office

k

_ .
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about the possibility of an intra-state offering. Unlike the .federal,
government, the State AttorneY General ,was authorized to 'waive .

certain 'requirementilin a public' stock offering..The 'New York
State Department. of Law agreed to assist MVCC. 1fl: the .

'registration of its offering doctinent and accepted the operating
statements. The.only restriction thht MVO *Atould stiffer was .the
stock'could not .be bought or Sold outside the 'State tor iperfod of V, \'"'
'one year. The intra-state 'prospectus, filed 'April 15thrp.beetiMe
effective' July lst, 1976, and under the deadlines set.tylixt*"
tiiVeC, had until August lath.* raise il*$1.11,,,mi1ion require&
before the coMinercial bank and EDA lOani couldiii'execitted,

All of the MVCe's efforts: were. noW 'turned to promoting Me
sale ofits own stock From the 'Otseti: it was pohoy 'that the kW
LB would be "wholly owned by the people'of the Alley, Mostly by
ihe employees." Restriction's were placed on the nUmber of shares,
which could be.owned by any one person (25,000 of the 1,000,000
shares issu4. Such a policy, it was hoped, would ensure that the
LB, wamariaged in the interests of the coMmunity. But the
problem of raising the eapital in a short period was enormous. In
.Ladd'i words,

We started to sell stolik and it you have never tried to sell
$2 million worth of stock in 45 days in an area like ours,
a depressed area, try it sometime. We brought in some
experts who.had been in sales . . ana they advises, us
'that we 'should concentrate on the little guy in the street.
What we call street financing.

r;ise
tock
6ed

;

,1

si had "

the'
tie of
bear ,

To encourage the individual investor, local brokers
contacted and informed ot the sale, arid they agreed ;5fo'
potential customers. Furthermore, they agreed toseli "the.
mithoutreceiving a commisSion. The local banItS.were'appr
by Rifenburgh, who Urged that loans itq:41iacle to Mdiv
'seeking to purchase stock, even if they iiiiiently held loans
insufficient collateral. During tfIrSt 'day of the o ferin
banks loaned $40,000 to priv ualsA for jh OUrp
investing in the stock. $ribilir Jprssure had beevybrought t
on area banks whenit *as a q stion of raising e $200,000
payment, and .witlf.the same ucess.

1.
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. The campaign to bring the stock sale to the Oublic's. attention
was directed at every person working/at Irving within. the Mohawk
Valley: The caMpaign was staffed by volunteers; many ot whom
'were the wiVes of senior LB emploYees. These volunteer's alone
were responsible fotilekivering over 13,000 cOplee Of Ole *00
prospectus. The local Chambers'of 'Comrnerce diiiirlbuted c
,of the prospectus to their members.. The Concerned Citizent or.
Library Bureau Committee sept out motethan 6,000 liatters.,;A,,,;,i o ,
explaining the campaign edUotors in the five surronflui

. county school systems, ad ove? 9,QOO letters we 0,, 0111ed to
librarians anI 4filiates in tw' York ie. , 1

,,, \ \\ N

. 10011 41 ision and ra o ine ia , iopetate*4 liPkit6lie ; ,

1

S
V.

caMpaign. 'T e mayor of H kimOc who had a W Y
il ,1 report rig ozmun1ty eveM ' invited gyests \Ina
i board, 'mem rs, Lt. GI nor )141aff Ann, Xt'

Representat Mitchell, tO speak to "thee public IflWal ,

investors b t stock by Mail, by phone, or delivered ' 116
subscriptio 'on foot. In reviewing the campaign later, Ladd
reaked1.t appeared as though many of the smaller investors

.... were notaé or did not understand the meaning of a stock sale,
and thought they were donating money to support the LB.

Larger investors such as Utica Club 'Breweries, .whow how
public opinion vas swayed, took the, opportunity of pur5bElitig
large amounts f stock sand recekved publicity for it. pther
potential Orme ciat investors hoped that the MVCC could be

' induced to grant special concessions against the promise of
purchasing the raximurn 25,000 shares, Thus, MVCC was
approached with proposals from insurance companies seeking
exclusive contracts. These were turned down. One local
entrepreneur sought to have the lease for his warehouse, which LB
had used for severalIears, extended a full five yearcin exchange
for stock purchases. 'When MVCC refused his offer, he refused to

July stock; and ultimately the MVCC moved out of the warehouse.
By maintaining a policy of issuing no preferred shares, no
concessions on the purchase 'of shares, and setting limits on the I

number of shares to be purchased by\ any one investor, MVCC
.

,,
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tried \to enSure that special , interests within .or outslde...the
comMUnity Were pot able to dominate the comsat'.

I

How was public support generated?. Certainly, theIrpresend of
LB emplayees in the 'community,lhe generous coverate.giVen, to
the campaign and the MVCC-Sperry,negotiatiOns andSperry's
negative imagp.the *ley all helped, Nevertheless, the, caMpaign
was spearhead (d.bya carefully detailed plan to contact locaPelites
and civic arid commercial organizations. In the,middle 'of June,
sifortly after SperrY hid- accepted the initial down payment,
leaders of the MVCC 'tampaign, including MVCC board
membis, local businessmen, and civi eaders met to decide on a
strateg7 for the eqUity-raising drive. inutes horn the meeting
show that the Drive Committee had tly scheduled goals, from
review of the first draft of the prO's $ to the inception of the
fund-raising period, The minutes show, that tactical objectives
were established to draw sutiport frOm ill organized elements in.
the community.

The media; a) 'tombstone' announcements of the loss of LB to
the community would appear in jahpress iri Utica, Rome,
Syracuse, Herkimer, Little Falls, Johnstown, Buffalo, and
Albany;. b) appointments yould be scheduled for MVCC boatd
members to appear on iteio and TV talk shows.

Special programs: a) contacting New York State librarians by
letter and 'through stock vendors; b) establishment of a $5,000
Club made of selected names from members of the community
with individual Drive Committee members assigned to provide
personal contact; c) a businessmen's kick-off luncheonto canvass,
the eirliest contributors to the ConCerned Citizen's Committee in
May and the Business Assistance Committee in June to generate
interest in the business community; an employees' meeting,
after working hoursto encourage employees to 'locate six
potential investors each; e) area educators; f) the unions; g) civic

(organizations, ,such as Lions, Kiwanis, Rotary; h) a Mayors'
Conference encompassing all the Mohawk Valley; i) a special
Doctors and Lawyers Drive; and j) general public drive.
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The minutes of the Drive Committee also detailed target Amd
raising goals, and these are reproduced in full:

'S5,000,Club
Employees Drive
Herkimer Businessmen
Doctorstand Lawyers Drive
Vendors Drive ,

Librarians Drive
BAC and Utica Businessmen
Frankfort Businessinen
Ilion Businessmen
Mohawk Businessmen
Little Falls Businessmen
Publie. Drive Businessmefi

44 4

$ 200,000
,480,000
1$0,00Q.
100,000
300,000.
200,000*
4500,000

50,000
100,000
50,000

100,000
400,000

$2,630,000

The campaign was similar to a United Way or Comiiniy Chest
drive.

On June 30th, LB's 100th birthday, the public subscription
prospectus became effective. The Observer Dispatch reported on
July 1st that tile purchase price Of the LB stood at $5.1 million,
and that 'the stock offering sought a maximum of $1.8 milion or a
minimum 'of $1..3 million in stock purchasesi

Early on August 15th, the day before the deadline, accountanis
for MVCC found that it was still $370,009 short of its minimum
goal. IVIVCC affices had remained open until 8113.m.'peh night
during the last week of the campaign, and, would do If the 16th.
The best estimates projected that between $200000 and $300,000
would be raised, bui the momentum of the subscription drive had
been very unstabre, increasing daily during the last 4veek. During
the same period, 123 TV and 500 radio spot advertisements -hid
been used. to attract the public. $100,000 in mail subscriptions
were expected on the 16th and perhaps another $200,000 was
expected in the torm of walk-in purchases, but even with these
generoui estimates, the MVCC would still fall short of itsigoal by
an estimited $70,000.



The MVCC still had unused resources silts disPosal. In order to
get the FDA to-approve loan applicationsio localities, 5 Percent of .
the totarhas to belobtained from local development agendas, The.
MVEDD, under John Ladd; apparentty did,not properly meet the
local agency raquireMent, as it was forMed-- under the'regional
jurisdiction of the eDA itself. The only organization 'which did
fulfill the requirements Wits the Herkimer County Area
Development. CorPoration..(HCADC), under ..the .directien.. of
Henry Qaffey, w)% had Supported Ladd in his earlier. efforts on :
behalf; of LB in 1972-1974; The HCADC hiclidtagageagreedlo. .'

meet the 5 percent minimum requiriment: Nowthe.MVCC-turned
agaits to the HCADC and eked if that organization wOuld receive.
funds bnbehalfyt LB if the Herkimer Countylegislature dould be
convinced to vote up to $150,000 to purchase LB. stock.

The' county legiSlature itself was not empowered to:purchase
stock, but MVCCinade a reqUest that thelegislature's chairman
arrange the stock purchase through a grant to. the: HCADC: In
addition to these moves, MVCC had approached Sperry 'with a
requesi for k to purchase up tO $150,000,.which at $2/share meant
that 75,000 shares would be Irld by the previous: owner, :This
request was made at the latest possible Moment, and ran contrary:

to the .MVCC's stock distribution policies. However, the request:
might also be seen in the light, of the improved climate -in the
:iregotiations. If Sperry would buy, then the Herkimbr County,
legislature would not have.to vote any funds to the HCADC.

By noon on the 16th of August, Sperry had not responded to
MVCC's request. Consequently, the legislature was aleiled tO be
in session at 9 p.m. This would leave three hours in.which to settle

on a sum to put MVCC over itsMiniMunix requirement before the
offerifig closed at midnight. Without the minimum ,$1.3' million,

MVCC would have, to return more tharf." S1.1 million in
subscriti\tioni. Discussions between MVCC, the, legisiatitte, and

Sperry hinged upon. MVCC's ability to buy 'back $150,000 in
shares in 'the future.

\I By 9 p.m., tensions etised somewhat when .MVCC's ihortfall
vilas calculated at som*hing under $100,000. Word arrived from
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Sperry that it would bag VCC if pecessary
contacted and the elev.', hour plan set asi
seemed guaranteed.

By midnight, however, MVC( had received($100,000more than
it needed in subsaiptions, and Sperry was released from its list
minute pledge. MOre than $500,000 had been raised in the final 24
hour's. MVCC Was very pleased with.the support it had achieve
3,500 stockholderti from within the Mohawk Valley region an
other points in the state would bthc neW oWners of the La when
the sale was finalized Septembef 28, 1976; over 30 percent of these
were LB employees.

.403A

On August 27; 1976, Robert May, president of LB, inforrned
the regional EDA office that the distribution of shareholding was
as follows:

0

c.

leSildlituTe WU
MVCC's-fUture

w

Share Amounts No..of Subsalbers
100 2,265
101 - 500 1,000
501 - . 1,000 74

1 ,500 47
2 *000 8
5, 10 000 1

over 1 000111,000) 1

Approximately 3.5 percent of the shares were held by officers and
directors. Thirty-five percent of the initial distribution was held by
individuals Working in the plant. .

The 'trailed account of the effort to purchase the Library
Bureati dicates the massive amounts of energy and coordinition
which are needed to complete a communitx-employee purchase.
The importance of community leaders and organizational skills
are shown repeatedly in the need to raise funds, negotiate between
pptentially conflicting groups and set tip corporate structures. In
Oommtinitlis where these skills are unavailable, community-
emploYee purchases may not be a .i.ittble strategi to meeti a plant
shutdown thre a t. The cofnbination of leadership skills aliailable in
Herkimer may ave been an anomaly, bui the existing supply of
.

4
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skills in other communities is unknown. Where leadership does
hot appear, purchase attempts are unlikely to succeed. The model
of economic activity which relies upon a supply of entrepreneurial

talent to explain innovation seems articularly approprige with
respect to the CEF strategy.

Subse4uent Events

Although this study explicitly focuses upon the initial purchase
decision, the long run performance of the firm it) important.
During the first year under community ownership (ending
September 1977), MVCC showed a healthy profit of 344 per share

and put aside $300,000 for the Employee'Stock Ownership Plan.
This represents $315 profit and $300,000 to the pension fund

on sales of $11 ,192, ' 5. During the year,, the company purchased

a steel bookstack manufacturing firm from a competitor and.

bought out tv'm comixting lines, of library furniture. In the second

year of operation, the company faced difficulties due to high
start-up costs in the steel plant and difficulties in producing the

new lines. An operating loss of 83t per share resulted in a

decision to abandon production of thsliewly putchased lines. By

the beginning of the third quarter of VO, the profit picture had

improved. The improvements were also a result,pf efforts to close

a substantial number of accounts receivable.-Petiiied information
is available in the Report to Stock olders..

A
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Avalieoretica "tame ork

An evaltgation of the CEF strategy is necessarily complex
because of the variety and scope of issues Which must be
considered. For example; there is little basis to determine whether
ari evaluation should be aimed primarily at a long-run optimal
solution for the economy as a whole .or at a solution for a specific
suhsector or region. The mobility of capital may benefit the
overall system, but Create acute regional problems at the same
time. Other issues raised by researchers include the illocation of
social costs or externalities (Kapp, 1950); the apparent conflict
between economic mobility and social integration .(Olson, 1968;
Warren, 1970; Crysdale, 1965; Haber, et al., 1963); and how to
evaluate the many psychological (Manuso, 1977; Strange, 1977;
Wilcock and Franke;-f963);-Csogiopolitical (Brenner, 1976; Aiken,
Ferman and Sheppard, 1968; Mick, 1975; Pellegrin and Coates,
1956); economic (Nolen, 1976; Haber, et al., 1963); and
psychophysiological (Selye, 1,95i; Kasl and Cobb, 1968) effects of
unemployment at both individual and aggregate levels.

In addition to the economic, fiscal, sociologic0, and
psychological issues themselves, each of them differs in the degree
to which it may be quantified. Some aspecti are measurable in .

either monetary or non-monetary terms, but others are only
identifiable. The quantifie&benefits appear in the form of avoided
costs as well as direct gains. Avoided costs are the losses which
wouldiutve occurred in the community if the plant had closed. For

77
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examplei .the difference between Ihe wage and salary income
oiitained by*MVC9 employees and the 'income they would have
obiained otherwise it an aVoided cOst. Other examples are the
avoided drop in 'local tax bayments, and an avoidance of an
increase in loaal social servi0 outlays. However, as inereate in the°
amount of she firm's income whiCkaccrues locally is a direct gain.
At the same thfie, the community has presumably lined by
"increasing, its control over its economic basea benefit which is ,

ünquantifiable.

eist-peoetit Analysk
,

Cost-benefit analisis is a -deitision making tool which attempts
to condense within \sOrne liasily decipherable form (normally a.

o ratio) the important advantages and,Aisadvantages of any.iyen
project, and as a result, to aid an assessment of Whether to prikeed
willt such a prOject, as opiiosed man alternative. The benefits and
costs are normally identified according .to their accrual over a
specified period of time and, to eriaOle lhe 'commensurate
measurement necessary for a ratio, .are presented in monetary,
terms.
4 .

While qUantification of costs and 'benefits in monetary terms
has been the nortn, 'praffitioners hivirecogrnped that many items
relevant to an assetsmefit of a iiroject cbuldSot be monetized. A
1923 edition of.Engineering EconOmics discusses such items as
"irreducible data"Awhich are also knOwn as "judgment factors,"
..;:imponderables," and "intangibles" (Grant, lieson and ,teaven-
(nth, 1976: .132). Tbe-classic passagesfrom the Hood CqatiOl4ct"

,of .1936 which is citedoas a basis of the Zost-benefit approach
recognizes botit fivantifiable and non-quantifiable criteria. ft
statis.'thate a 'Orojeet shout& be undertakes "if -the benefits to,it-u
whomsoever theymayticcrite are in excess of the estimated Costs"
fne"if Ihe lives and soeial security, of people are otherwise
adsdy affected" ( Code, 1940 ed.: 2694).

The critiques of cost-renefit iinalysis, both in theoretical terrixs
and'in practice, love been nuyetousatid often well-founded (e.g.,
Somers and WooAl, '1969). Frest and. TUrveY (196 )-divided the

- I' t
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limitations of cost-beneranalysis (consentiti
more problematic benefits side) into four OategorieS.,,,

(1) enumeration, i.e., merely identifYing. fully the (liverse
beneMs and beneficiaries can be very difficult, particularly
with respect to the central question of whose_yiewpoint is td

be used and the secondary problem of avoidance of the
double counting of benefits;

11.

,(2) evaluation, i.e., "the vast jungle . . . of the measurabilitrof
utility" (Prest and. Turvey, 1965: 729) is an issue which
includes the pgliblems of allowing for market imperfections
and extetnalities mien when market prices are available as
benefit measures, questions of acpuntin# . versus oppor-.

pnity costs, and valuation of collective goods;

(3) choice -of -an appropriate discount rate, the manifold
problems of .which, can be summarized into the statement
that."The ideal solutions . . . require knowledge of ,. . . yet
unknoWn amswers" (Prest and Turvey, 1965: 729); and

(4) allowing (systenatically) Or uncertainty. intetest rates and
inflatioir may change, making cost and benefit estimates
inaccurate. qi

It is also necessary tO recogni4e that cost-benefit analysis is only
ga technique based upon a particular framework of constraints and
cons.ideration's (budgetary, physical,. legal, administrative) which
have-onerally been decided .upon in advance. It has rationality,
'but it is. a limited rationality, based upon specifis assumptiort
which are often arbitrary.

A further critique is that cost-benefit analysis tends to ignore the

distributional ispeat of projects. The tecjmique.coacentrates upon
whether the present value of benefiti exceeds the present .Value of
eosis over some time period. It pays little or no attention to the
persons or groups who ilFcrue the benefits and incur the costs. A
Mishan points out that the usegof cost-benefit criteria (Ay
"implies a .

concept of social etterment that amounts to .a
potential Pareto improvement" (1976: Xlt, his emphasis). For

. example, in this evaluation, the matter of main concern is to be

S.



whether, for the whole local :community area of Herkinier, the
benefits Outweigh the costs; this ignores equity ',Or Other

. c na .rations regarding the .specific-periains with ' he cOmilluk
who pproOriate the benefits. .

Tse st trenchant Criticism, however, is al'io.the mott 'general:
that such analysis is simply. unrealistic. Factors are choten and
quantified, .ahd benefit-cog, ratios obtained, withont Sufficient
theoretical lustification and. without necessarY SocioPolitical and
historiCal background. Cost-benefit analysis too ;often ippears
arbitrary. It is arbitrary in the sense of being the result of , a...
particular paradigm. The elialuation obtained by a ceiPtain
paradigm may have little.basis forAicceptance by those who have
different preconceptions or who, value different constrainti.

I .

There ire several mechanisms which may be pd. to 'diminish '
some of theii faults.. The values of critical, Kit problematic, .. .,

factors can be varied, Within 'the Whole . range-. of relevant
possibilities, Such a sensitivity analysis 'perMits an assessment of
the mander'in which uncertain factors in the analysis Ma .change
the overall evaluation'. - The analysis pay be produc om the .

viewpoints:A:if specific parties who are affected and. #roV insight. ,

into distributional aspects'of.tlp program under review, Benefits
(and costs) may be explicitly weighted in 'the analysis according to
equity considerations. -For example., in ' the evaluation 'of
community development corporations, Harvey Garn has sue-
gested a scheme of "community welfare weights'" (1975:
Alio, practitioners a cost-benefit analysis are usually careful i.to'! .

stress flit tfie results should beseen as only one of several inputs
into, a decision making ss.

Despite is 'shortcomings, cost-benefit analysis . proVides an
excellent framework for critital analysis. and t)oderstanding. of, .

economic and social pr gram options. ItIorces an enumeration of
relevant decision facto and focuses attention upon comparisons
among alternatiVe actilns at a given rlbint in time. Future benefits .
and costs are co red in terms of their perceived values at the
time a decisiongic 'be made. The result of such an analysis is

, easily undtstood,,and is intuitively appealing. These analyses. ay

4 ;
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aisisOn'brinalhg evldence:Into ioliticatdecisions and avoiding the
"pork barrel" approach which has characterized some federal
government economic ,developrent programs. (Koylirik and
DeVolites, 1917),

.

Level of Analysis

Most cost-benefit analyses are taken. . from t1 jetaI
vievtpoini. The object is an evaluation from the perspective o,
entire social system, but the ideal is tseldom reached because even
the most significant social and economic ramifitations Of specific
,programs are difficult to. trace throughout the sock*. The
concern here ls with community strategy in de face, of plant
shutddwns and an evaluation of the rationality of CEFs for the
collimunity first, and only afterwards does the Societal level
becothe the focus. This regional viewpoint means that the costs-
and benefits will appear radically different from those Of a societal
analysis. In fact, the benefits side for thecommunity will include
some items %Mich a macro level analysI must view as costs. At the
same time, moving the analysis to the community level permits
precise examination of impacts and facilitates the illustration f
the cost-genefit methodology, bbth in identifying relevant factors
and measuring them.

This antilYsis also departs from common practice because of its
triultidisciplinary nature. Economic mrsoectives provide bases for .;

calculatilig monetary costs -and benOtOinvolving wages, taxes,
discount rates, etc., but 'cisychology adds examination' of the
mental and physical health implications of job loss (Selye, 195;
Cobb, 1974) The sociologist's perspective on comynunIty elite...

netwoks (Laumann and Pappi, 1976) and the organizational
structure of communities also suggests non-monetary Consider-
ations. The result is a broad analysis of the CEF strategy with the
emphasis upon evaluation in the sense suggested by Weiss (1972:
29) Mat the importance of a program Het in its viability under
particular environmental conditions. Do CEFs actually help create
or main't41n employment'at tmeasonable cost to a community and
to the social and. economic system? /
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I.

4nig and Short Term Perspectives on Saving Jobs

A fundagental issue confronting this evaluation is whether his..
.correct to atiempt to save jobs at all. Regardless of shOri4un costs
and benefits, society may be better offtver a longer period by
allowing capital to. move unrestrained to uses which provide a
higher financial return for private Mini. Although econoinisis
regularly point to Inefficiencies and market imperfections, the
conventional presumption is Oat society's long-run welfare is
increased by capital continually allocating itself thwugh a decision
making 'proceSs in: Which private firms maximize their financial
returns, and by labor resources moving from areas of insufficient
'demand to ireas of sufkient or excess demand.

Schumpeter provides a classic formulation of this a ument in
his descriptikn of the "process of Creative Destruction," hich is 1

"the eisential fact about capitalisni" (1950: 83). He argues that

, First, since w are dealing with a process whose every
element tak s cOnsiderable time; in revealing its true
features an ultimate effects, there is no point in
appraising e performance of that process ex visu of a
giyen poin of time; we must judge its performance over
time, as unfolds through decades or ceihuries. A
system y system, economic or otherthat at' every
given point of time fully utilizes its possibilities to the .

best advantage may yet in the long-run be inferior to a
system that does so at no given point of time, because
the latter's failure to do so may be a condition for the
level or speed of long-run performance. Second, since
we are dealing with an organic process., analysis of what
happens in any particular part of itsay, an individual
concern or industrymay indeed .cfarify details. of
mechanism, but is inconclusiye, beypnd that. Every piece
of busineSs strategy acquires its'Irite significance only
against the ckground of thar-process and within the
situation cre ted by it (1950: 83.84).

s. ,
There is an analogy here to a population-ecology or' systems

rtfodd of economic change. The fitness of 6rganisms (or survival

8'7
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at'a given point . in time Mid; with 'environMental conditkma.
',Capital is the basitupon.which variation ii built into the econOinie
,system and that system Must maintain :the* "requisite.viriety" 'to

e of the overill
meeting c lihanging Conditions: The 'shotpun fe or. death.: of a
'particular imit contributes ultimately to success

p system in the Jong run bY ensuring the sUrviiii of units With "the
capability of adapting to environmental change.

Although costs ire inchrred*by 'the. 'society because of Arras'
aCtivities; the Unhindered performance of firMs may result in 'a
degree of long-run achievement that more than compensates for
the short-run social costs. Presumably firms move, Le., capital is
reallocated, because changes in factor *prices, changes in lintel,'
*changes in technology, etc. alter the means throtigh which capital
obtains its highest monetary returm This relatively free movement
Of capital theoretically enables satisfaction of demand for .goods
and services and efficient production by adaptation to changed.
conditions. The market mechanisms active in the U.S. economy
may constitute a "gale of . . . destruction" in Schumpeter's
terms, but also "create" new, more efficient economic units
(1950: 84). The hriplication is that the proposed shutdown of a

f-4 plant is prima facie evidence that the jobs involved should not be

saved.

These arguments are compelling, but must be challenged if only
for their over-simplistic nature. Economic change also involves
fiscal, organizational, psychological, and sociopolitical elements,
each possessing both cost and benefit aspects. The Schumpeter
model does'not explicitly deal with the long term fitness of society

on these topics. Neither is there a clear mandate giving long-run
fitness.a primary consideration over any short-run cost

A pertinent example is provided by current capital reallocations
to the South because of higher energy costs in the North. The
capital flow presumably enables lower cost prodUcts for society ..
than would otherwise be the case, but the reallocation also means
that a society's long term investment in infrastructure in particular
areas,deSigned partly for the support of in ustry, is underutilized.
A dwindling number of members in a co munity remain to pay
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for transportation, education, and energy systems intended to
service now-departed firms. This waste of resources is less than
Pareto-optimal (Muller, 1975: 266). Further, individual workers
may obtain higher wages,by migrating to areas of growing demand
for labor, but others have to 'accept 1.6wer rates and/or substantial
unemploynient. Migration may allow psychological growth ')
through nrw experience, but it can also destroy a sense . of
communitif and of rootedness. The list of possible factors and
theii conceivable permutations is' quite lengthy and.the evaluation
pf such a list is both complex and controversial.

Conflicting Disciplines: Theoretical Bases for Analysis

The issues of time perspective and the non-ecOnomic effects of.
capital movement provide a basis for conflicting paradigms 'fir
analysis. By creating stereotypes of the economists' and
sociologists' viewpoints, the conflict is not only made clear, but a
basis for theoretical synthesis also becomes apparent

4.^

Explicit recognition of the sociological-económic co flict has
come from economist Mancur Olson (1968). Econo sts and
sociologists carry ideal models of the functioning of' societq which,
in several dimensions, are fundamentally incOmpatible. The
economist's polar ideal focuses upon' obtiining the optimal
allocation of resoUrces through mobility (of capital and labor) and
innovation. Some sociological vieWs (drawn largely from Parsons)
value the maximization of social stability, institutional integration .

and avoidance of individual alienation. Olson argues:

the economic and sociological ideals described are not
only different`, but polar opposites: if either one were
attained, the society would 'be a nightmare in terms of
the other. . . . The economic ideal required that there be
an optimal allocation of resources at any moment in
time and rapid.innovation over time. An optimal alloca-
tion of' resources requires that a series of marginal con-
ditions be iatisfied society; the marginal
rates of substitution of any t o factors of production
must be proportional to the ratio of their prices and the

89
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saint in all entplOyments; and so on But if ihere' is rapid
di for different g4ods, the. Methods

,of , production, the .iocation 'of prOduction, and1 .4110.
Marginal 'produCts, of particular:factors' of .produ on
will changOncessintly. A Pareto-Optimal allocation of
resources Al thereforerequire constant reallocations.of
resourcel.: This will mean that factors of-produetion,1

'including labor, must freqUently Move from. firm O. :.

firm, industry, to industry; and place to place. Since
methods of production are *idly changing, the Same
combinations of labor and other resources won't be,
needed very long; new groupings Of workers are needed
as the economy changes. . . . Both social and geograph-
ical mobility are at a maximuin in the econonlically .

"ideal" society, and there can) be few, if any, stabil
grotip relations, apirt from those in a nuclear, family itwhich only one member is in e labor force. There can

. be no group loyalties or org nizational coirraints that
limit individual mobility in *Nine to Changing incen-

, dye). There can be no ' organizations oi other
mechanisms that give Those ihose legitimate expecta-
tions are frustrated by the pattern of change the pOwer
to defend their fnterests, for this will (except wherea
normally infeasible . "lump stim" transfers can bet',
arranged) pervert the pattern of incentives needed to
bring about the resource reallocation which is entailed

I

by the economic ideal No group with a role in'. the.
produitive proCess can restrict mobility by regulating i

. entry; given privilege for seniority,. or "feather-
. bedding". (1968.: 114-115).

/
The economists' and sociologists' paradigms tend to see

different factors when they evaluate economic change or tend to
value the same factors differently. When the ;Taints of both
perspectiVes are used at once; there is usually a perceivqd trade-off
between the achievement of the values of each. Economic benefits,
such as 'increased gOods and services,4lowest cost production,
growth, and innOvation app4r to ,be negatively 'related to. the

a
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ability to achieve benefits such as social stability, integration,
rootednest, and avoidanee of stress. The trade-off *produced bY
changes which require new combinations'Of inputs to produCtion..,
Haber et al. (1963) vieWed these changes' which often'produced .

shutdownli as the "impact :of teehnOlogical change".,:and
decomposed'them.into (1) automation; (2) changes in machinery;
(3) shifts in prodUct demand; (4) mergers 'and consolidations;
(5) changes in ..plant locational adVantages; and (6) -Scientific
management or time and motion study results..

In addition, there is 'a .trade-off between long-run benefits of
technological change, stich as productivity increases, faster
economic growth, more' jobs, and higher employee benefits, and
the serious short-run adverse effects on individual workers and
sub-settors of the economy. .

1i

Because of ?ie overall long-run efficiency of market-determined
decisions, this trade-off is such that society's welfare is increased
by trying to resolve the short-run conflicts through facilitatinithe
adjustment of individual workers to the necessary and eventually
beneficial change.

As a result, the general approach of economic analysts is the one ,

described in Wilcock and Franke's (1963) study of the closing at
an Armour meat Packing plant. The short-rtin social and
economic costs are handled by retraining Workers, relocation
assistance, labor market information and unemployment insur-
ance (Shultz and Webster, 1966)./

Sociologists also recognize the trade-off but view such economic
disruption with dismay because the strain placed on social
relations produces alienation . and disintegrationli Economic
dominance over social relations is a reminder thit iworkers tire
basically treated as instruments of production and .several
neo-Marxist writers argue that this subjugation of the worker
prevents individuals from achieving their human capacVes
(I4eszaros, 1972; Lefebvre, 1972). Economic mobility is tho4ht
to result in the isol4tion of indiyiduals and families. It destroys
emotio al contacts and positive attachments which promote a
sense belonging (Recard, 1975). Economists have tended to
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downplay these social cOsts because business decisions wally
ignore them as well. ''' -) ,

Evidence for the Trade-off . .

*Roland Warren (1970) argueil for a normative modelin. which
Society placed a value on the integrity of communities as a basic

----txunponent of soCial structure. Communities must have autonomy
regarding their economic fate, viability in the sense of a capacity
to address problems front -the community level, and. Wide
distribution of decision making Oower among citizens. Commun-
ity integration and stability is thought to derive from the power a
self-maintenance rather than dependence upon outkide control.

.4

Empirical work reinforces this theoretical position. Strange
(1977) stu4ied a plant closing in a company town in Southern
Appalachia and came to the conclusion that

the plant closing in Saltville Stripped that community of
what had been its primary mechanism of social
integration . . . it seemed to us that with its closing,
Saltville lost not only its economic base and primary
symbol of purpose and continuity, but hehaviorally, the
set of rernships which, beyond home .and church,
had tradi 'ontilly related those men to each other and to
the broader. community. In other words, what mined
lost here was not only a job in a narrower- sense, but a
time-honored interaction net woEk (Strange, 1977: 3.1).

A detailed study by Slott (1969) of the shutdown of a plant in
Detroit found that the loss of the familial atmosphere in the plant
plus other corollaries of job displacement were apparently related
to negative psychological. and psychophysiological . effects.
Subsequent effects found included alcoholism ,. hypertension,
heart attacks, and ulcers. Several men died durini the closing,.
including two suicides

Crysdale, in 'his study of thi
1'i

s al effects o pl nt' relocation

.

states that:

this stu shows that there appears to be a serious
contrad ction/ between the 'flexibility and mobility
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required.in rapidly changing industria ociety.and active
participation iti social and denioèratic. pt.oce,se*
(1965: 11):

Other researchers have found
displacement and political alien
Sheppard, 1968), and Long (195
absentee controlled businesssemov

-relationship between job
ton (Aiken, Ferman and
claimed that incteases in
the business .elite-fr m real

community participation, creating a vacuum of co unity
leadership and domination by corporation interests.

Several studies have made the trade-off between economic and
social welfare expliait. Mick analyzed shutdowns in the
Connecticut rubber and plastics industry Concluding that
"shutdown costs, shutdoWn frequencies, and lack of shutdown
protection suggests personal hardship is incurred whenever a plant
closes its doors" and that "at some point, the social and personal
costs of shutdowns will have to be weighed against economic
costs" (1975: 208). .

Kapp's book on social costs discusses the real or apparent
conflict between rapid industrial change (and presumablr.growth)
and the majority of people's preference to maintain ,the status quo
and avoid instability .(1950: 19). Lui's statistical atuslys7 of the
quality of life in the United States notes that "grow h, it is
'charged, distorts national priorities, worsens the distribution of
income, and irreparably, damages the social and natural
environments in which we all live" (1976: 37).

A United Steelworkers' union official, testifying in favoir of
proposed Ohio legislation which would, amongst other things,
require companies which close plants to compensate the
community affected with a payment equal to 10 percent of its
dislocated employees' yearly gross wages, complained bitterly of
communities being treated like "throw away containers."

Labor economics studies' idso tend to reinforce the idea of
economic gains accruing in the face of social losses. Despite
economic gains to workers tovh relocate after a shutdown, a large

.1, Frank Valenta, Testimony before tie Committer on Ways ,and Means, Ohio, State

Senate, Columbus, Ohio, February 14, 1968,

4



Majority are unlikely to move (Haber *t el., 1963 Ho 104 1976).
Smith and Fowler (1964) oblained interviews with 145, workers out
of 1,100 affected by a Ford plant closure in Buffalo, New Yoik,
and found that, despite. the strong incethives of adrrse labor.
'market fonditions in 'Buffalo', likelihood of lower monetary
income,lod guaranteed jobS in a new location -(Lorain; Ohio),
only 20 percent Of their sample had taken the transfix' offer about"
three months after the closure. They concluded that the high
degree of immopility, which was seemingly irrational from,.an

'economic, point of view, was largely a tesult of: $

(1) a value system, as expressed in a life pattern of stability,;

which made stability an end in' itself and predetermined ,the
non-immigration answer;

(2) social ties and identifications which were locally strOng and
concentrated tather than diffused over a larger area, and
which were not attached to mobile occupatiOnal:or ethnic
groups;

(3) economic positions which were meaningfully' part of :*tibe
local community pattern rather than part f'a regional
national one (p. 47). . .

These reasons point' to many workers', especi ly older
workers', belief that their overall welfares is main tned by
immobility, and that a large reason.for this is malntin benefits
of the kind defined here as social. American society In aggregate is
remarkably mobile, but most of the people affected . by the
shutdowns.discussect here do not want to move and often Will not.' -el'

Despite the apparent importance of social cos there is no'
consensus on an appropriate measure of the qualit4 of social life,
but an evaluation such as this ne must take a broader view which
permits criticism of the Positio that mobility provides an optimal
solutiottin plant closings. On possible criterion of evaluatiOn is:
the ability of a, sblution to inimize the Mobility required to
rei tegrate dispticed workers

I
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11S tbe.Trade-off Inevitable? ..

. . ' .."
I

,

There ire .a nuber. Of specific issues regarding the long- and -;,

'short-run natUre of this trade-off between net economic gain and . '2

social lois, but the idea itself provokes intriguing questioni. Is thit
trade-off ineyitable, leaving society with little . choice but/the

(--.application of partial solutions which ease the burde o ,

displacement bin nevertheless produce social costs? Olson ( 968
.- -',,,,:,,

. suggests the trade-off, itself may alWays exist .in theory,' but. that:i,:...,,
there are opportunities to ayoid both economic and sodial losS;T:
These opportunities occur when society's resourdei are managed : 1.

so inefficiently, that both social and economic benefits,.- are*

*available through change. There is still a trade-off, but there are
net gains to both social and economic welfare. '' A

r
Community-employee ownership might provide a mechanism to

improye both social and economic performance-in some cases, To
do this, however, CEFs would have to affect the parameters which
determine performance .in such a way that output could be
increased without offsetting social lossesa result which has hot
been possible under conventional strategies for dealing with plant

.. closings. ImproYed performance might come about through. ".: .1.,;

increased employee commitment, job involvement and prodne; .

. tivity 14*well as corrections of potential errors in capjtal allocation. :
Vie following discussion considers econoMic welfare in terins of )

.. labor and capital .efficiency and social welfare in terms '.of
comr2unity Stability.

i
EcoNasue WELFARE

Labor Inputs

Leibenstein (1966) argued that siMple reorganization of firms
could produce greater efficiency. Studies by McNulty (1977) and
Shelton (1967) support is contention, and objections by
economists such as Stigler ( 976) haye focused upon Leibenstein's
desire to 'revise microecon mic theory rather than disagreement
with the idea that effidiency gains are available. jCEFs ;nay have
particular advantiges in achieving tome of tile (efficiency gains

\ because of the manner lin which they alter the Ilk \ionship between
workers and the means of production.

A
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Motivation, Weorx,and edence on job redesign suggest that
when the interests of organization participants are congetient,
rewards are directly tied to performance, and when high levelsfrf..

commitment are present in. an organization, performance will( be
increased, other things being qual (Vroom, 1964; Lawler, 1977;
U.S. Departmeneof Health, Edncatiomand Welfare, 1973; .Davis
and .Cherns, 1975). Becker (1960) and Fox (197i) have argued the
importance of "stake" to the nature of commitment, and Salancik
and Pfeffer state thai:'

'. It has been7repeate4ly found that when individuals are
-' committed to 'a shuation, they tend to develop attitudes

consistent' with their commitnient and their committing
behavior (1978: 230)..

The employees' share's in,a CEF give them a greater stake than
in coriventioual firms. This stake ties personal gain to
organizational gain add may produCe attitudes and behaAor
corisistent with increased productivity.

Though empiricat findings Which dW ly address this issue are
limited, there tis wine evidence from studies of,,imployee 'owned
firms.,kmployee owned plywood .companies'stildied by Berman
(1967)-have higher productivity than coniparable-conventionallY
owned firms. The Inteinal Revtnue Servite actually qpistioned
the hight wages paid bY these firths relative to others 'because the
IRS tho ght it was a ploy to avoid corporate taxes. The ply ood
cooperatives wore ,able to show in court. that ..their ers'.
productivity wars farenough above plywood.industr andards to
justify higher wage rates.

A .lathe manufacturing . plant in South Bend, Indiana was
bought from its conglomerate ownerthrough an Employee Stock
Ow ekship PI (ESOP),. using . an t onomic Development
Ad inistration loin channeled througl t4e loCal community.
Pr duOvity aiiong its 500 workers is, r portedly up 25 percent
( alfrgir et Jo4irqal, August 16, 176).,

The m st ated study to date is reported by Michael
,

1Contq ajd Arnold T. n enbaum, qf the Unive sity of Michigan's
SurVeir Research Center, whO rdtently publisheil data frOm a

:;-(
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survey of 98 employee owned firms in the United States (1978).
Sixty-eightsof the companieS have employee ownership under an
Eipplooyee*Stock.Own*rship .Plan (i.e., via a trust) and 30 have
Ihrecrowneiship. Almost half of tfie firms had sales of at least $25

millipn during the year previous to the survey. Employees as a-

whole own at least half Cif the equity in about 7$ percent of the
t,

companies.

9f particular interest, is the profitability data, obtained froM 30
firms. Conte and Tanhenbaum calculated the ratio of pretax
profits to sates for each:Company and then divided the results by

the 1976 ratio for each industry, represented. The' average
adjusted profit ratio for the 30 companies vjas 1:7; the.unadjusted
ratio being 1:5. The authors claim these results "indicate greatef ."

profitabilitY among employee owned companiis than comparable
sized cempanies in their respective industries" (p. 25). Statistical
significance is not achieved, however', as the sample is small and
includes relatiWy large varyice in profitability.

Regression analysis of emplojtee ownership-related predietors of
profitabAlty found that, although a large amou% of variance was-- ,
explained by the predictors, only the percent equity owned by
non-nitnagerial employees had a statistically significant relation-
ship. The results are giver) in Table 4-1,

.The authors point out that thepresence of negative associationss.

. with the 'Oilier predictors does not. imply (even if they were
statistically significant) that such factors have a'negative-effect op,
profits except, under the conditions of this regression analysis. In

g,AP reality, lhese factors may be- tied to percent equity held litJf

workers, and it is only by statistidajly controlling the latter factor
that.the others are fond(' to have the negative relationships. This
point applies.to four of the dher predictors; as shown by the table
Of zero order correlates.

2. For five directly owned companies, the profit figures had to he adjusteCi because they

distritueortion of their "profit as wages. The stun of aveoge wage`differentials

between wor1:1 owners and nonowner workers was added to the formal profit figures in

each of these c(Irpapfk
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Table 1-1
Reginsio -C4fficients for the Predictors

of "AiljtjAtee and "Unadjusted': Profitability
Predictor Adjusted Unadjustet

ESOP (.0) vs. direct
* ownership( =.1) -.22 -,34

93

Percent enlployees .

' .
participating in plan ..-.30 -.31

, Percent equitSlowned internally .. -.31 -.19
Percent equity owned, by workers . *1.02* . .78.

WOrker representatives
on board Of`direetors -.1$

.Employee stockholders vote -.05 \Multiptle r ... , .72

. Source: Conte and Tannenbaum. Employee Ownership,W18. pi 25.

Note: The datti necessary to talculate the adjusted profitability ratio was unavailable in
. five companies of the subset and five companies Md not provide information concerning all

of the predictors in this regression. The number of cases in the adjusted and unadjusted
cells are therefore 20 and 25. respectively.

`p < .02

>i

0

(The analysis is partiiularl noteworthy. because it supports the
comMon sense idea alat lowerieve workeps are 'only more
productive when it is directly in their interests to be so. The other
predictors, without the crucial factor of 'workers owning much of
the equity, are characteristic attributes of employee participation
schemes, and of situations where the mana.Fers, rather than the
workers, are the major beneficiaries of the firm's activities (i.e.,
"percent owned internally" factor). The Wlication is that
paticipation schemes without a substantial component ofvthe
:benefits accruing to workers will, not be muck help in rajsing
profits. Appraisals of participatiop plans. by Bririim (1972,1\975).
and Nord (1974, 1975) furthes support this contention. CE1
provide such a benefit for the workr owners and might be tble to
impreye pOopance.
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Toth le 4-2.

.

Correlations Among Aspects of Employee Ownership and Protitability

Profit Profit
Stock plum Ponied. Permit of retreat of,

vs. direct ' empkyeer equity owped equity owswd Worker. on
I (adiusted) (umadjueted) oirserabip perticiputieg intern* by worken board

Cheructerhtics (V- 20) (N sv 25) (N 75) ,, (N iv 75). (N sa 75) (N -75) (N ow 75)
1 .

ESOP ( -0) vs. - , p
4

direct ownership, .

( = I)
.Percent employees

participating
Percent of equity
towned internally

Percent of equity
owned by workers

Workers on boatd
Employee stock- -

holders vote '

,413*

-.33

-.02

.60'
24

.30

-,29
.

. -.06

.31

.08

.18

-

t

4

-.234

.

.68*

.36'
)

.68'e

.25'

.14

.08

.1 I

,

.

.

.

.34"

.04

-.. -, I I

.

.43'

.47' .22'

Source: Come and Tannenbaum, Employte nershiml 97k p. 26.

op < .05, '

f
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Conte and Tannenbaum were also concerned with managers'
subjrcti e appraisal of employee ownership. In general, managers
in the"... firms thought employee ownership.had a positive.effect
on" w'orletrs! attitudes productivity, and firm profitability. They
also i.eOrt a detailed study of a firm which had recently adopted

e :an employee ownersthip plan. Company records showed that
grievances and waste had declined, and that productivity and
profitability had risen in/ the period immediately' after the
introduction of the plan. The authors conclude: ...*

'If employee ownership dogs have,an effect on the eco-,
. nomic perforMance of a company', as the data of this
study tentativIlly suggest, the eXplanation tiny be found,
at least partly, in the effect of ownership on the
employees themselves (p. 28). .

Further evidence is provided by a" study cOmparing" 12 Israeli/
danufacturing firms, half conventionally run by "management"
and half-"cooperatively" run by,kibbutzim (Melman, 1975). Six /
matched pairs of firms, including tool manufacturing, die casting,

. 'plastics, machine shop, and canning were compared on
, productivity of labor.and capital, as well as profits per worker an& .

costs of administration. Table 4-3 surrimarizis the.comparisons by
_ listing the bettqr performing firm in ea0 industry or both if equal

i
krformance war apparent.

, .

Though the study examines only a sinall' number of cases at a
singlipoint in tiine, the results at least suggest that "coopqatively
administered industrial enterprises can be as efficient, or more
efficient, than managerially controlled 'units" (Melman, 1975:

212), and an analysis of the capittl assets of the firms supports
organization structure rather, than size as the explanation for the
(findings.

Two case studies by retearchers in the New Systems of Work
and Participation Program at Cornell University provide some
additional insights. Long's (1978) study oftzt trucking company in
Clnada owned by iitost of its employees showed substantial
improveMent in organiztrAional performance.. Labor turnover
declined 10 percent and damage claims by 60 percent in tile first

A
0



Table44 1°

Summary Rankingopianagerial (M) items Cookrative (C)
Enterpripes by Criteria.of Effleleficy

°

Saks per
Industry man hourc.

Tools M

instruments MrC

Diescasting M-C

Plastics

Machine shop C

Canning M-C

6
11

'Profit per Profit/ Sales/ . Administrators/
worker capital asset produclion wOrkers

c

M-C

.

a
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C-M

C-M

. M
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two years of operation. Freight handler productivity improved by
5 percent, and a substantial profit was made compared to losses

revious five years. Lott also found higher levels of worker
tegration, involvement, coMmitment, and satisfadion. More-

Natver, participation in plant decision making had not changed,
permitting Long to attribute many of these improvements to th
owner§hip change.

Similac improvement, in the quality of upper and lower level
.Jemploy5e ieut has been found in the study by Gurdon (1978). Ins

this' case, 1a small knitting mill owned by a medium-size
corporation had performed well until it was sold to a much larger
corporation, Cluett-Peabody, in 1968. By 1974 after some major
managembnt errors, sales volume had dropped about 70 percent,
the mill suffered A loss of $11 million, and Cluett-Peabody decided
to cut back the work force-and eventually close the plant. Under
the direction the top manager, A group of The employees bought
the firm in )975. The comparry president, freed from the,
constraints and migtakes of. Cluett-Peabody, made changes .. which
have restored the mill's profitability. Regarding lower level
employee's, there Kaye reportedly. been significant cost savings in
quality. control, .wastage, plant cleaning, and pilferage:

Analysis ot labor productivity is particularly difficult to obtain,
and direct evidence is not availAble on the MVCC case, thougii the
firm has certainly. been in an improved position since the
ownership change. The exact cause of the improvement may only
be inferred. The issue raistd here, however, is that CEFs majt
benefit from their :ówneraiip structure in -frrms of labor
productivity. If, so, the CEF strategy in plant shutdowns would
minimize the trade-off by imprdving economic outputs without
incurring social loss. N

apital Inputs

The process of plant clost and loss of' jobs is triggered by the
functioniniof the capital allocation market. The assumption that
correct decisions arc made 'in this market is questionable, and
CEFs provide a- possible mechanism to improve market

a
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performance by correcting several types dif caRital market 'failure.
The assumption of proper functioning 4,ay be criticized on" the
grounds that (1) the allocation process aoes not make correct
decisions even according to its own criteria, and (2) the allocatio4
process itself is sdmehow incorrect. .

'Stephan Michelson (1977) develops these critiques in an analysis
of four types of capital market failure. 'He begins by categorizing
production costs conventionally as monetary or non-monetary
and internal or external. The costs ?re classified according.to their
appearance in calculations regarding a firm's production process,
and internal-external refers to the inclusion of a cost in the firm's

, accounting system. Most compa ies are concerned only -with
"internal monetary costs. Michieilso hen aefines the four types of
nrrket failures.

I. Market Failure 1 (MF1) occurs when the capital market fails
to place capital where it makes a maximum internal monetarky
return through ignorancof the opportunity.

2. Market Failure 2 (MF2) occurs when the capital markeisioes
maximize internal monetary return, but by other criteria (the
other costs of production),the capital allocation is `:tvrong."

3. Market Failure 3 (MF3) -occurs when an actor in the capital
market is aware of the opportunities tb increase internal
monetary return but is constrained ftom doing so.

4. Market Failure 4 (MF4) occtys when' the capital, whether'
maxitzing only internal monetary return or Socil return,
given ffie resources available to it, fails to produce the return
it would 'without additional cost through a change in some
legal form such as Ownership and controt..(197 11-12).

,These analytic categories are not: exausive,.and'a situation may
involve some or all of such failures. An evaluation of community-
employ& ownership is itnportant to this aniiysis because
suggestive evidence of all these types of failurescan be Seen in the --\ .

case being studied, Can the circumstances in this case and the CEF
form of ownership produce more efficient use of capital?

a.
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Market Failure r

The situation where capital allocations are indficierbecause.of
inadequate information regarding opportunities for their Use is the

'most conventional Nun of failure. However, the relative ifficacy
of CEFs6 may be thc lowest in regard to MF1, the argument is
based on the idea that persons with local or specialized knowledge
may see opportunities nOt heeded bSc- the conventional capital
allocation process dominated by largecorporation . Although this
ailvantage is presumably a facet of CEFs, it deriv
local process rather than solely troth being a community-ernplo
ownership one. .Conventional p3ivate, 'but kocal, ownership il
presumably also have this advantage. Thus, 'as evaluations must
properly consider diffe rences between alternatives, the advantages
of CEFs especially lie in correcting other type§ of ailur
However, in the case considered here, the CEF strateg was the
only one available to establish local ownership.

There are, indications of MF1 in the MVCC se, 'The
motivation behind Sperry Rand's decision to close down the
'Library Bureau is not entirely clear, but may . have resulted
partially from ignorance of the means by which their return on
capital could be increased. The new management increased the
firm's profitability' and probability for -its future prqsperity by
acting on their intinlate knowledge of the library furnithre
industry and market. Their market position was strengthened by
purchasing a competitor's product line. The new Management saw
that a new drying kiln would both aid their productivity and
provide additional revenue (through selling dried lumber not used
in the plant). fnformation was' obtained on new markets, anVhe
firm began selling overseas (Middle East) anlopromoting a ;new
line of toffice fuhliture.

' "-Lack of information and action may have operated on two
,

' levels. Aperry's - top manageMent was primarily involved in
electronics, and may have been disinterested, in a small library
furniture factory in upstate New York, which was .obtained asa
pi-product of a merger. The information on which the MVCC
acted was available to Sperry; in fact, expansion to the Middle

A
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East had been suggested earlieri but the top Sperry Rand
. leadership was not interested in Irking it otit.

Ignorance,of opportunities may also be associated with Sperry:s
use of the-Library Bureau as a 'training ground for Sperry Rand
management. According to repnrts of current firm managers,
there was a continual procession of manvement personnel, none
of whom st4ed long enough to be&inaelnlly knowledgeable of
the business, or, who had little motivation to. make substantial
changes because they would not be there long vough .to
personally profit Irem them. . ,

Matket failure/ which occur because of lack of information on
opportunitie§ suegest that someplant closures might be avoided if
the relevant decision makers were less ignorant about opportun-

-, itiei to increase returns. The( evidence in 'the MVCC case
exemplifies this form of failure in the sense that opportunities
04:ere ignored, but full information might not have altered Sperry's
particular, flecision. SperLy may have obtained higher returns in
the electronics industry than in the library furniture,industry, even
with a firm in the4atter operating under the most id41 conditions.
In this situation, the correci decision according, to conventional
firm-oriented criteria is to switch capital from a use such as the
Library Bureau to a means of gaining higher returns. This type of

onarket failure, though perhAps the one most likely to be exploited
by CEFs in the near fteture/Is least applicable to an evaluation of
.the differences between CEFs and ntore conventional approaches
to job saving.

Markft Faqure 2-
.

Market Failure 2 is more critical to an evaluation. of CE
because it arguet that capital allocation based only on internal
monetary criteria. is "wrong" in the sense that it ignores the other
costs of production which are generally termed; "social" (Kapp,
1950) or `1.Zxternalities," Assuming that these cpSts should be
counted, CEFs are Mtich less liable to MF2 errors.',CER will take
social costs into account because such factoll affect.the interests
of the parties comprising the fir'm ownership.

I
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T raditional (Schumpeterian) objection to use of social Costs
is that long-run firm performance, unhindered by, social cost
concerns, will Make up for the costs imposed. Lack of evidence for
both the traditional and social cost accounting vievOloints makes
the issue highly debatable. A su*antial body of literature has
developed which argues Schtimpeteewas incorrect and that
better social accounting will show the crucial importance of sodial
cost considerations:

The contemporary analysis of social costs is,generalltraced to
Kapp, who defined these costs as "those harmful consequences
and damages which third persons or .the community .sustain as a
result of a productive process ahd for which private entrepreneurs
are not easily held accountable" (1950: 14). While he, recognized
the short-run optimality of externalizing costs, he-questioned the
stability of such a system became those asked t6 pay the social
costs were likely to oppose the productive process. thange,s.
regarding pollution regulations, workds' cohipensation and
unemployment insurance represent a jzcognition of these costs.

More precise social accounting criteria 'have beep suggested by
the American Institute of Certified Public ACcoumants in a book
titled, J'heitleasurement of Corporate Social Performance (1977).
It suggests that firms begin to collect information on

(I) participation in community service andrquality f life

(2) plant location and relocation;
aétivities;

(3) direct employee-Mated effects (income, psychological,
opportutAti% given, etc.);

. (4) utilizatiO (*local businesses; '

(5) impact o'it ttie physical environment;
1 (6) impact on soCiopolitical infrastrucfure and cUlturtIl activities

(1977: 162-3).

Since plants often relocate rather than simply close,:' the
accountants suggest a Drocedure which "would show both the
positive and negatiVe effects on the two comMunities aild the net
consequence to society" (p. 160).

,

1
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'There has been . a constant stream of research reports Vhich
atgue ,for social audits, corporate resPonsibility and human
resource'accounting (e.g., Brummet, Pyle and Flrholtz, 19,68;
Chastair( 1973; Davis and BrOmstrsom, 19.8; Edmunds, 1976).
Firms are sometimes forcattO provide some compensation 'for
theselcosts, when faced with public outcries and union
Contracts. So states are beginning to require severance pay, but
such factorP are clearly subsidiary in the decision making process
regarding plant closures.,

. . .

For example, Whitman and Schmidt (1966) pul*fied .a detaited
study of the process by whiCh General .Foods Corpkation closed
clown four olderylants and 6nsolida)ed their operatiqns at. a new
location. The,study is regularly cited as showing ;the ideal. fat
corporate behavior. in such situations (Management and Economic
Research, Inc., 1978). The social cdhoconcerns we have been
discussing are daft with in the chapter on ,public relations.
Similarly, Sperry Rand appears-10 have seen the community
effects of plant closing .as. being primarily a public" relatithis
problem.

This is not to suggest that the social sanctions implied in the
concept of a public relations problem are not real. In fact, through
the strong threat of politiCal repercussions by political representa-
tives, Sperry Rand was forced to take account of social costs and
ultimately removed a inajor blockage to the MVC.0 purchase.
However, during the same period as the Libraryllureau purchase,
Sperry Rand also decided to close a large Univac:plant in nearby.
Utick A major campaikn, including pressure from thelstate
senat&s, the governor, and local politicians (as well as-substantial
financitl incentives) had no apparent effegum Sperry's decision.
The plant waS phased Out in early 1977 wiTh the direct loss of
aboUt 1,000 manufactUrihg sector jobs. The social costs impbted
had no major role in thesdecision making process by which the
capital needed to provide the jabs was reallocated.

In cohttast, a CEF would have had to give more weiight to the
costs associated with social demands, at least to the extent those
costs are imposed on the local community and the employees. The

1 7
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case for.considering socialcosts is a strong one, ancitheSe factors
haye been included in the cost-henefit analysis. Differences
between CEFs Sand alternative joh-oaving methods. regarding

. .

concern 'for sogial ddsts are important to the evaluation.

Market Failure 3.
I

MiOelson points out-that the c onventional capital allocation
proce(ss sometimes/ails to Maximize returns,not'bdattse of ,an

idenlify. Opportunities or uot wanting to act upon
them, but because of legal, Social, or size constraints. He notes
that: ,

..
Inability to put land padkaies icigether, inability to
finance, or countervailing forces (environmental prOtec7
tion or costs imposed by a Militant population, for
.exemple), sometimes block the placement of capital.
The public poirer construction Ode by the Tennessee
Valley Authority is an example of-government action in
the-, face of Market Failure 3. !Redlining, another

. example, occurs when individual banks, fearing that
other banks will not lend in an area, themselves reffise tq
risk investment. irhis`might be considered a problem of
scope, an inability to control the total flovIttftbitlit in
an area or a "fallacy (); composition." Each- instit6tion
fears that other capital may not be forthcomingraie, to
avoid risk, withdraws. Looking back, their action
have -been justified, even though, overall, profitablc
opportunities aCtually did exist (1977: 4).

MF3 is appropriate in thio/rVIVCC case because, one of the
constraints which affected capital movement, and thus Job
availability, was size: Local private buyeri individually had neither
sufficient c4ital norenough political support to make the Library
pureau Purchase; .a combined cotnmunity effort was needed: The
commufilv, including the ernployees, together were, a large
enough group to supply the necessary rislomoney and equity. The
combined entity was large enough both in the -sense that the
resources`Could" be obtained, anain the sense that it Could takt the

r
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, ..rIk becoseihdinvestptent bf itn5f'siven individUal.Was intllit the,
. .

commuOty-wide effent attained*.a 7degfee of legitima0 yohich
nriade th'e ital politiCal SuiSpott. and 41OVernment financirgi easier= .

tO' obtain:. A conyeational- Ptitati qtgaitiiition. :Or Otte itit1,1" a

./. `narrow `support 'pase Would, Wot have, obtitined the Widesprhd

6

Iforuntary,helli whi0. inabled.the Vordinary "gitfe. the-IBV
cadpaign Or .tlpie genral, public's sy 0). rind iqterest.., '

.
.

6.

Thc..MVCC tlickes ifipettr to haVo iii4rcOmy a markti'deficiericy,-
taly basedv tize;and, Partly on it's unique' base of stiOport. Thei

cal entrepr*urs who Wee aware Of the returni to be.cobtained
fronr.theLLNere tOo.smalpn termsgf finhncial msdurces tosmake
the purchase: .torgahizationi:laige enOUgh to buY the Li)nary.
.Bureau were uninterested. or.unaware4 The CEF tilled the gaRand .
Saved the jobs.

. <

Whether the size ancl flexibility of a CEF is alwa appropriate-
*is. problematic. This organizatjdn'al form has om& advantagii
Where conventional organizations are constrained but liMited at
Other points: Small -firms . face the chrdnie problems of small
buSiness such as the:Mability to absorb miscalculations 'or take .

a vantage of economies of scale. There are probably severe
nat ns on the total ainount of 'capital which could be 'raised.

,T us, buying a steel plant, such as Youngstown Sheet and Tube, is 11

far mine complex and the ortglizatignal form of the CE,F may
require adjuStment.

At tile same time, the CEF iirovides an 3ption which Was usually
1 outside a community's range 9f solutions to job creation and

maintenance. Similar locally based community development
corporationS have sometimes been able to overcome difficulties
resuifing from area racial comPosition. Involving local residents in
btoiness development has been successful in the Bedford-
Stuyvesant Restoration and Development CorporatiOn and the
East Los Angeles Coinmunity Unkon.,

Market Failure 4

R.

This form of capital Misallocation has 'We most intriguing
A.,.........aconomic 'and political," implication. Michelson suggests that

I
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greater returns might be availithldif the form' of ownership Were
. - _.

changed. He asks "whether thrr urn to thf actiVity is 'the same
wpen diAsiders ate owners"t (1977 10
with the .notiqn .that local .cont ol ;.` will increase prOductiyity,

)., In a irgument Consistent

L. Michelson remtfrks that different riles of return may conic to an
.etiterprise under4ifferent oWneks. In this ease: ... ..-
i - . ,

The capital market is correet io leave and the workers
. are correct to, purchase. This is a potentially powedul .

.argument. It iays that by restructuring the ovimership of
a stoak of physical taphal, fhe capital can become more
prciductive. ,: : . In terms of real retiources, dhanging the ...
form of ownership ay get. Au something for nothing. .

(p. 10). ..
,

t .

'.This is precisely the argument adyanced by other Writes such as .
Lails, Keith 0958): Who 'have" advocated.. Employee Stock,
Ownership Plans, but it iAglso es:insistent with the idefr-that local
bwnership and control, with or without the workers thay be more
effective than itbsentee owneeship.

nt,l, j

*:-Potential gains to worker eontrolle41 firms discussed earlien
this Chapter must be weighed against p64ential diffiCulties,
particularly when workers . are first bec9tning involved' in
decisions. Worker ownerS may oveinlioade current cOmpany ,

incomelto consumption, riSking investment capability. Colleetive :
decision making requirePractice to avoid.slow reaction time and
exeessive conflict, and workers may resist technological Changes
which threaten jobs, thus perpetuating obsolete technology .« .

4.

Size and Technology

Discussions of organizational productivity inevitably mention
the importance of firm size and the technology of product-ion, but
thesevariahles have ambiguous effects or are inap ropriitte for a *
case study such as this one. Size contributes to tech

1
ical efficiency

through economies of scale (Bain, 1968), but the contribution may
reach 'Its maXimum at a fairly small size (Stein, r.1974), Most
employee owned firms are fairly small and claim advanjpges in the
psychological health of workets (Kornhauser, 196S(Kirsch and

, i., .

k
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Lengermank 1972; Kohn, 1976), increases '1;lexibility, and
reduced administrative costs. At thepanie tlm they suffer klie
disadvantaaes disci:Med earliersegardini capital anil the ai1ity to
absorb ifiversity: The relevant issue for *comparative study is

'<whether the emiloyeepor employee-commudity form of ownership
. can pe adapted to. a large scale grganiziti.

is
cipTichnology presents\ a similar Problem Since it is largely
`-deterniinecL by the type of (nit* the organization Nxishes to

product and the capital invested. Most cooperatives have been in
labor intensive industries, and the critical issue is whether the
cooperatiye form itself can exist in capital intensive production or
if the capital required has siinply been too large for most of t4ese
organizations. There is no clear theoretical rationale for argt4ng
that the size or technology in a plant threatened with cloture will

s alter the production transformation curve. However, comparative
studies focused upon these variables, might show that size and
technology constrain the ability tq initiate a CEF. This case cannot'

'adequately address the issues involved.

SOCIAL WELFARE

. The positive benefits which accrue socially are more difficylt to
. enumerate because most social indicators of the quality of' life
appear a avoided costs in this analysis. That is, economic welfare..
miglIt increase, but social welfare remains constant by avoiding
the stigma.of unemployment, the ificrease in psychological stress,

.4 marital disputes, etc. Avoiding social costs is 'a benefit in itself
compareLl to other shutdown Cases, but such benefits are available
from standard retraining, supplementary ineome, and relocation
assistance. However, one critical benefit derives trom the
particular form which the estiblishVit of a CEF takes.

The cothmunity soCiOlogist argues for community viability in
terms of local it ility to cope with local problems. Communities
should have the ability to determine their own eConomle fates to
the greatest degree possible. Absentee control presumably
decreases this ability and 4gaves commimities in the hand's Of
national or at least extra local actors. The ability to solve local

LLi



problerns is. a function Of toad resources ..consisting Of. caPital,f'N

knowledge, and the capacity to mobilize these resources. The later,'
factor is most ifnportant as capital sitting.in-banks and mattresset
or knowledge ofhow to obtain fedl Nnds,are of little use with-

. out the ability.to draw on these resoVrceh(and Use theM effectively.
" The Sir of resoUrces r.equires a Supply of human energy And the .

ability to coordinate iftort. Without organizational skills and an
organizational basis far action', little Is accomPlished. , ,

Organizational capacity is a critical elementin political conflict
at all levels, from local decisiOn making ihrough interest group
.efforts. to Influence .legislatures .to revolutions. influencing'
comMunity deCisions requires an organizational basis of power
from which to mobilize population. Laumann and Pappi (1976)
show the importance of etiteórganizational connections in the
German community theY studied, and:Crain, Katr, and. Rosenthal
(1968) provide evidence of the iniportance of organized interests in
fluoridation controversies'.

Current interest in a resource -mobilization approaoh io sOcial
movements is more to the point. Organizations are required for'
"mobilizing supporters, neutralizing .and/or transforming mass
and elite Oublics into syMpathizers, achievinichange in targets"

. (McCarthy and Zald, 1977: 1217). Revolutions apparently result\
not only from high levels of discontent (which always exist), but
also from the e 'stence of organizations which max be used to
mobilize populat on resources (Oberichall, 1973). Th infrastruc-

s ture of organizational relationships controls the abilit of a social
unit such as a conpunity or political interest to act.

As a result, a community with few organizational units or a
number of organizations co oiled Outside, the community will
lose the ability to act' i its own behalf. Low. levela of
organizational capacity woul make community action to save.a
threaiened plant . niore difficult, but When the effon has been
made, as.in the establishment of a CEF, new relationships have
been created and oiganizational capacity increased. Thus, the
successful Mottilization effort: leaves the 'community in a better
positiOn to handle futyre crises in terms of knowledge; skills and

p. 4
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the ability to mobilize resources. The creation of a CEF may
produce an increase in social welfare without cost to the economic
'side.

CONCLUSION

The tbeocetical perspective proposed here suggests that the
traditional unalterable trakoff between economic and 'social
welfare bears reexaminationand that CEFs may provide an
opportunity to move the output .of benefits to a higher product
transformation curve. The discussion is stpl largely theoretical,
but it provides one possible answer to Miclfelsoes argument that

...community-based economic development requires a framework
'and language which permits conpunities to explain why the
community should be the basis of economic activity. Local control
through CEFs may result in: (1) better information regarding
investment opportunities; (2) the consideration of social t qstsk
(3) increased productivity; 'and (4) improved ability of the
community to meet future crises. . J

,

; At the same time, the traditional trade-off view has developed
evidence supporting the notion that plant closings reflect correct
m t reactions to changes in taste, technology and production

nd that in the long run, soaiety is better off by leaving
econ mic.change to occur unencumbered. Even if market failures

.. exist, correcting them could represent qnly minoe, fine tuning of
the capital market and scarcely merit Irtention. Social costs are
andled by society and, given time, the social system adjusts.

,
Though the cost-benefit 'analysis addresses many of theve

questions, it is ithpossible for' a single case study to relolve all Of
the points raised in the discussion. -Such questions are only
resolvable by society's expressions of preferences for econo
and social goods through the political process and __individual
choices. What this cost-bentfit analysis doe4 is give an example of
Which factors cart be considered, what methodology is apPropriate
for 'evaluating them, and .what conclusions may be drawn
retarding the specific events in the Mohawk Valley.,

,.
,
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61'7 In this chapter, co ity-em loyee purchase of firm& a
means to .plaintain and create jobs, is evalated through. a
cost-yenefit analysis of . the Mohawk Valley -"Community
-Cqrporation purchastof theititirary Bureau. The criterion in this
form of evaluation is Whether/or not the ratio of benefits to "costs,

keenSt the time of the purchase decision, iNgreater than one.

Cost-benefit analysis generally requires consideration of Ulf
feable alternatiVe urges of aon. Two_basic alternatives Will
be analyzed here: 4ir

(I) purchase ind operat. the plant under co
coMmunity- tbyee wnership;

(2) complete shutd wrrtif the Library Bureau, as planned by the
Sperry Rand Corporation.

p

No other alternatives were There were no (*her prdspective
buytis, with lufficient resour s.

The costs and benefits arg estimated for a fik-year p7iod prom
t the date of purchaSe. Though theitiveveal>period is somewhat

arbitrary, it also reflects the possibility .thVthe community iill
sell fts financial ,interests 4 the comparty .after SePieral years.
Within the field .of community ectirromik Aveloynent, a
developing strategy in declining area§ is the 'governmental or
quasi-governnkental organizatipn of an enterprise which is Old
once it has attained viabilitythat is, a. t'spin-bfr, approach. In
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the liarticitlar?case Ethployee Stock OWneilhip
.Plan hai peen instit(ited which:may eventually bUy manyf the
shares now held by the cOMmunity at Jarge rathet than- bhthe ,

ciployees..L. a . .c
,

Titi IS no assurance that suolt4 stock teinsfer will ocCur, but
thie assymption entails a'Sfurther :diffetentiation between -the
evaluglon of this tpartecular case and the situation in which /the
'=distributiOnjoritaresis.fixed by the orginizatIon% charter. When'
distribUtions of 'Ownership are- fiXed:(see Long,-1978), the elEF' 9
remains Indefinitely owned johitly brthecommun* in gentral,
well as the employees. SuCh an ' arrafigginent" may be quite%
iniportant because:. many of th'e- relative advantages of "a 'CEP. ;
accrue in the longterm. For example, a CEF faced)vith the need.
to mike a new allocation of capital locally or elseWhere is more*
likely to inveit locally and maintain community jobsbecause of
4he basic congruence 'of interests between 'corporation ana,
community. In quantifiable cost terms, a long jerm vieWinCreases:
the favorability of a' CEF because .the he4r`purch4se cost
incurred early, Whereai the expectation is that .the benefits. will
accrue as long aS the company survives. Howerr, the long term ;
effects (beyond five years)-are not conside7d'in this par'of the
evaluation-A relatively short time petiod is used because 4f the
doubtfulness of predicting the success of enterprIsestubject to the
market, and the .intention of providing a conservative estiniate of
benefits rilativet costs. ;

4

The analysis assumes that . the feasibility studies completed
during 'the decision to purchase' the -lin' are an accurate
representation of the expec4d value' of the financial stream of
beanefits-aCcruing from the continued operation of the plant under
the MVCC. It is not the intention of the present'study to per(orm a

I. "Preliminary Information for Proposal to Purchase. Library Bureau division of
Sperry Rind Corporation," Move! Management Co'rporation, March .11, 1976, mim
and Economic-Development Administration loan application documents:June 24, 1

2. The expected value is obtained by assigning probabilities tO the ssiblOinge of
benefits and obtaining a weighted average as the benefit' figure. This procedure Ao Makes

an adjustment for the perceived riskiness of the project. -
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fullyscale ainveni.ional feasibility study ot the firm.. SuCh: stU y is
an obIliOus 'first step for communities and/Or::em loyees
cOnsiderittg a plant acquiSition, hilt the ieehniquei are.'sti 'te WO
known and Oa not require repetition hoe, the feasibility

c,.:.

. , . ,

evaluation Wird** at a StepPifig off Aim and ,the dostgbenefit.
ahalysis Of the 'acquisition is made 'frtm an. 'UneonventiqrAtl
vie4oint-tthat of the community. Consequehtly the pfe.sentit-
tioh of costi 'and benifits,are soMewhat different from the usual,,
formou,"An elaboration' .Of theoimodifications, required in .the.
.traditional -approach to'Osts anitbenefits appears in Appendix.A
to this chapter., ,*; . .

Much of this analysit upOn Community "ecOnomic base
theory," a model COtrihtOnly' used by community and regional
development ec4nothis0.. This tliecify posits that a 'community's
econoMic cotiditiiirrisparticularly contingent upbfi1tr4basic" :or.
"exPort" industries.(e.g., Duncan and Reiss; 1936), that is,:those
vOich market' their 'products outSide the community. The
development effects of manufacturing iedustries are especially
.empfiasized, but Qher 'community employthent and income
s'outces, inclnding agricultueal establishments, military bases, ands\
transfer payments, maytte part' of the base. Early' literature
(Weimer,and Hoyt, 1939) 'concentrated on establishing ratios Of
basic to um-basic, or service sector employmenrand income using
only static analysid. Recently, redearchers have .erdphasized
differential' effects of segments :.of the base within a dynamic
frameWork (Wefss and Goodink, 1968; .barnicle, 1970).

The -aims of the theory are the effect of a change in economic
base on the proyisiotf of services in the area. The% effects are
categoyized ad direct, that is those immediately associated with the.
chanie in theeconomiThaselindfrect, the imMediate interindustry,

..linkagt.effects, and indUced, the Second and.subsequent rounds of 7

effects.

,This analysis tread the iikely direct and indirect,community loss
of wage, and salary income4and the estimated loss of income from
locally-supplied 'eau, ,niaterials, resulting frOm a Library. Bureau
shutdowti, as a decrease in the community's base-related Income.

:`,

c
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The 'estimated, loiso in these kerns, which Wete avOldell through,,A
the CEF are shown as, benefits in.table 5-1. The losses vogld also
haye - had negatiVe indaced effects: and the 'estimate of
avoided induced loos is alsb shown as a benefit. Further discussion .

of file model behind these estimates is given in the, list of Nifiefitr: .

which follows and in Append* A tri this, chapter.

Costs and benefits are assessed from the ivioivepoidt of tlies:
comniunityl because we regard it as the Ilecigion. making entity
primarily relevant tO creating employment through thri develop- .

menrof CEFs; Other possible, leveli of analysrs whidh could: be
used inclnde tht societal, the governmental, ancithe indiiiidual. A

. societal viewpoint is the tragditionatideal beettuse it would include
the effects on all persons in'soClety, rather than *La subsection.
An evaluation from the view of the federal government is of...
relevance because plant shutdown costs 'of inereased social service
payments, lost tax payments, increased support of' local. t..
governments, etc.. may be incurred.-at this leyel, and because ,..

communities are likelY to look 'for federal.help to develop CEFs.
Individuals faced. With job loss due to shutOowns heal to assess
whither their resources are better allocated`to. saving .their'jobt
through a CEP or toalternatives such aS'relocati6n, retraining -or
savings. .However,.. .this unique strategy is directed toward,
coMmunity *elfare and must first be1 eValuated from that
perspective: Other actors in 'the social . system (government,
individuals) must also evaluate this strategy in accordance with
their own interests;

A

The analysis presented in this chapter is based upon the set of'
assumptionstregarding relevant factors, otimated values, and
discount rate* which seems most plausible. However, a variety of,
estimates must be made and there is Jittle opPortunity to test their'
precision exept within some range of values..The sensitivity of the

.
.

.
, ,,,,,, . .., o ,

/
. 3: Cominunity is defined In both territorial and functional terms. Territorially, ieis the

inhabitants of, the contiguous towns of Herkimer, Mohawk, Ilion, and the village of
Herkimer. An additional criterion of significant functional ties enabled the inclusion 'ot
nrm employees not resident in the above community and farmers and loggers who proVitie

the firm's main .raw material and operate in the hinterlands of Herkimer (set chapter 2).
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to va dons in. the range of values a factor m r".},ke is
6ansidltd. 'n LtS grate analysis presented aper the maii results.

A diicOu e of 6 percent isbused in the mqin text, an results
are also sho fOf 3 percent and 15 percent rates in the se sitivity
analysis. A discount rate is applied in cost-benefit analysis ec,use
people generally prefer income now rather than tat r. For
examPle, benefits of a project received in the future dpust be
reduced to their perceived worthlo the decision maker at t e time
the decision is being thade. The beriefits are discounted t their
present value using a rate which reflects the opportunity cost t he
decision maker if the funds were 'Invested in, the . next 14
alternatiye.- The choice of a 6 percent rgte and the method of
dealing with price changes are discussed more fully in Appendix
A: Ikbrief, constant prices and a discount rate adjusted for.
expectations of inflation wet3 used.

The analysis is done as if the community had undertaken it at
the time of the shutdown threat. fiasing calculations and
judgmqnts upon informntion available and canditionS prevailifr
at that time provides an illustration of how other communities
might carry out such 1 study. The beginning date for the five-year
evaluation period Is. August 1, 1976.

The cost and benefit factors in the whole evaluation are
categdrized as either (1) economic; or (2) "social," that is,
psychological, psychopeysiological, sociological,`and political.4
The econoniic results covered in this.chapter are presented as
follows: (a) quantified . (monetarily valued) benefits; (b) quanti:
fied costs; (c) non-quantified benefits; and (d) non-quantified
costs.

4. The term "social" is not fully satisfactory because, in the cost.benefit analysis
literatpre, it customarily refers to taking a national or society viewpoint. However, the only
apparent alternatiVe, "non.economic," has the connotation that these factors are in a
sukcategory and of lesser significdice. An emphaAs of this study is that evaluations such
s'this must give full significance 115 factors beyond the economic. Consequently, "social"

will be used here, despite its deficiencies. The national perspective is referred to hereaby
employing the term "societal,"

12

1..
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The quantified benefits and costs ace Summarized in tables 5-1,
5-2; and 54. As previously discussed, the results ihow the present
value of the costs and benefits from the viewpoint of the
community over a five-year period using a 6 percent rate of
didount. The present values have been Calculated as if all cost and
benefit payments after the' initial date occur in lump sums at the'
end of each of -the five yearly periods. Tills proCedure aids
calculations and, as all items are treated- co/isistently, will not
substantially affect the relatiVe magnitudes of the . costs and
benefits.Grdpet, Ireson, and. Leavenworth's (1976) gandard text on
cost-benefit analysis argued that complete precision is unnecessary

, as long as an accurate representation is provided of, the costs and
benefits, especially when significant factors in the decisitm makini
are not reducible to Monetary values.

The wage and &itlary estimates have been adjusted for federal
and state income 'tax payments and social security deductions.
Twenty percent was deducted from the (wages proj5cted for
MVCC lower level employees and 25 percent for top management.-
Roughly proportional.lower reductions were made in the estiMates
of the incomes forther Library Bureau employees would. have
obtained if-the-iplant had *been closed. Similar adjustments. Were
made for other persons whose wage incomes would have been
directly affected by a shutdown,

QUANTIFIED ECONdMIC BENEFITS

Direct %?ktgie and Sodar7 Income

The difference betwOtt an estimate of the wage and salary
income stream of the MVCC employees, given that the company
operates as predicted, and the income stream of the former
Library Bureau employees, if the platit 1?ad shut down, was
calculated. The total represents the avoided loss to the community
of the wage and salary income, i.e., a benefit,

The MVCC income stream was estimated using' the September
1976 employment and wage a5d salary levels as bases, and
assGming a 5 peXent rise per.year in each. The September 1976

,



local eMpbiyment *as 2O. lined On*detailed:payro0..infortnatiOn
made available, tt. 1976..dtean a4fitutl Wage; 100 -100 Mils.

computed ror 24.0olthe eMployeet. The mean, an ryoleVel
for 10 top management' was calculated to be $20' e gross..
Wages and Salaries are adjusted ,downWard :to accb or the...
pardon of. them Which floW Out of the coinmunitY as inCOme.taxes
and social security deductions.

N
The inc9me streaMic. the plant had not continued .through

cOmmunitkmployee ownership was Much more cOMplicated tO
calculate. Information on the probablelabOr market experience of
terminated Library Bureau employees Watt obtained fibm federal
and New York Statoepepartment of Labor reports pertinent ttt the
Utica-kome SMS "market.' Sunday editions . of a. niajor local
newspaper for this-September 1976,September 1977 period were
scanned tp ascertain job openings not notified to the DepartMent
of Labor. ,current MVCC, employees were,surveyed to establish if
they were aware of any local job openings in the Woodworking
industry at the tithe of the proposed plant shutdown, and to
estimate the likelihood that a worker expected to have, to move
away from the community.

'The extensive labor economics literature on plant closures
(summarized in Haber, Ferman awl Hudson, 1963 and Holen,
1976) was reviewed to aid the estimate. Using this information ,
Plus knowledge of the skill, tenure, and demographic characteris- .

tics of the employees, and the technology and size of the backbit(
orderi of the firm, estimates were made oi ihe likely labor market
experiences of former Library 'Bureau employees, Six major.
employee subgroups were used, primarily categorized actording to
occupatior4 group and' date of termination, in addition to ,a,.
projection'of the likely experiences within each subgroup,.'Thesel,
estimates formed the basis of the 'projected income stream into the

I. LabOr Area Summary (formerly.Manpower Review), january 1975,Septerriber 1978,

Vol, II No. 1-Vol, II No, 9; JOBFLO: A Report on Demand Occupations, Utica-Rome, °

Auxuat 1977; Applicants and Openings, Utica-Rome Metropolitan Area, May 1977; Mina
SpeCijkations, New York Stale, May 1977, pp. 79.91; Employinent and Earifinip,
September .1476-September 1977; Characteristks of the Insured Unemployed, UiicesRome

i^ Area, April-June 1977,
. .
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community jf the plant had closed. The likelihood of obtaining
unemployment insurance benefits, pensions, social. seturity
payments, withdrawing froM the workforce, and relocating were
all taken into account.

Unlike a study 'utilizing a societal ory governmental level of
analysis, unemployment insurance °benefits and social security
payments were not treated as a loss resulting from the plant
closure. From a cemmunity point of view, such benefits and
payments are a positive addition to its income stream when
employees become unemployed or retire. Conversely, the. income
that persons forced to relocate by the plant closure would have
received in the community if it had not shut daWn is regarded as a
loss. Different Jevels of analysis can reverse these treattnents or
disregard them as being only transfer effects.

In present value terms adjustedo.for taxes and deductions, the
total wage and 'salary income obtred within the community by
the MVCC employees if the plant continues operationsiis expected
(direct MVCC income) is $8,788,853. The coinparable figure if the
plant hUd closed and the former Library Bureau employees had to
obtain income through 'alternative employment or other means
(direct non-MVCC income) is $5,616,731. The difference between
these is $3,172,122, and this is the amount entered into table 5-1 as
a benefit. The non-MVCC direct income represents a.36, percent
loss comPared to continued , operation of the plant under
community-employee ownership.

Sixty-three percent of the estimated direct wage and salary
income4oss of $3,172,122 iS a result of the relocation of 57 persons

, outside the community. The other portion of the loss is the
decreased income suffered by the persons who remained and
became unemployed, were employed at lower wage rates,
withdrew from the workforce, or retired early relying upon
pensions and social security benefits. The average inqme loss for
these former employees who remained in the community is
approximately 17 petcent. This aggregate figUre masks wide
v.ariations. For example, the calculations assume that the younger,
professional employees who remain suffer little or no income loth,

-Qs



, whereas many , of. the older workers with few skills or
industry-specific skikls incur losses . in the r e of. 30 -percent.

,7The calculations Am illustrated using .eill4giskilled and
semi-skilled produciion worker*. as an example. 'Based primarily

i
On knowledge of the firm's technology and amount of backlog at

* the time of the shutdown announcement, 32 unskilled and 8
semi-skilled,' relatively low tenure younger employees, would have
been terminated.at the beginning of 'August, 1976. Utilizing
Department'of Labor statistics on the conditions in the local labor
market, the 'economic literature On plant closures, and worker

.estimites which roughly confirm the figures, the following
changes would occur:

(1) 10 terminated employees would leave the community;
(2) 7 would have income of 4 weeks of unemployment itsurance

(at $95.00 per week) and obtain employment for the
remainder of the 5-year evaluation period at a wage.le.vel 10
percent lower than they would have obtained if the MVCC
maintained their- jobs percent overall loss umpired to
MVCC income stream);

(3) 13 would receive 26 weeks of unemployment insurance and
have wage losses in" their jobs of 10 Percent relative to the
MVCC (7 percent loss);

(4) 10 would haVe 52 weeki of unemployme insurance and
experience 15 percent relative wage kisses (13 percent loss).

The assumed relative wage losses take into account (1) the
common occurrence of terminated employees experiencing severill
temporary jabs before being able to obtain sleady income; (2)4
downward adjustment to recognize the higher riskiness and thus,
lower expected /value of the chances of foriner Library Bureau
employees obtaining', employment through the labor market
c9mpared to the riskiness of the alternative MVCC income; (3) the
Week-king waiting period(s) experienced before unemployment
insurance payments can be obtained; and (4) increased commuting
costs for those who do not relocate, but are forced to work outside
the community.
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Similar- calculations were Odor lined for other subgroups but

dif rent conditions were assumed for some subgroups and
se tions of subgroups. For example, it was assumed that a lower

()portion of the older, blue-collar employees would relocate,
ompared to the group just described, but a higher proportion of

top management and professional personnel would leave. Further
details are given in Appendix B. The sensitivity analysis which
foll9ws presenis results using alternative assumptions for these
calculations.

,)

Indirect Income

The MVCC's loan application to the Economic Development
Administration states/ that 36 local jobs would be directly affected
by a Library Bureau shutdown-15 in sawmills, 15 in logging
crews, 3 security guards, and 3 cleaners. These figures assume that
the lumber industry is able to largely adjust and find new markets,
but dogs experience some downturn. Consequently, the calcula-
tions are made under the assumption that 10 jobs are eliminated as
a direct result of the LB shutdown. If this occurred, and these
workers had similar unemployment and reemployment experi-
ences as the former LB workers, the community would have
sustained a loss of $112,873, in present value ternis over the five
years.

Local Purchases of Raw Materials

This item is comprised of the likely avoided losses related tO the
plant's purchases of locally obtained logs and sawn lumber.
Approximately $625,000 is paid Out 'locally to logging crews who
obtitin the wood under contracts with farmers, 'and lumber yards
%Off:purchase wood locally through direct contracts with farlIers.

Though loss of income to logging crews has been counted, 'the
loss of the Library Bureau's (purchases would have depleted the
income of local farmers and lumber merchants. There are other
industrial wood-users in the vicinity, but they would not have
increased demand to compensate for the LB closure, and the
competitors of LB are too distant from Herkimer to direply

3 0
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replace the lost demand; Infotimation 'from the company.suggests
that only the 'close vicinity of the plant made Wood-selling
economically sensible for 'farmers who generally have only Small
stocks of lumber., .

d%) .

Neiferthelesi, lumber dealers assume that sdome market 'fOr the
wood could. .have been found; especially if lower prices Were
accepted and higher traniportation costs absorbed. A 20 percent
loss is estimated. over The evaluation period compared to
maintaining the plant' throUgh a CEF. (The SensitivitY analysis.,
assumes a 10 percent loss.)

Other Local Purchases .

The company estimates' that $50,000 per year is spent locally on
construction and maintenance work, advertising, offiCe materials,
vehicles, and other minor purchases. Eighty percent of this has
been included as 'an avoided ioss.. The underlying assumption is
that these procurements can only be sold locally and that their
only substitutes are otherlocally produced and sold goods, rather.
than 'goods which are imports from the community viewpoint. If
the sellers to the. LB lowered their prices' subsequent to ,tke
shutdown, and the presumed increase involiune sold enabled them
to recoiquheir losses, the shift in, market constitutes a transfer of

'community income to purchases of these goods instead of others
sold by the community. That is, the loss has simply been ,
transferred.

V

\Induced Income

Economic base theory suggests that Nchange in a community's
export4elated !employment and income will have a direct
multiplier effect. A plant closure depletes a cOmmunity's stock of
jobs evh if those workers directly affected are able to be

reemployed. A type of "bumping-down" proCess occurs. The
effect is reduced ,by "leakages" 'in the form of relocations,
workforce withdrawals, and switches from community to

...
non-commUnity jobs, but is still substantial, especially in a
community where the su ply of jtb! is stagnant or even declining.

4
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. For example, Wotkers first entering the labor force are more likely
to leave the community and' women who might otherwise have
joined_ the workforce do not do so. There. is a net loss in
community employment.

The decline.in export income also ha effects through lowering
sales of service firms and of "second 'round" and subsequent
suppliers (i.e., beyond those showh in the aboil sections as direct
and indirect effects). The induced income item estimates the
cumultive effects of these processes. As rated previously, a
description of this model and its application to the analysis is
provided in Appendix A.

N$ Value of Ants
additional item is included to account for the,possibility that

com unity owners may sell ,the Rlatit-to a non-community owner
afte6 five years. The benefit retilized 4t that point is valued by
estimating the market price obtainable for the enterprise less the
cost of the :EDA and bank loans still payable.The price paid to
Sperry Rand by the community is the best estimate .of the market
price obtainable, that is, $4,663,000. This figure assumes that the
disbendit to be deducted is the amount which would have been
paid if the buyer took over the same loan payments. This is the
most likely .occurrence. The reasoning behind treating loans
payable as aNdisbenefit rather than cost and the results using the
latter alternative are shown in the ensitivity. analysis. Concern
over the interest of community me bers in relinquishing Jocal
Control is considered in chapter 9.

--.\,
The six economic benefits detaAd above are summarized in the

following table.
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4r Proem i(siite
,

Benefits S

Direct wage and salary income 3,172,122
Indirect income 112,873
Local purchases of raw materials .. . ...... - $26,500
Other local procurements 168,480 ,
Induced incomt 1,057,466
Net Value of assets 1,933,825

Total 6,971,266

Shareholders Equity

The MVCC first Annual Report states that the company had
raised net proceeds of $1,584,452 from the sale of short term notes
and- common stock to enable the acsmisition of 'the Library
Hureau. thing the economist's concept of opportunity cost, the
true cost of this outlay to the community is the income which it
foregoes through this,amount being invested in. the MVCC. If it is
assumed that the community would have obtained a return from
this sum at a 12 percent 'per annum rate, then thefl cost of this
outlay is $950,671 over the five years, 'or $800,845 in present value
terms. The sensitivity analysis presents results utilizing a
soMewhat higher opportunity cost

,Acquisition Campaign Expenses

Community businessmen donated approximately $15,000 into a
fund designated as a '.',War Chest," to provide working capitallor
the campaign to savelle plant. The Herkimer County Legislature
Proceedings for 1976 reports that the executive director of the
Mohawk Valley, Economic Development District, Inc. requested
an extra $3,(000 funding for his organization due to unusual coits
resulting from the campaign to save the Library Buretiu.
Descriptions of the community drive to obtain the acquisition note
many meetings and communications of local businessmen,
politicians,' and other, influential persons, as well as much
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.voluntary work by union\ offlceis and company executives and
their wives.. A somewhat aritrar valuation of $2,000 is placed on
this activity. The total campaign 'costs are thus estimated to be..
szo,000.

\\ Again, using the concept of opportunity cost and an alternative
return of 12 percent, the real cost to the community of .the
dampitign is $104019 in present value.

0

L ans

total of $3.6 million was obtained throtigh four promissory
s hefd by the Economic Development. Administration and two

ban s in Utica. The, yearly athounts of principal and interest ,

payaNe over five years was calCulated and converted into present .

value . These economic costs of the plant' purchase are
sum rized in table 5,2.

Table 5-2
Quantified Economic Coits

e' Costs Present Vilue

Sharehol ers equity
ikcquisiti n campaign expenses

( Loans

Total

i., $ 800,845
10,108

2,250,016

$3,060 969

The" ratio of the jmnefits .and tosts covered above is given in
table 5-3. It shows that (in present value terms) the benefits total
of $6,971,266 is more than twice the costs f iure of $3,060,969.

47'
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Comparison of Quantified Economic Benefits and Costs
Present Value -

Benefite , $

Direct wage and salary income . t . 3,172,122
Indirectincome .. 112,873
Local purchases of raw materials, , 526,500
Other local procurements p 168,480,
Inducefaindome 1,057,466
Net %IA of assets . 1,933,825
' Total . 6,971,266-. -

Present Value .

Costs $

Shareholdss 800,845
Acquisition campaign expenses 10,108

( Loans Alf . 2,250,016

Total 3,060,969

Benefit:Cost Ratio 2.28:1 ,

11

.SENSITIYITY ANALYSIS

The aim Of this additional analysis is to show how alterations in
major and problematic parameters can change the cosilkenefit
results. One such parameter is the "discount rate. Results follow
which are, derived using 3 percent and 15 percent rates, as well as
the 6 percent rate chosen .as the best estimate.

There are a nultitude of conceivable, permutations. of(this;
analysis for which benefit-cost ratios could be obtained. HoWeVer,
the aim of sensitivity analysis, unlesi being used to compare across
separate projects, is to establish whether the ratio becomes less
than unity. within a plausible range of Variation in the project's
components. This analysis presents results of a theoretical "worst

.1. 3 5
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case" estimation. That is, the most unfavorable figures from the
viewpoint of finding a ratio favorable to the CEF alternative aro
used. This estimation employs the lower bound assumptions
regarding benefits and the highest possible estiniates with respect
tO costs. Within this format, the use of parameter values between
those of the most likely case and the woist case values is only
required if a benefit-cost ratio of less than 1 was found, in the
'worst case;, no such ratio was found.

The analyses also assume that the loans payable iteih is a cost,
rather than a disbenefit, as in the main text; elaboration follows
the table.

../"" Table 5-4
.Sensitivity Analysis

;11* Assumed Cases
Discount Rata

15%

1. Most likely case 2 . 19 : 1 2. 28 : 1 2 . 23 : 1

2. Loans payable as a cast 1 : 73 : 1 1 . 85 : 1 1 . 96 : 1

3. Worst case 1 . 34 : 1 I . 41 : 1 1 . 48 : 1

Most Likely Case

This is simply the same analgsts a iven in the main text except
that the results using 3 percen d .15 percent discount rates
throughout are also shown.

Loans Payable as a Cost

The classification of loans payable as a disbenefit was thade
through interpolation of the rule-of-thumb that outlays by. the
entity-implementing a project are costs, whereas benefit-reducing
effects borne bY the general public are treated as disbenefits.
Classification in this case is complicated by the high 'overlap
between the oPeratineentity and the general public. Lowering the
final "salvage value" benefit by the amount of loans parable ii
different from counting costs incurred initially or during current

,
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,operatiOns of 'the plant under: tip mninnitkinploriel ownership.,
_RecminizAhke that 04 chOice *Is debatable, the ..retioe-Ordeented
emPloy *the alternative clissifi4tion, 41th all else' rOMaining
unchanged, . *

Worst Cio.

For this miniM4ed *butes of 'benefits, ,and
minutiVia estimates of cogs were calculated. As one aspect, of ,
this adjustmag, the likely post-shUtdown experiences Of the
former LB emplOYees were teen in the' moit optimistic 'light
justifiable, 1pWering the relative benefit.of the CEF alternative. By
lowering the assumed lengths of unemployment spells, tc the
total community lois for the 40 workersIterminated in September,
1976 waidecreased, in Present value terms, at a 6 perCent discount
4ate., 4roM '$442;257 to $35.0;460. For the: .10 meptber top

Manageptent groutyhe worst case (for the Purchase) aisuines that . r
onli 2 *ould leave the commpity riubsequent to clOsure, that 6
would be able to obtain lOcitijobs providing thesame
that '2 Others would also obtain locfal jobs, but with 20,.Percent
income foises ()Aral In the.main texecasewthe numbers assumed
'were, 6, 3, and 1, respectively (foi' reasons which are given in
Appendix The worst case assumptions regarding top .

management result.ida benefit of $147,274, compared to the most
likely ease amount of $302,779 (using the 6 percent discciunt rate)..

Similar downward aljustments in -wage and salary benefits of
the CEP.. were made for other directly, and 'indirectly affected

. .

employntentUmber selleowireible to replace 90*percent of tbe
export:related income pieViOusly obtained throlth the 'Library
.Buretin, compared- tO the earlier,' assumption of 10 percent. The
re licetnent prOportion for the other procurements item was
in easedTroti'20 percent to 40 percent.

n ' ^

he estimated. sale price of the firm at the end of the evaluation
tipd cemaini unchanged in this analysis. This figure is a best

Militate for which ap alternatiVe projection wcwid be too
arbitrary, as the only &to available is the 'previous sale price. The
worst case continites to treat the loam payable ai a cost rather
.than a 'disbenefit ai in the main text.

!

.
(%
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:

Tbe induced: income benefit wei-calCtilated emPloying the situ.
.

model, but .witka.greittly redUced export4nCoMe dr,* measuring
the.: exogenout change, This :iestiltitt in lOwerlitt. the... induced':
benefit by 44'percent. ..` '

. . . .

'file cost :figures :were increased by asstiMing' the ;equity 'and
campaign-related)esOurcet hid an oppOrtunity Oat egnal le) those
resources obtaining a ...I5 percent reiurn in- alternitiVesules
coMpared to the 12 Percent.earlier Used: The COst:OflOanialre
paid is lactual---not estlmatednTand it unchanged 'In'tlie.anklyils.
The costi side in this case is substantially increased by including
loans. payable. ; .

.NON.-QUAN'iliED econogic lismuirra ."
IV

This section ingludei economic effects whibh..were:not a$leio be
quantified . within' -the scope . of the' suidy. ;The lack of .

. quantification in no way diminishes their significance to the'
evaluation-. On the contrary, the benefits analyzed 'bore regarding
local taxes and, especially, 'the gain in comMunity ceontrol of
economic base are 'of major commalttY significanee.

.

Property Vex:Benefits

Ono likely result of the closure is a reduction in the real estate
'taxes paid to the village for the land and buildings of the 'closed
down plant.' However, a precise accountin's. of this loss is quite
difficult. Despite 'the closure, Sperry Rand syouldo stilNoitially
has; been liable for the same-taxes. The taxes are based on the
assessed value of the land and buildings and whether or not a
business is operating, is, in thtory, irrelevani. There may evenpe
shOrt term gain to the community government. Revenue wOulfte
the sameswith fewer people and lower' demand for sonukeervices.

. 'Nevertheless, in general, a cessation of operations in a large old
plant in an economically depressedjegion is likely to lead to lower

. tax revenue. from the property. ,

There are several ways in which this can occur. A conrParabk
case is provided by the shutdown several years earlier of another

I
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old woodwarking -domPany ;in the village' Of. Hekhnsr, the
4,Standard beak CompinY facto*. In that case,.the company mada
swagreement to Sy only a On:of itatax liability (10 portent in
the first year of 4;e pun bèçause Of Ai ,p0tor ,finenCial
.rAnditioni Paynent s urred fOr twO: ears (flooq Years 1973-75)
but.thentandtd befik was unable 'to continue, ahd the 1:10PartY:
,became ,own by the lOcil industrial deqlopMeht .440*
Property own1 by the agency is taX exempt. The Site and build ng
have remain mussed oioer the Past few yeast.

.

This type of process is.cOmmon in.depressed areas with little
no growth end few, if any, buyers. The polar exaMple
coMmercial building and housing abandiMment in Auto area .
Admittedly, complete abandonment. is Unlikely in 'Herkimer,
although there are examples in the region in the nearby. city 9f
Little Fails. Spotlit Rend wOUld not Want theadverse publicity Of

. an abandonment and is completely capable oft aintaining. tax
payments. However., the corporation is.Unlikelyt e content With.
continuing outlays when the property has ceased to provide

. .

income.

Whitman and Schmidt(1966) have published a case study guide
to appropifiate corporate poliCy for plant relocations. They suggest
that a preferable move in a case such as this is to sell Ihe property
to the community at a bargain price or even give it away. They
mention' tax loss advantages and a pui)11c, relations gain. The
coMmunity obtains a property, but itJepresents a loss if the
property is placed in a tax exempt category tn it sits unsold and
undeveloped. Even if a buyer is found or some other form of
Alevelopment occurs, new businesses in such situations are
regularly given tax breaks.

The problem of tar 6xemptions or) property is impOrtant to
communities such as Herkirner. ln,1977, the total assessed value of
property in the village was $27,893,743, hut exemptions $otalled to
$14,663,347. The resulting tax base is only47 percent df the total

The (varying) exemptions the village is`dbliged to give

6. Interview with Felicia Griffeh, Clerk of the Villas, of Herkimer.

,1 39
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include those'. for 'property Owned ..bY local, ,tate :soa,. federal'
Veteranc...'fraternal and church :orgenliii-

''.tionse.Hlidnier:CoUnty.ladUstrial.DeivelopMent(4ency';..rita,
.Central,Aidirosch,10 the HOMes of cititens.over 65 afld yeteranii

.. The loia'ot.. ieitenue-produCing.proiterties,"sueh at the Standard
Desk Or ...the' tibrary:..Bureatif, 'it a crucial component 'of . the

-shrinking.tat base often OhicUssed withregard .to communities In ..!!.
.the NOrtheast.,' ...! .

If, instead of the propea reverting to the yillage In some
manner, Sperry sold :the machinery' and Other eqUipment. (as it..
intendedi, end told`theProperty separately, it would have been for ''

lbw price. 'The ;low. value:placed oi it by the market would....
encourage a request for lowered asiess ent If the property had
simply been left Over the. five-year Peri of:this' analySis; Then .

Vangalism,and othetdeteriorati wo?ld have occurred resulting.
in lower property tax revenue. Complex options preveUt :any
adequate estimate of. tile pro rty' tax 'Joss 'to the village.
'Nevertheless, some cost was like y and has been avoided by eaving

.

the plant.

Plant closuie also has substantial impact on 'property taxes
collected by the village becaUse of' foreed migration and other

. 4lowerced commilnity direct income effects. However, transferred
effecti remainfivortant. Net out-migration would havk lowered
village properN tax collectiOns by the amount these emigrants
would have paid (all else being equal), This loss is ,not an,
additional loss tO the comrhunity beyon0 the mkgration-related
direct income losti because the local tax payments are oury a
transfer. of.community income:

Those who remained and suffered direct income losses woul
also suffer 'losses in the value of their hOusirig over the five-ye
period because the economy of the area was unlikely to pow. 'The.
demand for new homes and ificentives for .home improvement
would be likely to Oecline yid .acttal deterioration could occur.
The effects may have produced some land or housing
abandonment or an inability to meet the tax obligations. The
minimum likely effect is a lower rate of growth in assessed value of
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isimmun1tutoperty,oWni4 by thole directlY affected:.: in itintragt,
t6C.Coininunity inentbers,nbt directly affected face the.prOspect Of,
higher: tikes. LoWer. tax .C011eCtions *Oise 'Of abaildOnntents or
-lowerissessments..implies.lower.seniices or incilated. ritte8:131thOr
impoiel a cost on persons not directly affected by the l'illtittiOwn.
However, :this .4s not an additiOnal .COSt .in Ost-beflefit analysis
.termS. The increased payments .or''lowered ::services suffered by
those not dirictly affected represent .al opreading of 'the .ditict
income loss already included. ,

A similar argument applies in principle to. property .tax
payments to the schOol district. Both have, the same tax assessment
basis, but the school system is subject to different regulations and
the process of loss differs, In 'addition, state. aid,' which provides
03 percent .of - the district's eitiMated -revenues; fot.. 197748, is
primarily based on weighted daily average attendance. If a plant
closure results in pupil--loss, then less state aid is received,
producing, a tothmunity income loss. Fewer students means less
demand for services, but school systems generally have fixed .cOsts
which -cannot be quickly adjusted downward because of' loWer.
revenues. Of course, the situation is actually more complei:\For
example., New York State had a "hold-safe" law under4hich`1ko
school district could obtain less state aid than in the previous year.
HoWever, this law has now been changed in the face of declining,
enrollments, arid other states do not have such guarantees. The
complexities again prevent confident estimate of real losses.
Nevertheless, the general observation that poorer ares with
declining and weak tax bases generally have lower quality school
systems can be applied. The community avoided costs to its school
system t ough sa4ing the, plant with, community-.employee
ownershiP.

"ss

Planning Benefits '

Becauie the LB will remain in the comMunity and greiter
. )

information is now ..locally available on its operation, local
developinent agentiel and governments have queived the
'substantial benefit of ithprbved planning capabilities. Community
investMents in infrastructure are generally 'long term, , and

. , ,
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mis-estimates can be very costly. An example within the same
SMSA is the city of Rome's allocation of resources for a new road
and educational facilities under the assumption that the nearby
air force base would maintain approximately the same workforce. ,

When a major cutback was unexpectedli announced, one
objection of the city was that its infrastruCturai 'investment would
be wasted. To the extent that community 'conirol) of its economic
baie enables better projections of service requifements, the CEF's
provide an additional fiscal benefit to the cc:immunity.

Similar considerations apply to individual planning. Obviously,
the likelihood of certain jobs being available is crucial to
individual .decision making regarding investments in skills,
home-buying, etc. All such long term choices are less likely to go
awry the mpre reliably future employment can be predicted.

Economic liase.Beneftts

Previous sections evaluated benefitsty illustrating what might
have -happened econothically to the community if the plant had
ceased operations. Studies pursuing the same approach have
shown that, beyond the .direct income loss effects, communities
which experience permanent major losses of employment are
afflicted, after some lag, by a downward multiplier effect.
Complex chain of negative interactions occur; for examplt, a
plant closes, th community loses income and people, a dwindling
population ha4 to pay higher local tax rates or services decline,
these latter occ rrences result in more persons and firms leaving,
the community l'be s more income . and so on. Similar chains
could be shown for o1hr economic factors. In extreme cases, t e
community becomes a g st town. More commonly, because f
economic stabilizing and c*nteracting forces (such as gover -
ment transfers) and because ate-people affected by plant closur
are generally immobtle, the community stabilizes at a lower live
of welfare, rather than spiraling ever downward. Lanti (101)
reports that sweatshop-type induilries developed after the coal
mines declined in Coaltown, and similar developments occurred in .1

lold textile mill towns in New England. After Sperry Rand closed
its Univac plant it Utica in early 1977, the only local employer

41.
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offering si ificint num ts of'similrir jobs was nd,4;4nion and
paid substnt1al1y itwer than the machinists inionorga
Univac.' /

... Awarerss of this process of community decline is coMMOn.
The pro lem is to stop it .or to,obtain thimeans of adjusting the
rate to Ione-in ttccord with a full accOuntint of the costs and
benefit#, involved. A Major benefit of a CEP is that it Provide& a
means/by which communitystrin adjust the rate ofchange of ,its
econon iristit tions. in conformity "8,4 the . community's
prefe ences. (Alt gh still, of coupe, basically subject to market,
cons itints); al and economic change may occur gradually and
avoi some .of the tritumatic events of rapid changes.

NaN791JANTIFIED ECONOMIC COSTS .

he islignificant economic costs of the CEP have, been relatively
st ple to identify' in monetary terms;Ind the costs reiriaining are
,fe . The single kon-quantifiable cost which analysts must
co sider is that thi. community's economic future is now more
crucially tied to the' plant than, it was before. If the CEF is not. a
suCcess, community savings as.,,,Nell as jobs have been lost. 'The
consequences of this may be 'worse than the shutdown under
normal conditions. The riskinesi of having both job and 'savings
dei6dent on an enterprise must be considered.' This especialli

\applies to the employees where there is a high degree of employee
ownership. Prominent union leader William Winpinsinger has
identified this problek as .a major impediment to employee
ownership, and most North American. and European unions
concur with this view.' Apart from this noteworthy issue, . all
major economic costs have been quantified.

7. Interview with deorge Joseph, former president othe Internatighal Association of
Machinists union local at the Univac plant, March 18, 1078.

8. Inclusion of this risk as a separate cost item can be', seen as double-counting. The
riskiness of the projeet has already been taken into aceount in the income stream
projections. However, because of the difficulty of estbnating risk ahd the major
importance of this rime, It ras judged that this factor tetiuired explicit' recognition.
Howevit, the fear of workers liming everithing in Vain attempts to salvage non-viable firms
is reduced by the CEF aPproach (compered to solely because the
investment and risk iv spread commupity.wide.

0, InterView with George Joseph.

0:1 4 3
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COMPARISON QV NON-QUANTIFIED

EcoNow BENBrrrs AND COSYS

The community has made an important gain in its ability to
control its economic future. It has also avoided further erosion of
the tax base. Community ant employee share-buYers risked
resources, but the risk was a calcuated one.

The inability to 'quantify these factors precludes a definitive
conclusion. Nevertheless, the benefits discusied here appear to
carry more weight than the one additional non-quantified cost.
Evaluating these factors, the conimunity-employee decision to
purchase the Library Bureau was apparently corrects

I.

11
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Gild-Benefit Aisiye Foraat ileihodolOgy.

. :The,.communitY . Otttlay. of 4000xlititiely'$i .6 million iiiiin-
tained the ineome'flow intO the COMMUnity of the firm"s to* salei
reVenue. The pun( ot Otis revenue Is distributed lOciily e:. and is
shown itetp by item in the Wit Of benefiti (although the beigli;
'figures themselves are.actually onlY the differences betweeit the'
maintained benefits and What : these, 'income: flowt would be
without th,e CEO, This list of benefits does not account fOr all the
distribution of revenue, and allOcations to hon4o0al beneficiaries
take most of the remainder. I3xamples of suchi items are the ;

principal and interest payments on the loans, whichre included In
the list of costs, payments to a non4osid utility coMPIII.V
corporate taxes paidto governments outside the communitY, and
salaries paid to non-local employees, ail of which are excluded
from the table Of cost items.

A more conventional feasibility study would list these litter
three items as costs, and also show the saleS revenue on the credit
side. However, the aim of this study and the form- of preseqtatiOn
are designed to highlight the costs and benefits to the iocal
community. Consequently, many non-local debits against the
gross sales revenue benefit need not be shown. Instead, all CaF
community income inflows and outfloWs not listed in the
cost-benefit table. Are treated' as internal operations of the &in
which will cancel out except for some small residual,(unless the
firm breaks even). This residual is not estimated because it is
subject to too 'many unknowns (including accounting decisions
within the firm) and is Unlikely to be of a size viipich would
significantly affact-the cbst-benpfit analysis results.

Conceptually, this 'residual affects the net Value of the assets
item. This item is a type of resitlual benefit obtained at the end of
the evaluation period, generally called "scrap value" or "salvage
value" in the language of cost-benefit analysii. If the internal

t 'operations residual is positive (as suggested by the local feasibility
study), the calculations underestiinate the benefits of the CAP

4 5
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because this residual is not added ontO the assets, and vice versa.
The calculations shown implicitly assume') that the internal
operations debits and credits not presented in the cost-benefit
table have a break-even result.

Discount Rate

The 6 percent rate 'employed is designede to account for
inflatfon. Howe (1971: 55) notei that there are tWo ways of dealing
with futureptice changes in cost-benefit analysis. One is.t15) predict
all relevant price changes and use a market rate qt-interest as a
discount rate. It is assumed that the market rates are adjusted
upward in accord with persons' expectations regarding inflation.
Alternatively, the analysis can use an assumption of constant
prices and a- discount rate which 'does not include an inflation
component. For example, if it is.thouglA that the relevant decision
maker wants a 14 percent return, but this is partly because he/she
-expects 8 percent inflation, then a "real" discount rate of 6
percent is appropriate. The latter alternative has been chosen here.

Apart from the inflation rate, the desired rate of return
applicable. to the resources in this case is dependent on two
opposing considerations. First, most of the money outlaid by the
community would otherwise have gone into such items as
consumer durables, recreation, housing improvements, etc.
Consumers, especialli, those with loW- to midcIle-leyeHticomes, are
generally thought to have a high degree of preference for

satisfactions now rather than later. This implies that a high rate of
return should be got:died.

Opposing this view is information from participants in the
share-selling campaign. They suggest that many, buyers saw their
outlay akin to a donation for the general welfare of. -the
community, and expected little or no return.,(Reportedly, some of
the money wis even musty, as if it had been stored away unused.)
Reinforcing this understanding of the outlays in the information
provided stockholders that, under the provisions of the MVCC
loan iigreements A with the two banks, dividends wotild not I*
declared until theloans were repaid (up to seven and a half years).
This incormation suggests a low desired rate of return.



;

The iiflatioh rate was about 9 percent in 1076; but that was
historically high, and the communit pectation may' *Ws Win
for, a idliall1y(19yeer lite..

Taking the:above paints into aciount, a desired rate treturn of
12 percent and a 6 pew:mit' inflation rate would be AO cableout.
thus a 6 perceni discount rate applies,

Induced Income'

The measured shutdown impact partly reflects. economic base
and multiplier theory. This literature has concentrated on
processes of economic growtirt: There is dearth of rleant
literature related to cOmmunitykdecline, 4ith the exciptiqIi of the
6ffects of 'military...base iciostkes (Lynch, 1970; Ud1, 1973).
However, 'although conimu ity decline -is not mply the
symmetrical opposite of growt the proCesses are simil r and base
theory findings .can be utilized.

This analysis relies explicitly on the work of Park (1970), who
related monthly base changes to employment and statistically
distinguished between, interinduitry and induced effects, and
McNulty (1977), who obiained income multipliers for six segments

-oniie base for seven different time periods. The former author
eMfployed dati from the St. Louis SMSA; the latter used .

infrirmation from 41 .SMSAs in the southeastern United States.. /

Thi induced loss occurs through employment and incomil
effects. With respect to employment, the literathre on plant
closures (in the field of labor ecohomics) has mainly concentrated

' on losses sustained by the workers directly affected. This approach
underestimates negative effects. In Herkimer, many employees.
terminated by the Library Bureau would not have.fared. too badly.
Looking just at efonomic factors, the calculations assume that
many former LB workers. would have obtained other jobs through
migrating, commuting, or local opportunities which entailed
either little .or no loss of income. However, where former f.,I1

employees obtained positions which would otherwise have been
filled by other community members, the losses to these latter
workers need to be taken into account. A bumping-down. proCess
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'mulct have ocOurred, resulting in those at the end of the jobtueue
not obtaining einployment. Plant cloture means a rundown of the
community's st I of jobs, a matter especially crucial where there
is no offsetting i ward flow. This situation js common in relativtly
static or declinitig areas such as Herkimer.

The closure-related loss of income results in a daWnturn of sales
in the non-basic sector and a consequent fall in income beyond the
initial decline. Community economic base theory attempts to
quantify, albeit crudely, these multiple induced effecti.

There is considerable debate in the literatiike on the size of
multipliers, the faciors affecting their size, the appropriate time
lag, the long-run and short-run effects, and other specific points
of the theory. The literature in this area Suggests a time lag of one
year and an induced gfect after four years equal to an income
multiplier of 1.8. This model was applied to the yearly drops in
base sector income which were projected to occur subsequent to a
shutdown. 4

For example, in the first year of the evaluation period (in
constant dollars) the cOmmunity would have experienced an-

estimated loss of export sect& wage and lary Income of
$665,965, a drop in lumber sales of $125,000, d a drop in other
purchases directly linked to the LB value at $40,000. The
multiplier of 1.8 was applied to this total xogenous income
decline of $830,965 to show that after four y rs the community
would have experienced an income loss, beyond the initial decline,
of $664,772. To obtain present values, this induced loss was
a ortioned between the four years, in accordanct with the results
of McNulty (1977).

v
.4

i
,

,

The export income declines for other çars of the evaluation
$) period were treated in the same manner, exc pt, of course, th

reduced effect is calculated for a shorter time because of the
period cut-off at five years. Rif instance, the base income loss in
the fourth year is calcUlated to hive only a small ($62,271) induced
'impact both because it only has orie year in which to operate and
because within McNulty's model the short term multiplier is
minimal

4. 1 s
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I.ADORMAROT EXPERIIINC10...

The PrOposed'ClOsUre or the ObrariBureau ivithin one year was
announcet by 'Sperry -on March 29, 1976... At that ,time the. -LW.
emplOyet:. 276 ;Perionnel.....Sperry intended tO. immediately
terminate the 26*field -sales representatives, .who were scattered
throUshout the. country. As the emphasis of this. studyis On the.
:cOmmUnity, that is Herkimer and .sur.roundings, the uneMploy;
ment exPerience of the ialeb -force is not estimated.. This ,leives.the
450 periont emplOyed actually .ln HerdmerTIl blue-floller, the .

-wtilte-collar,- aUd the management groups are examined in turn. :

. .

Blue-C011ii.Workers

The firm'normally operated with a obi -month to two year time :
lag between ortkers taken and the expected delivery:in March 1976
there was a baCklOg orderi worth $11,011,000, whichihoidd.be
compared, with the\usual yearly sales of around $12 million. The .

enterprise normally keeps large stocks of disassembled standard
library furniture componenti which would have been drawn on
and not replenished. -HOWever, the* components still need tO be
assembled and ,much of theproduction Consists of 'non-standard
items. The technology involvesa\stage by stage integrated procesti.
Even in the Iirst. stage of ttie*roduction process, immediate
layoffs would have been unlikeh,\ because the minimal: kiln
capacity did not allow a substantial backlogtof raw material. to -be
established. (The firm expanded its .kiln capacity in 1977.) :

I /
The usual blue-collar workforce Of about 159 men would haiie

been maintained for six months. After *that paint ,the ainglys
assumes that an initial sharp drop in the workforce would ha
occtAred (September 1976), involving 40 of the lowest seniority
men'in4he early ind :relatively peripheral parts of the produttion. .

process. 'these are younger men, employed in the -lesser skilled
jobs Arch, ai lumber handler, paCker, cleaner, and stock Clerk.

This hhiptheticil shutdown schedule further asiumes that 54 ,

wbuld havebeen terminated in December 1976, and., that the
rtmaining 65 hie-collar Workers all. would have lost their jobs in
jt
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February 1977. These groups \of termination' wOulil have I'ii-

" volved, in general, men of 'successively higher age and skit levels.
:
s

ivldte-Collar Worker*
:"

. With respect to"theilfwhite-collar, non geMent entployeet
(ind ding 37 women), the staff invOlv atketing, design, ,

er.taking, and some less vital_adittinistrative functiontrotild
quickly be eliminated-49 in Septeniber, 1976,4 These would have
been abdut half women, primarily general office clerks.

Top Management

The projections assumeithat the ten persons classified as top
management kept their positions until the closure.

Assumed. gelled* of Terminations

Appendix table B-1 below showS the LB wOrkforce, at the time
of the proposed closing, divided into occupationalAnd skill-level
group& The figures are based oh pairoll data jirovided by the
company..

Tabk 8-1
LlbraihiiiipsUonal and SkikLevei Groups

1. Blue-collar

Unskilled

Skilled , .

Foremen
58

7

, 159

2. White-collar

Office clerical 57
Technicians 9
Professionals 4
*advisors 11

8

3. Top management 10

. Total 250

I
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40,4 plausible esdmati of the Whodule of emplilretseparstionsi
on knowledge of the backlog of *orders, the technology, add

-0 the oConpational gtoutAngs kr given in the folloWtng.table,

-,

,

Table B.2
Termination SeEedide
'OctiPstku!likGiouPe .1

1. Blue-collar

September 1976 ; 4011
December 1976 $4'
February 1977 )65

hite-collar

. September 1976. 49
f

February 1977 -32

3..Top Management'

February . 10

-

: i* ,
Labor market effects are apParent when the data are rearran ed

chronologically.
.

Table 11-3
Termination Schedule Chronological

1. September 1976

¶ Unskilleil blue-collar 32

__Semilskilled blue-collar . 8

Whito.collar /49

'2. December 1926
-

Semi-skilled blue-collar-4-
3. February 1977

Skilled blue-collar
ForeMen
White-collar

, Top management
41:



. the$ti elthnitek.:
.unemployment 006104ml:if the LB
*closed is projected. a'

':11

.
DATA SOURO$11..

....
The tvio, main avenues to befollowed-in- this 'aisessment ire ,

area-specific data* (0 the localrlabor markat, and the acadetnic
literature on plant 'shutdown's, Federal 'and state DePartment Of
tAbor information On the Utica-Ronte'SMSA and its SUblictions"
allowea detailed picture of the labor Market Wbich faced.*former
LB employees and other. affected 'workers. We scan* 'Sunday t
editioni of a major local newipaPer which ptOvided data on job f
openings not reportedio the Ilepartment of Labor. 4 survey of'.
current MVCC employees ascertained knowledge of woodworking
industry openings at the time of the proposed closure and
estimates of the belief that local jobs were unavailable. Seventeen
studies of plaht shutdowns between 1929 and4961 are summarized
in. The Impact of Teckwlogkal Chartges Ohba, Fermin and
Hudson, )963); and anoffer seventeen recent studies condensed 'in
.Lotses to Workers Displaced by Plant Closure Or Layoff: A
Sürvçy of the Literature (Holen, 1976). Both studies wiie used to
proj t labor market experiences. ,

DesCription of the Utica-Rome Labor

Thi Utica-Rome SMSA labor market over -the per& in which
the LB workers would have become unemployed was dismal. The
Department of Labor (DOL) data are a litany of record lows in

10. Utica-Rome i.,abor Area Summary (formerly Manpower Review), 'January
1975.September 197C.JORFLO: A Repdri on Demand Ompations, Utica-Ronle, Aujust,
1977; Applicants aiid Openings, iltlea-ilomerAfe(ropollion, Area,' May 1977; 111,11,1

Speillicalions, New 'Ydrk 'State, May 19,7, pp. 79-91; A nnuitt, Piatniing Report,' Pistil
Year 1978, Uticd-itome tabor Alp, June 1977; Emp(oyment and Earnings, September
1976-Septimber 1977; EcOnomic Profile, Nerkimet County, New York, Fall 1975. As
noted in chapter A, the, relevant labor .market is considered to, be tkg whore SMSA.
Twenty-elght percent of the Herkimer County labor force eommuted. to Oneida County
(primardY Utica) in 1970. .

.1
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employnient opppltunities. Total, employment averaged '113,200
in 1916, 5,8001belOw 1974 and a record loW since the data aeries
began in 1970. The. Mainfacturini pay MONS wereI0000 in
1976, a record low in the chit! series begun, in 1951, and ,a 30
per nt 'drop 'silk* 1969 In 176, the 'durables goode sector 'ofair. m acturina had 'dro 34 percent in Sverige imPloymeht
(10 / jobs) . comp to 1969, and ', the non-durableS
env oy ent wu at a record low, In February 1977 ,. the predicted
month (most LB terminations, manufacturing jobs were it their .
lowest monthly total since the current data ivies began in 1958..

,

The unemployment rate in theb SMSA in February 1917 was 12.4..

percent: The area's mean 1976 rate was t0.5 percent (range of
10.0-11.9 percent) and the 1972 'tate was 9.7 percent (7.3-12.6
-percent). The 1976 average iluit rate was 0.7 per hundred
employeesthe loWest in the decade. The ailing condition "Of the
labor market was exacerbated by the shutdown ea Utica plant in
the Univac division of Sperry Rand, in early 1977: About 500
workers were terminated in Januiry and another 700 over the next
two months. Many of 'iliese workers are similar to the LB
employees with regard to age and skill and would' have been
competing with them directly. ,

The local economy was slow to recover from the, recent
recession and in 1978, employment opportunities 'were Only
slightly improved compared to the record loss in 1976-77. One '

,
. year after the postulated February 1977cihutdown date, total

. non-agricultural' employment in the SM A itad -only risen 6
'percent:Manufacturing employment in this period increased only
1,900 jobs, still far' belOw '1974 'and \late 1966s levels (but an

.improvement nonetheless). In February 1978, .the rate of
unemjiloyment (not seasonally ,adjusted) in the SMSA vas 8.6
percent and 9.7. percent in Herkimer County:" A nitional
recession, widely predicted for 1970, is likely, to have a
propor6nately worse eifect on the Utica-Rome area.

The understanding of thf likely labor Market experience, of
former LIN and other affected workers was also developed through

,
II. UtWa.Rome Labor Arva Summatyt 2,4,.1978, p. 4, table I.

tt
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examination of more disaggregated data:ft/or examples the
Applicants and Openings source, referred to' previously, shoWs
that during the October 1, 1976-March 31, 1977 period there were
8,340 persons registered for Work in the occupational 'groups of

, processing, inaehine trades, *bench *yiork, struatural work, and
miscellaneous (truck drivers, service station attendants, pack-
agers, etc.) compared to 1,566 openings notifieli to the DOL for4

these occupations. This is a ratio of 1:5.32 und The DOL,suggests
that occupations 'with a ratio of 1:2 or above have a substantial
surplus of labor. (This source also provided data 'on prevailing
wage rates.)

. .

The examination of the job opportunities advertised through
the ..local newspaper revealed very few openings related to the

0..
woOdwOrking skills possessed,by the LB production employees.
For lesser-skilled employees, jobs with acceidable wages and
conditions were unavailable. White-cojlar employees would fare
somewhat better, especially taChnicians and those with profes-
sional skills'. However, the overall and oceupation-specik dilta
sources indicated a substantial oversupply for white-eollar
employees, especially clerieal workers. In line with these findings,
the survey of current MVCC employees was cons11 with these
asseisments because it showed verYlittle knowled e of alternative
job opportunities if the plant had closed. I. .

Findings of Previous, Research

Information from the relevant aeademic literature suggests that
laid-off LB employees would have had substantial problems. in
gaining reemployment, suffered wage rate 'reductions, and
incurred "other losses. For example, Jacobson (1975) finds that
earnings losses due to a 3 percent employMent decline are 65
percerrt higher if incurred after a period of decreasing employment
rather than. after reperiod of increasing or stable employment.
Other studies similarly find the state of the labor market crucial,
often outweighing the effects of demographic and skill variables
(Shultz. and Weber, 1966; Haber, Ferman and Hudson, 1963).
Small communities are especially sensitive to these effects
(Levinson, 1966).
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The.I., workers wOuld have been forced to e0er, a,labOr, mitriet.
sharing anti:dative effects of the long *00:,diciilie iir. the
Korthea and *omit* Utica-RoMe width was further eroded
by the lice ikessionary 'downturn .which was ,at its., worst, .

,

through i 975-76. That. is, as well as, 'facing ,ttO growth in
eMplo tnt opportunities and very few perions voluntarily
keying , ir jobs, they would have had to compete for starae jobs '.
with a 1 rite nuMber of people who had already been unemployed .

for substintial periods.
. I

The lat3or economics literature on job lotsellows widely varying
subsequent unemployment rates, but it te to project abput 20.
percent unemployment one year later. Although the median
duration of unemployment tends to be Aort (less than.10 weeks in
Miernyk's study of textile workers, 1955), a number of studies
report-substantial numbers with extremely long duratlqhs , up to
and exceeding a year (Bureau of Labor Statittics, 1964;
Webster, 1964 Tolle's, 1966). MOst studies show,that woykers who
are older,, more tenured, less educated, less skilled, and female
tend to suffer the greatest losses. These grout:is tend to -find
reemployment more difficult and have lirger income reductions.

. The, indications .from both the labor inarket information and
comparable academic studies, suggest that a large number:of LB
workersi would experiente, long term unemployrnenkvd suffer
substantial wage and other losses.

He' ASSUMED CONDITIONS,

Based on this information, as well as knowiedge of the skill,
tenure, and demographic 6haracteristics of the employees, and
technological and size of backlog considerations, the labor market
experience of displaced LB workers was 41mulated. The conditions
assumed for the cost-benefit analysis provided in the main text are
as follows:

Thirty-two Unskilled and Eight Semi-Skilled Employeets.
Terminated September, 1976

1) 10 terminated employees the community immediately
atter the closure;
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;

2) 7 emplOyees have.an income of. 4' Weeks ,of tininiploymeni .

insurdnce (at $95.00' per week) and obtain entployment for
tpe remainder of.thefi-year evaluatfon period dVi wage laved
(nf 10 peicent lower Man they had'ai their LB jobs; :

3) 13 receive 26 Weeks Ul and have wage losses in their jobs of
10 percent relative to the LB; . .

4) 10 receive 52 weeks Ul and experience15 .pere relative
wage losses. 0

Fifty-four Semi-Skilled Employees
'Terminated December, 1976

1) 10 leavei the community.immediateln
2) 44 receive 39 weeks Ul and obtain jobs entailinga 15 liercent

drop in wage income.

Sixty-five Skilled Employees
Terminated Pebruary, 1977

1) 10 leave the community;
2) 15 receive-UI for 52 weeks, then one year with a pension (25

years servlce ,assumed), and subsequently the pension plus
social secUrity payments;

3) 30 peOple obtain Ul for 60 weeks, and then have jobs at a 20
percent lower wage.

Forty-nine White-Collar
Terminated September, 1976

1) 9 leave the community; .

4 2) 11 expetience one year yI, one year- pension only (eleven

v years service assumed), and the remainder pension plus social
security; I

,
..

3) 13 have 52 weeks Ul and then withdraw from the workforce;c.

4) 16 are paid unemi3loyment insurince for 26 weeks and obtain
t, .4

t.

jobs with a 10 percent relative wage loss.

Thirty-two White-Collar
Terminated February, 1977

1)12 leave the community;
2), 15 experience 30 weeks Ul and a 10 percent wage, loss;
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3) 5 obtain 52 weeks UI, 30 weeks of a pension only (11 years
service) and the remainder obtain social security as well as a
pension.

Ten Top Management
Terminated February, 1977

1) 6 leave the communitY;
2) 3 obtain local jobs at the same pay;
3) 1 obtains a local job but with a 20 percent drop in salary.

Thesspissumptions are only gross approximations. They are
estimiTes of average labor market experience over the five-year
evaluation period. For example, it is as'sumed that a subgroup will
receive 39 weeks of UI, but this assumption does not suggest that
workers will necessarily have a long 'continuous periOd of
unemployment after the shutdown. The common occurrence for
displaced workers is 'to have several jobs before an adequate one
can be found, and thus have several spells of unemployment. The
39 weeks figure is an estimate of the total of these spells. (This
implies that different Ul pay scales should be used for later
Unemployment periods. The difficulties of doing so outweigh the
benefits.)

Another example is that the percent relative wage loss estimates
not only express likelihoods of different pay scales but also factors
such as increased commuting costs and periods of not working and
not obtaining Ul.

Despite their hypothetical, nature, the assumed conditions are
being realistic, or even understated as representations of the likely
labor market experiences of former LB and other. affected
workers, and the consequent community income loss.

J57'
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6
CostBenefit

Analysis: Soéial

Because techniques of social accodnting are relatively undevel-
'oped, the social elements of the cost-benefit analysis are
particularly problein4tic. The difficulty is exacerbated by" the
insistence of administrators, policy makers, and many economic
analysts that monetary values be aitached to important factorsin
the analysis. Otherwise, determination of mental, physical, and
social pathology could be measured by counting changes in the
incidence of such behaviors. Theoissues are far less 'critical in the
particular case of the Mohawk Valley becouse the economic
analysis produces a ratio favorable to the CEF strategy. Had the

- results been ambiguous or slightly opposed to the project, the
social costs and benefits would bwitical. Because 'the cer
strategy must be examined in a varjo(y of community contexts, the
analysis proceeds on the assumption that 'social factors are as
important to a decision on commu9fity strategy as ecOnomic ones.

SOCIAL RENEFITS

Avoided Costs

Although' most benefits .again fall under the rubric of avoided
costs, there are some .whicb accrue through the action of
mobilizing the commuqity to meet the shutdown crisis. The
'factors which are important -to the analysis are both individual
(psychological and physiological) and community Isociological
and. political) level.

159
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A substantial numbei of studies have confirmed the adverse
individual effects of unemployment and havt focused explickly on
the issue Of plant shutdown. Harvey Brenner's report, Estinfating
the Social Costs f National Economic Policy: Implications for
hfental and Physical Health and Criminal Aggression .(1976),
Commissioned by the Congressional. Joint Economic Committee,
is a comprehensive look at the social costs of unemployment,
inflation, and per capita income. 'Using data covering the period
from 1940 to the early 1970s, Brenner found relationships between
economic changes and (1) general mortality, (2) cirrhosis of the
Oyer, (3), suicide, (4)' homicidi, (5) mental hospital admissions;
(6) cardiovascular and renal disease mortality, and (7) imprison=
ment.

Of particular interest are the relationships between these social
indicators and unemployment. In one cross-sectionai national
analysis he fOund significant increases in all the measur s of social
pathology in relation to the 1.4 percent increase in unenployment
which occurred in 1970. Table .64 shows the pr portionater
increases which appear in his regression models.

Table 6-1
Impact of a 1.4 Percent Increase in dnemployment ii1970

Social Indicator Percent Change

General mortality 2.7
Suicide - 5.7
Mental hospital admission 4.7
State prison admission
Homicide 8.0,
Cirrhosis of the liver 2.7
Cardiovascular and ,

. renal failure mortality 2.7

Despite some statistical problemrin projecting these national
estimates to thi cify level, Policy and Management Associates
(1978) have done so in estimating the impact of the closing of

_ Youngstown Sheet and Tube On the Youngstown-Warren SMSA.
Off

6 9
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With a .Mohawk alley 'population Of .only 30,000; 'the::Ofettlal
Chalie in 'hese ocil indicator's Was likely Ao havie been ltnall, btit. '
mevertheleks, the in caged unemplOyineht:in an already. depressed
.area,Would have. hai 10-eal cost;

Coniiderable :research; and 'anecdotal... 'evidence' Wifirin
Brenner's cónclusios Kasi, CObb. and Brooks' Al cid
exPetiment examid twO grotips of middle-aged Men with stiible
work historisi.:One irOup Consisting ofilidividuals who had lost .
their jobs in 'a plant shutdown showed higher cholesterol and
serum utic,, acid leliels than those who remained emPloyed.
Members-Of tht laki Of- groiip returned to pre-shutdown levels of
blOod.7 th'enitstry Om reemployed. Kasl and Ceitp (1970)
reConfirm these results in another study using blood preisure as a
physiological measure and Cobb (1974) later shows. that
termination due to plant closing exacerbates chronic. medical
disordera. ' .

-

GaSe studies, provide dramatic-rallying points for those, who
wish -to show the 'importance of eniployment for modal health,
but are. even inore useful in. illustrating the linkages 'between
employment and social relationships. Strafige's (1977) in-depth
ckiterviews _with, 30 employees displaced by the closing of a
chemical:plant in a company town in Appalachia called Saltvilje

13, sho\y that.' the closure produced (1$ increated alcohol consuMp-
;,-;- tion (2) diminished appetite and' weight loss, (3) ulcer develop-

(l) psychological withdrawal, (5) loss of self-confidence,'
inffility to adjust CO neiv work, (7) social isolation, (8) Mid--

life7r4tisesand (9) loss of sense of meaningful continuity to life.

;:ktowever, Strange finds soCial effects beyond these individual
ones. The loss of the interpersonal netivork provided by the'shire&
Wofkplace fed back oily) Saltville's social structure in the torin of

.:,-,j,d4Creased-seffiW.interpersonal trust and social control in the
town. He attieL that this occurrence, is comparable to kai
Prikson's -bit7V7rin4ing that a state of "collective trauma"
exiitici in the-OiliMunity remaining after the Buffalo Creek. flood

---disastetitrikiOn argues that the' flood resulted in "a blow to the
sSuesf social life that damages the bonds linking 'People

:
ft,

ft. .
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together and impairs the prevailing sense of community" (quoted
in Strange, 1977: 67). Strange saw the loss of the plant Ikhich had
becn the core of Saltville's eiistence for 75 years as a parallel foiin
of disaster to theflood.

The steel plant layoffs in Youngstown.have also been described
in these terms, "Many of the victims . . . httve experienced shock
as severe as if they had bet* in,a natural disaster." (Policy and
Management Associates, 1978: 82). Foltman's (1968) study id'
Buffalo uses the vocabulary of a cataclysmic disaster and a
description of the Kasanof's Bakery closing in Boston diScussed
the feeling 6f "coming home to find- yogi house burned down"
(Boston-Phoenix Observer, April 20, 1977).

The catastrophe is the loss'of community, of social relationships
,and of' the central activity of ordinary lives. Work has a major
impact on a variety of aspects of life beside individual mental and
physicAl health (Meissner, 1971). Obviously, stress and mental
health problems affect other relaitionships including family, social
participation, and alienation. The Youngstown impact analysis
argues the

The inactivity and boredom which often result from
unemployment can lead to such hostile behavior as wife
beating and child abuse. Indeed, an iricreased tendency
toward marital conflict is viewed as a direct consequence
of extended unemployment. ,Furthermore, numerous
studies have shown inyerse relationships between socio-
economiC status on the one handl and divorce rates,
desertions, and on the other (Policy and
Management Associate 83).

. In an examination of the economics of early child development;
Fein points out that' child-rearing -conditions where parents are

- under stress; with disruptive, unstable family life are associated
with: (1) reduced levels of intellectual functioning; (2) poor school.
performances; (3) social aggression; and ..(4) intergroup conflict.
She comments that "after.10 years of costly socio-educational
programs we have yet to find an inexpensive, efficient reversal
strategy" (1976: 45).

114
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A *fond Octal:tog cif Une101:44Therit and Plaq thutdont is
the socittdisintegration whith reaultefrOM:ripid changes itick'aS .!.'
thine which Ptirkheim laioiciatfd With industrialization and
urbanization. Plant. *shutdowns* disrupt vorkere lives 'without

!rialto them the, opportuni0 to control threcbnornic prOCess;
ey are treated* as -instiumenti of prodUCtion. l'hia form of

alieitation 'is eVident In Aiken, Ferman and Sheppard's (19611),':
study of On antcrplant shutdownWbrker attitudes of .alienatiot;
fix! eXtremism were increased-by the**

' AA,

I, '

4 'Finally, Sotial withdrawal is a result of job loss. Crysdale's
.. (196,8) itudy,of an eleCtrieplint. in Canada notes the centrality of

t jatii.to social stability and self-identity: He finds thafjob.loss, end "

ccrequent status loss. result '. in, withdrawal*, from secondary
associations (church, clubs., etc.)..and to either aPathy*or. extremes
in political behavior.
-,

, ,r) 14 '
4 . .

'6 sitesqb consistent With these were fdund by Pope (1964)i
a -ThrouillititerviewS with high senioritY; Older blue-c011ar workers

. and- lbw-inCome white-collar Workers. He. shoWed 'a significanr
negatiVe relationihip, between months uneinployed or laid off and ,

, the level of formal and informal yoluntary social participation. .

awe,' et- 41., als91 noted what they termed "the growth of
, anti-social attitudes" (1934: 112) subsecinent to ,plant closure.

. . . .

Community Control Benefits ,

These unineasurable ayoided costs ire not the only benefits
which emerpt(from the establishment Of a CO. POsitive benefits

.7-1gcur 44 two ways. First, Control Over the local. econoihic base. is. *

returned -to the local community -and common interests are.

created. Second, the act of mobilization to meet a community,
crisis creatis!the integration, knowledge, and organizational* .

'infrastructure needed to meet, futuri crises".
,

The benefits of a close community-industey rel'atiimshin were)
elaborated in discussions by Warnerand Low (1941). The iifferests
of industry and comninpity ooincide and mutual accoMModation
Occiuts in problem solving. With absentee Control, .policies are.

ifeeiclit,without local input and corporate policies often dictate
-

v. 165
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,

reduced iniiilyement with.local banks, suppliers, and consumers.
One studyof this issue by Mills and Ulmer (1946) found that cities
with small industries.and stable employment displayed high levels
of "eivic spirit," educational opportunities and recreational
facilities.'.Walton (1968) showed -that control from outside the

..--community causes more conflictual local political structures and
disrupts the local norms of political and social activity.

The reintegration of industrial and social life not only increases
the accountability tif the firm to community interests, but also
leads to the creation of collective interest itself. Jacob and
Toscand's book on tligintegration of political communities asserts
that "the essence of the integrative relationship is seen ai collective
action to promote mutaal interest" (1964:. 5). Kanter finds -the
same prindple of communality in the utopian communities she
studied (1972).

Reintegration and the creation of collective community interests
are evident in the Mohawk Valley case. The "Save the Library
Bureaav"campaign was a clear,episode of collective action which
created common interest in the face a the potential disruption of
the Sperry Rand decision twshut down rather than sell the plant.
Community accountability is evident in the controversy over the
decision to purchase the steel shelving plant outside the Valley and
subsequent decisions to increase local employment as business
expands. -Further, common ownership led the workforce and
management to meet a one month slack wcriod caused by the
initial announced closing with an "across the board" four-day
work week rather than layoffs' by seniority:the seven member
board of directors contain four outsiders, two of whom are
comniunity ,business representatives,' and one an Pconomic
development officer. The Library Bureau is the topic of much
interekt in the Mohawk Valey and its operations are followed
through community newspa,tis, "bar room, discussion," and
dinner table conversation.

The second major benefit of the community mobilizatioa to
purchase the plant an'd community coiern over its fate is of,
longer term and perhaps more significant consequence: The
community has acted in a manner which ountkrs the

4."
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contemporary trend toward absentee control 'of local economies
and the resultant incapacity to deal wl? cOmmunittcrisei.

. When Warren (1963) d others desertbed the changes in
American community afructure 'which occurred since the
beginning of the . 20th ntury, they described the vertical
integration of communitiek into the overall System of" economic
production. Communities became linked into a .sYltem of
interdependent relationships Which were. largely controlled by
elements outside the coMmunity. These vertical-linkages affected
the relationships between elements within coMmunities which were
termed horizontal linkages. ComOunity groups, local govern-
ments, and individuals became dependent :Upon community
members whose allegiance la outside the community. Depen-
dence upon absentee controlled corporations destroyed the locally
committed' populations' ability to act on its own. The weakening
of horizontal linkages in communities is analogous to the trained
incapacity. of some bureaucrats (Merton, 1968). When a new
situation ariseS in which the extra local interests are either removed
or disinterested, the local population cannot act. It has lost the
infrastructure of organizations and skills which are needed to meet
oltrent needs. Walton (1968) hypothesized that greater vertical'
tibs imPly a smaller scope for local power groups and that
coordinated community action is.more difficult. .

1

.' Thus, Warren definessommunity development as "a deliberate
'and sustained attempt to strengthen the horizontal pattern of the
community" and quotes Sanders'..description of this deVilopment

sprocess as

change from a condition where one or two people dr a
, small elite within or without the focal community make a

decision for the rest of the people to a condition where
the people themselves make these decisions about
matters of common concern; froM a state of 'minimum
to maximum cooperation; from a condition where few
participate ,to one where many participate; from a
cOndition where all resources and specialists come from
outside to one where local people make the most use of
their own resources (Warren, 1963: 324).
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. Federal scivernment policy which encourirnthei

establiihment.
. of local eCOnomic development agencies partially develops ,locit

organizational capacity to act,' but development .asenciet do not ..
pattiCularly emphasize locallyqontrolled businesir.. A cOmIntity.
based effort towarCedihMunity-employee ownerthip 'create% it
different type of organizational development and capacity, f.rom

thatbased on a developTent agency alone. % .

The eyents which occurred in the .purchase of the Library
Bureau are an instance of Warren's community develownent,.The
community .pooled its resources to achieve a result not postijble

, through reliance upon outsiders. The community learning which ,

took place throu,sh the change in ownership represents an increase
in knowledge wkiich is as important a ,part of economic
developmmt as creating an industrial park might be and is mote
importantlhan having.found another absentee buyer would have.,
been. 1

,

When the Standard Desk Company closed .several years earlier,
the community had not had the capacity.to act.. In the Library
Bureau case, the organizational capacity of the communitrwai
inereased and, knowledge of the mechanisms for obtaining
government assistance' was developed.. Not only were the local
economic development district and county aria develOpmene
agency offices in place; but there was-a businessmen's assistance
committee' and a management consulting firm which studied the
economit viability of the company and deyeIOPed a financing
plan. Local entrepreneurial. talent, which/hai been crucial to
employee ownership effo'rts, was coMm d to the project (Stern*
and Hammer, 1978). The developmentlis 0 office *supplied -

knowledge and resources for obtaining fede 1 assistance and the
business assistance committee raised funds for campaign costs.
The 'business leaders developed a flindlaisi'ng plan similar to that
used in a United Fund dfive..-The plin depended on the existence
of organized groups in the community which could bg mobilized
for commitments of time and capital: In short, the organizational
infrastructure of the community permitted the newly created
organization, the Mohawk Valley Community Corporation, to
raise the capital required for the plant purchase.

2
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The importance of community organizational capacity and the

ability to mobilize resources is critical. It is the same capacity
which is at the basis of social movements (McCarthy and Zald,

1977) and revolutions (Oberschall, 1973). It is analogous to the

organization which emerges in community disasters. The

comihunity both used its exiiting organizatirs and created new
ones to accomplish the local purchase, and the mobilization

experience has left critical. residues. First there is the increased
organizational capacity of the community; second, ~Ithe local
population developed confidence in local leaders and:the Milky
the community to meet local crises; third, knowledge and skills for

utilizing available government resources merged from tile

experience.

Figure 6-1 pictures the model. of community srpsponse to crisis

through organizatiodal capacity. The result df the increased

organizatiOnal capacity and mobilization skills of the community

is its lessened vulnerability to decisions made primarily through

.means and according to criteria which can be crucially differitent

frbm its own. The community-emplOyee ownership of a vital

segment of the local economic base and the action of obtaining

that ownership, gives the community greater ability to deal with

fluctuations in economit activity in the larger society. The local

population is committed to continuity of local employment and it

has developed the skills needed to help itself. While the
community is still subject to the economicpressures of the market,

the increage in community autonomy and economic security is a

clear benefit of the CEF strategy.

We initially suggested that increased worker participatioti,
,

firm decision making was an additional benefit, particU4r1y in

light of evidence provided by studies in,.the '(Corite and

Tannenbaum, 1977), Israel (Melman, 1975), and,Chile (El pinosa J

ahd Zimbalist, 1978). Participation pitsumably affects ot only

production but also spills over to political and social qtivities 1!

(Pateman, 1970).

However, the potential b Wit of having a 9.the partt ipatory
1,

firm is another factof inJ which the the etical posibilities
associated with a -CEF neci to be differe iated from !ihe cpse

k 1
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being studied. The MVCC has retained a basically conventional
day-to-day decision making process, although a higher degree of
consultation, especially with the two union prtsidents, does occur.
The integrative collective action to promote muttlal intertsts
found so beneficial in the community during the acquisition
camprngths not been continued intoo the everyday activity of the
firm. This si n is not surprising, and a number of possible
explanations eist. For a start, despite the change in the formal
structure of the organization, patterns of behavior and attitudes
learned under the previous structure tend to persist tven after a
change. Usual behavior and attitudes were to.an extent put aside
durin the crisis atmosphere of the acquisition, but since then
"busi ss as usual" has . generall revailed. Whether other
reasons exist beyond custokw an hether this situation is

preferable, are separate issues from decision to purchase the
firm.

William.F. Whyte's examination of this and similar cases leads
him to suggest that the apparent contradiction between ownership
and decision making power will be transitory (1978). The local
unions of the firm have begun to ,uss the disparity between
their ownership rights and actual ini race within the firm. Over
the five-year period assumed in the evaluation, the community
may yet be able to coy& increased employee participation, in
everyday.decision making as a benefit. However, the uncertainty
of this participation is such as to greatly discount its possibility as
a benefit in this analysis.

SOCIAL COSTS

The establishment of the CEF meads that the economic base of
the community changed ownership, but Otherwise remained the
same as before the threatened closing. So long as the.community
has'not invested its resources in,an enterprise which is irrevocably
headed for economic failure, social costs are very specula e if
they actually exist at all. .

One possibility is that the community drew heavily on a limited
supply of political influence, which may be unavailable fa some
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period in the future. The workers'and residents aptiealed to all
local politicians, their U.S. senators, and the governor. 'One U.S.
senator in particular had to use considerable pressure to obtain
Sperry Rand's cooperation in the change of ownership. Such
'Actions are not without oost. For the community, the use of its
influence for the CEF may hinder obtaining a future objective, or
a political debt may have to be repaid.

Although the theoretical .discussion suggestS the possible
integrating effects of a CEF, there mAy actually be bore conflict
in the community. Previously, the community, especi ost of
those working in the plant, were united against a common xternal
enemy. Deficiencies regarding the operation and conditions in the
plant and its treatment of the community could previously be
blamed on Sperry Rand. Now that the community is itself

\ responsible, it has more Areas for dispute and divisiveness, in a
much less well-defined situation. Both management and workers,
and the firm and the community now have more reason for
interaction, and this alone may lead to conflicts (Coser, 1956). As
Coser emphasizes, the conflict may have beneficial function's, but
it is worth noting as a possible cost to the ComMunity.

The possibility of conflict may be exacerbated by various
expectations having been raised through the change of/ownership
which, it not fulfilled, can lead to greater dissatisfaction than
exists in more conventional firms. The whote situation may result
in stress because of readjustment problems, a less defined
situation, more responsibility, and increased youp, pressure to
perform. As.noted edrlier, stress can have negative navchological
and psychophysiological effects.

At the present lime, however, these speculative costs seem
outweighed 1:4, the community and individual benefits of baying
maintained the Library Bureau and placed it under local
ownership.
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System Ley.ell Analysis

This cost-benefit analysis began by violating the common
practice of examining costs and benefits from an economy wide
point of view. Often such a view presents an analysis from the
perspective of governmental agencies designed to assist specific
projects or from the relative costs ahd benefits to some mythical
taxpayer. The community level analysis certainly shows that the
CEF strategy was reasonable from the perspective of the towns in
the Mo4awk Valley, but the purchase required two million dollars
in loan( from the Econonlic Development Administration. Is the
benefit to the community a cost to the federal government or is it
an investment which in turn provides the benefits of community
survival, tax flows, and a stronger economy?

Alternative Strategies for Government
Assistance in Plant Closures

The federul outlay must be evaluated in terms of alternative uses
for these funds. The question is not one of broad social Oriorities
such as ttfe trade-off between investing in community jobs and
producing an additional piece of military equipment. Rather, the
issue is the availability Of alternative uses of government funds
aimed at job creation or job stability.

An evaluation study is obliged to coMpare all feasible
alternatives, but- this study has basically:, evaluated only, one
alternative: retaining the plant through community-employee
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ownership. There were no other means of continuing the firm and
the comparisons were made with thtlikely consequences of a
closure in mind. However, there are approaches to dealing with
plant shutdowns and shutdoivn-related unemployment which
provide alternatives to the CEF strategy for retaining the plant..

An ideal evaluation would compare the CEF to all feasible
.community and societal approaches to _closures, using commen-
sbrable criteria. Though the CEF has alavorable benefit-cott ratio
in this cast, other alternatives may provide equally attractive
ratios. Unfortunately the magnitude and difficinties 'of a full
comparative evaluation arg enormehis. The most signifieant
obstacle is obtaining commensurate measures of results for the
large number of disparate existing programs. .Though compari-
sons may assist in setting priorities for resource;" allocation,
judgment is complicated by the compleinentarity of many of the
programs; they are seldom completely alternatives.**--:,

However, a broad-gauge, qualitative evaluation of relevant
alternatives is possible. Strategies fociis upon either the demand or
the supply side of the labor market. Job demand, or job creation,
programs meet plant closures and unemploynlent through Jocal
booster groups, tax incentives, the Economic 'Development
Administration (EDA) programs, public service employment, and
influences upon aggregate demand. A job supply sivitegy suggests
the prOvision of retraining, relocation issistance, and information
to facilitate workers' transfer to new areas or occupations when
plant shutdowns occur.

Compfrison between the qF strategy and several of these
alternaaes has been implied in the discussion of the continued
structural unemployment of economically depressed areas. Many
of the alternatives fail to deal with structural unemployment
problems. The CEF strategy does not solve all the difficulties
inherent in the alternatives anAis not necessarily superior to them,
but it is sufjiciently beneficial to merit inclusion in the arsenal of
measures available to couliter some cases of community economic
decline. The Etrailablei alternatives to accepting. plant shutdowns
suggest policy changd which would, aid communities-faced with
the prospect of lost jobs.
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Federal Loans and Giants

Community-employee ownership id a stragegy aimed at the
dematid side of the labor market. This particular case and those of
South'Bend; Lathe, and Okonite, have 'relied upon the Economic
Development Administration (EDA) in order .io obtain capital. ,

The agency generally concentrates on Obtaining neW employment
Opportunities through infrastructural or ompany-level aid.

One etaluation of EDA charges that m ch 'project selection is
politically motivatedo% detrimental plant lotations re often
encouraged, project selection guidelines ar unclear, and, the
incidence of poor projetts is above an acce. ble le The
authors of that evaluationvlaim that often EDA es much
benefit foroupper middle-class businessmen and local governments
rather than the unemployed or those with low income. In Short,
"the $2.5 billion the agency has expended has had 'little impact on
the- unemployment problem of the country" (Kovarik and
Devolites, 1977: 9). Of most significance, 'however, is the finding
that EPA's national office only keeps, records on approved
applications. TiCus',, ho comparison with alternative uses Of the
funds is possible and the opportunity cost of any given loan id
effectively zero: Comparison between alternative Projects is not
made formallY. One posiible interpretation is that funds allocated
on a regional basis are. distributed with some principle of equity in
mind. On the other hand, Kovarik and Devolites provide data
which suggests:that pckliticaHnfluence is a significant facilitator of
loan funding.

Pressman and Wildavsky ig Implementation ,(1973), a
comprehensive description or a disappointing EDA project
Briefly, private businesses obtained capital on the promise of
providing minority employment, ih Oakland, 'California ,. but did
snot fulfill . the commitments. The project became enmeshed in
unsuccessful attempts to enforce the promides through bureau-
static means after the capital was already distributed.

The EDA has generally Worked to lower unemployment through
the relativply indirect means of promoting the preconditiOns for
business development. This approach can go awry because the
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interests of tbe businepes are not netessarily congruent with'those
ot the'unemployed and the declining communities. When common
interests do .not exist, it is difficit to force the desired
developMent through 'bureaucratic tn ns, Where firm is
commulnitY-emplOyee owned, the Mk s aid May be more
effective because. the target population resumably has more
control over its use. A CEF is accountable and has intettitts more
directly compatible with economic development.

)Federal policiei have often been criticized because the intended
recipients do not always ,obtain the benefits intended for them
since they do mit control the process Of resource use and
distribution. Moguloff- (1970) reviewed federal policies and
practices regarding citizen participation' and fouhd that, altlioUgh

. many .programs noted its deOrability, there wai little citi.ien
participation in practice..PiVen and Cloward's (1971) critique of
programs for-the poor *used upon the lack of organizational ,
capacity and skills among those who were.Supposed to benefit and

01

,a resultant inability to benefit from the funds Made available
inider, federal welfare programs. CEFs sitould be able to improve
ttrget,t, populations' control over osome economic development
programs. The stake and commitment provided ,by ownership and
higher knowledge level,(through daily emalbee involvement and
stockholder inf.ormatiOnal reqtiiremenes) Will better ensure the
desired implementation and outcOme levels.

, Faux (1971) poitits ,to the case of the Department of Labor. in
fr67-68 pioviding $5 million to firmi promising to locate in the.
East Los Angeles barrio and hire 1,5t10 local reiidents. "After the

"scheme failed, the federal government report 'stated that the bask
defedt7%;eas, that thee community had no control pver it. Similar
ritIqUes haVe'lmen milde of'Small Business Administration and'

Farmers Home Wdministraition proararns.
1 .,. '

.0

f, I. Paitieipation is idefined by Moguloff as "an lid vior a series of acts by i'ell the
: 'eitiz,en has the oppopginity to i fluenciethe,distribution.of benefits or loilses which !bay be

.( visited upon hint i(orimpon those peopff.h'e4represehtS) as a result of Federally supported
aetivityl (p. 2). '', . ,.T:
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Locational keentivei '41r:V 4 to

A major, strategy of job creation has biin the offering of tax
incentives or loan guarantees for locating a plant in a pirticalar
communityor state. Some cost-benefit analyses of these incentives
find that when a new firm locates in an area, the economic payoff
outweighs the cost in taxes to the community. Marginal businesses
may be able to survive a short time longer with tax relief, but a
business which is economically unviable will not be helped much.

'There are two flaws -in the cost-benefit assessment of tax
incentives. The first whe assumption that state and local taxes are
important in locatical decisions. Studies suggest that labor, raw
material,., and market play a much larger role than taxis in .

deter*iningcompahy location. Taxes are seldom More than 1 or 2
.
percerit of total cosq (Harrison, 1974) and are given far more
publicity ttiati their businesk reality 'warrants (Schmenner, 1975).
Similarly, Stillwell (1978) reports on an Ohio study of 08
companies closing down plants just as the state instituted a series

of locational tpx Freaks. Only three companies indfcated that Ohio
tax i)olicies were a4 fictor in their relocation decisions. Tax
incentives appear to work in creating jobs in a very limited number
of cases. Similarly, industrial parks may. go unoccupied or .
underutilized, beconfkg ,a drain on local resources.sather than a .

. mechanism of growth. Haber, Ferman and Hudson's (1963)
'review of plapt .shutdown.studies found local booster campaigns
relkively ineffective. Hearse, examining economic planning in
Newlersey argued that

it is. very unlikely that in any given year the ...major
investment decisions of more than a very few firms
would be influenced by the availability of subsidized
loans. Nevertheless, a large number of firms take ad-
vantage of such loans. The opportunity costs of current
programs may therefore' be very high (1977: 191).

%iStillwell quotes the d v eland Growth Association, an industry
group wh'ch formerly p shed for tax abatelhents, as saying that
"tax aba Ment is not an incentive to prevent a relocation from

i
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cohio io Alabama or Texas. . . . Taxes probably would not play a
major role" (1978:. 46).

o ever, tax incentive plans and booster progems continue to
be ulär and suggest a second flaw in the locational incentive
strat y. Everyone is trying to use it. Thus, local and state
gover ments believe that they will lose industry and weaken their
economic bases if they do not offer incentives. The result is what
sotne call, a "pure give ay" (Hearse, 1977: 25) as corporations
push for tax, breaks or locally financed infrastructure., such as
industrial parks. One byprodOct is that the,, tax breaks for new
industry place the burden of local tax support on older plants
(Sheridan, 1977) and communities and states have a harder time
paying for the servic-6 .they must provide. The 70 Ohio school
districts, on the brink of financial insolvency are a partial
testimony to, the problem (Stillwell, 1978). In tile case of Sperry's
Univac plant which closed in Utica the year before the threatened'
closing in Herkimer, a generous proposal of tax. relief and free
land was, insufficient to alter the corporate decision. for some
communities, the tax incentive is believed to have w tied, but
overall, results of this approach, are minimal i t actuilly

mnegati Though a community may wish to iniitut n overall
program of incentives, CEFs ate unlikely to require them given
that community. members Own the compapy.

Public Service Employment
;-

The federal goveinment has been involved in two partieular job
creatign efforts Which receive public attention. The Employinent
Tax Credit program pr vides incentives for employers to create
new jobs and has cok roximately $2.5 billion per year.
Unfortunately, the assessment of this program in Prestdent
Carter's urban policy 'statement is that there hat been little impact
on hiring decisions. Ihe Wall Street Jourqal reported on August
11, 1976 that not ev n On 7 billion dollar a ,erir investment tax
creclit had succeedeg in creating new jobs.

The othert iiJor attempt at job creationpublic service
0 has also been severely criticized. The
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program oliviously: has great impact; the number ,of *Sons
employed under it nearly doulled from fiscal years .1977 to 1979,
reaching 759,000 with .an expenditure of $12 billion. tut. Carter
ha's criticized it as short-run and regards economic development as .

the long teem answer. A General Accotnting Offisp evaluation,of
Department -of Labor PSE program for 1974-1 6 included
criticisms that: (1) relatively fest, participants obtained rmanent
unsubsidized jobs; (2) the programs were sometimes n used to
mate hew job opportunities; (3) ineligible participants gOt into
the program (Comptroller General, 1977).

Local boards or Community Development Corporatiin
types of organizations should have more -cpntrol cihr PSE.
Similarly, CEFs may be a useful vehicle for PSt because they
would combine local accountability and responsiveness with
providing capital equipment complementary to the PSE;
"makework" ought to be minimized.

Some long-run anti-unemplOyment 'proposals are parallet in
many respects to CEF forms of delopment. One example is the
recently established Massachusetts Community Development
Finance Corporation (CDFC). The CDFC will act as a private
venture capitalist, but will provide equity and debt financing only
to veritures controlled by community deveropment corporations in

t depressed areas. Canada has made similar initiati,ies, such as tpe
I Local Employment Assistance Program, begun in 1972, which ,

funds CD -type development.

CDCs h ve been enthusiastically hailed bi Wine Observers since
their earliest development (Faux, 1971). Morerecent authors have
extensivelr elaborated their economic and polikical potential
advantages (Goldrich, 1978), }Although evaluations have shown
mixed outcomes, they can be adequately sumtharized as indicating
that "the positive results attained by some show that the concept
c4p work" (Subcommittee of the ComMittee on Government
Operations,.1977: 23). The performance or CDCs has been marred
by poor managethent and low capitalization in CDC business.
ventures, and less than'deseired local area-participation a d interesek

in some CDCs. These problems may be lessened by CDCs
.
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colaforming more to CEFs, because of the possible motivational,
productivity, resource-pooling, ,and stake-producing advantages
discussed larlier.

The federal government has also attempted to influence job
supply by adjusting aggregate demand in the economy. However,
monetary and fiscal policies have been inadequate to remove
unemployment in important age, sex, race, occupational, and
regional subgroups, giveh inflation and other constraints. Such
policies certainly' haves not altered the plant' s1wtdown problem,
More sPecific local solutions are fequired.

/

Labor Supply

Approaches to unemployinent and shutdowns which stress thf
supply side of the labor market usually include training andl
retrainipg programs. The evaluation and comparison of these
proirams is ver ifficult because studies have often ignored
secondary em oyment effects of .displacement. Plant *closure
studies show fthe overwhelming finportance of labor market
demand in de rmining reemployment rates. Training is little use if
jobs are not frvailable.'

There ar ore fundamental objections to anti-unemployment
approache hich work on the supply side, particularly regarding
shutdown-related unemployment. Advocates of training and
relocation assistance, believe that societal welfare is increased by
higher gedgraphii labor mobility. While there are undoubtedly
benefits gained l'ram geographic mobility, these itre difficult and
costly to obtain and conventional conclusions regarding the
desirability of labor mobility are 'based upon narrow ecOnomic
and individual level criteria alone. These typei of arguments,
elaborated earlier, suggest the need for Clanand side Approaches
such as those represented by CDs and community-employee
ownership

Income maituenance experiments, "gocial services, unemploy-
ment insuranee and specialized \ aid s ch as the Trade
Readjuitment Assistance Act are designed o ease the' unemploy-
ment problem but do not address th fu &mental question of
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him to maintain employment and give individuals some control
over their own fate. All else being equal, there should be a
preference for allocating resources to a productive.actlifity such as
a CEF.

Trade unions id this country generally provide little help for
.shutdown-related problems,. Mick's review of contract provisions
for bargaining units with at least 10,000 employees shows that "at '

best only one-fourth of organized labor appears.to be covered by
any provision related to plant movement" (1975: 207). Even the
prcitection which does exist is post hoc, not preventativethe
most common provision is interplant transfer. Most of the other
three-quarters of the U.S. workforce which is not unionized is
likely to haie, at best, no more protection.

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

These issues have 4ttracted considerable attention including
policy sbggestions and initiatives in Congress. Policy considera-
tions related to 'this study fall into' two categories: those which

p. address the plant shutdown problein and those aimed at
facilitating employee or community-employee ownership.

Plant Shutdown Proposals

In the summer of 1978, representatives of the United
Automobile Workers, United Steel Workers, and International
Association of Machinists made a study tour of Europe to
examit!e the policies and practices of other industrialized countries
regarding plant shutdowns. They found that nearly all European
countries provided greater protection for workers than the'LLS.
does and in particular, noted requirements for advanced notice
regarding, shutdowns and severance pay. They were particularly
impressed with Sweden's investment in government approved
projects designed to smooth the distribuqon .of economic
production geographically and were encouragid by the planning
systems of large corporations which drafted and updated five-year
development plans and provided greater control over the level of

1 8 4
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job opportunities. A set of policy recommendations for labor and
government has been produced (May, 1979).

Within 'heal!billed States, the Conference on Alternative State
and local Public Volicies, the Ohio Public Interest Campaign, the
National Commission on Neighborhoods, and a number of other
groups have carried out studies of community level economic
developme4 problems.

1. In general, these assessments agree that corporate relocations
and closings should be regulated. These regulations should incluke
mandatory notice to the government, unions, workers, and ta
community of the intention to close a plant. Wisconsin currently
requires 60 days notice, but this period appears to be inadequate
for individual community of government action. Some groups,
such as the Ohio Public Interest Campaign, advocate two years
advanced notice (Kelly, 1977)4. Compensation to displaced workers
including transfer rights, retraining, and maintenance of health
insurance should be guaranteed. The community costs should
beCome costs to the corporation as well, A proposed Ohio law
would have the corporation pay an amount equal to 10 percent of
its annual wage bill into a state redevelopment fund. Other
proposals suggest lump sum payments to efected Communities.
These proposals would partially convert the externalities which
corporations have left to the public into internal costs to be borne
by Ihe corporation wishing to move. Labor unions should begin to
negotiate such payments through collective bargaining if general
legal changes are unlikely.

2. Tax laws mast be modVied. U.S. plant shutdowns are
encouraged by several current tax regulations. Changes in the
Trade Act of 19741edced tariffs on 'goods produced in some
developing. tountries. T e result has been both a corapetitive
advantage for foreign go ds, and more critically, an incentive for
U.S. corporations to m ve to countries such as South Korea,
Taiwan, and Mexico. Second, the ability of multinationals to
defer. tax p yments until earnin s ace returned to the U.S. his
further enc uraged the flight of ultinationals, amt.-payments of
taxes, to fo eign governments are bsually directly deductible from

,
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:taxes ewed in the U.S. The third itd perhaps most Inttertant
domesticissue is the ability'of t compady to charge the loss Of it
closed plant against profits in . calculating. taaes, Iheeduct the
cost of building a new plant as a business expense. 'Such, a tax .

provision -dog entourage new. inv'estment but with the current
imbalance in 'regional energy and labor advantages it also
encourages he abandonment of plants in one region for growth in
another area. Stillwell (1978 )i. points out that these tax laws have
contributed to a reduction in 'the proportion of federal revenue
contributed by corporations from about 25 percent in the late
1940s to 15 percent today. These laws encOurage the abandonMent
of plants rather than the reinvestment and rebuilding of existing
facilities.

3. Regional differences should be minimized. In4ustrial
development in the U.S. is currently practiced as an edtrepre-
neurial game. Each itate and conpunity attempts to show that it
has the best business climate. tit addition to the tax incentives
discussed above, states and citis compete for tht distinetion of
having the weakest labor unicMs or the greatest tolerance of
environmental pollution (Kelly,. 1977). Analysts suggest that
priorities must be set first: If interstate competition is to continue
then little can be done, though a Multistate Tax Commission has
been fcirmed to assure that corporations with multistate *Hines
do not transfer profits from_high tax states to those with lotVer tax
rates. However, should the economic development goal be a 7
national one with fewer regional fluctuations, several changes
seem critical. States should agree to "no-raiding" pacts under
which adrertising.difectly criticizing neighboring state policies and
buginess:cljmate would be removed. One possibility recommended
by the .uniongesearch team is the institution of federal taxes to
MTSO differential tax breaks provided by statetand local
governmetfts. Finally, a variety of analysts have suggested that
some of the migration to the "sun belt" would be stemmed by the
repeal of Taft-Hartley sectiOn 140, though labor attempts at
producing this change have failed; itipeatedly.

4: Merger, takedver, and bankruptcy rules bear reexamination.
This study argues' that the merger and operations 'policies of

e'
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conglomerate corporations are, at least partially responsible for
some unnecessary plant shutdo*ns. A number of analysts suggest
that the Federal Trade Commission consider the unemployment
and job loss impacts of corporate mergers. Further, small to
medium-sized firms which commonli have community ties are
disappearing in the current wave of conglomerate acquisitions.
Takeover legislation is needed to provide the corporatidn being
sought an opportunity to consider the purchaser'S bid, and obtain
information on the compady's plans for ihe target. The critical
feature must be disclosure of plans for liquidation, or continued
operation.

Finally, bankruptcy law administration has provided little
concern for the protection of either the workers or communities
affected by a bankruptcy. closure. A wider vision of the
responsibility of bankruptcy courts is'needed. Some proposals
have also, suggested change in the administrative policies of state
regulators in determining the distribution of bank charters,
branches, and relocation requests. The availability of capital,
particularly in* the case of local efforts to maintain threatened
plants is critical. When capital is concentrated in urban centers,
distant from the- community in which it is needed, banks are
hesitant to invest and may in fact miss opportunities for profitable
loans. This situation is illustrated by Katz, Mitet-son and Strahs
(1978) who describe efforts to save the ColOnial Press in Clinton,
MasSachusetts through negotiations with banks headquartered in
Worcester, Massachusetts.

5. A variety of proposals were elaborated by policy consultants
Smith and McGuigan in a report on "The Public Policy
Implications of Plant Closidgs and Kunaways.': They add to the
above array by elaboration Of the Suggestions made' by publie
interest groups, but seem to place greater emphasis on targeted
federal procurement as a mechanism for preserving industry in
declining areas. Such a program would provide a market for firms
which might otherwise fail and is particularly important for firms

/whose output may be critical during militaryemergencies.
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Community-Employee ()wain*

The public interest and union groups have also recommended
changes which would encouraggemployee or community-employee .

owned firms, but the recomnydidations have been quite tentative.
Unions are concerned -with the ambiguous role they would play
negotiating on behalf of members' who are also owners and the
trade.union movement has a history of disttust of, cooperatives.
The Ohio Public Interest Campaign recommends community;
employee 'ownership, but warns of problems with trying to save
obsolete plants, losing markets which existed becaute of
integration into a larger company and long term capital shortages.

a The hesitance seems to stem from both Iliac of experience with
CEFs' resulting in uncertainty about how they work and lack of

, information about than. However, Michigan recently enaCted a
law whicii provides technical assistance to groups seeking to
establish employee ownership to counter plant closings. ,

This study has not addressed itself to theinternal functioning of
these firms but a variety of literature is emerging which addresses
such questions (Long, 1978a, 1978b; Hammer and Stern, 1979;
Bernstein, 1976; Perry, 1978). Instead, t --aitivof this evaluation
is understanding the merits of commu ty Members investing in a
local corporation particularly as a m hanism for ,preserving the
jobs based_in that plant. The possibility hat produCtion lost due to
the closing of a plant in one location will 'be, picked up by
production in another location is given little weight. The issue is
community survival. Legislation regarding plant shutdowns is

currently pending in 11 states (in addition to Michigan's law). Two
pieces of federin legislation are particularly imPortant with regard
to local efforts.I , .

1. The Voluntary Job Preservation and Community Stabiliza-

tion Act is designed to provide direct loans and technical
assistance to community-employee groups ttempting to.purchase
plants threatened by closure. Though th legislation does not
require corporations to pr vide early warning of intended
closings, it does provide two 4rucial resources which communities
require in order to ainp4burchase threatened Plants. First;

,

;
1

,

;
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- . funds ind technical assistance wOuld be available for the
completion of feisibility siudies to: determine .the prospects for,
financial success of the; firm and capitafj ui}tments. Second, .

capitil required for the purchase could 14(1 ed to local groups
under the proposed program. Ca til hailidikiihecritical. missing

..lingredient in I number of "attem ted purchases. Banks have been
hepitant to risk loans to enterp ses which large Conglomerates
have fudged to be unprofitable 'or to take a chance oti workets.,
attempting to run their own company. Such problems are
discussed more thoroughly in chapter 8, but the question of
available venture caPitalls critical.

By March 1979, hearings on this bill fiad been held inthe House
of Representatives and companion proposals were beginning to

_

appear in the Senate. One such proposal would 'incorporate early
warning of planned closures and severance pay into the bill. Some
support has been forthcoming from the White House which is
considering incorporating provisions of the original bill' into the
Economic Development Administration -reauthorization legisla-
tion.

2. A second important piece of legislation is the Small Business
Employee Owneiship Act which has been introduced in the Senate
with bi-partisan support. It is designed to force the Small Business

. Administration tO make loans to employee owned firms and to
accept employee stock ownership trusts as qualified for loans or
loan guarantees. The support of Russell Long has propelled this

'bill toward pass'age and he has given it his support because of his ,

belief in Employe* Stock Ownership Plans (ESOPs). .Such plans:
are becoming increasingly popular as vehicles for financing
corporations, providing fringe benefits to employees, and
minimizing taxes (Stern and Comstock, 1978), Though a

. .

icommunity-e ployee owned firm might have such a plan, as the
Library Bure Cies, it is a mechanism or distributing *stock to
employees r than otlier community embers. If this bill and
its companion in the House should pass, dditional capital for the
operation of C Fs woul become avail ble; .,

Changes Oust occur at .levls other than federal legislation in
order to encOurage successful use of the C9EF, strategy. Dial ue

189
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must be opened with labor union leaders on t e implications of
employee owneiship. Though union leaders have not yet publicly
opposed the Voluntary Job Preservation Act, they have
considered doing so ,and arc not yet suppertive. Much of their
ambividence will be resolved as more unions actually participate id
emploee owned firms, but until that time questioris of the role of
collective bargaining, protection, of union scale wages, and ihe
viability of such firms prevent strong union support. Unions have
supported efforts toward the establishment of employee owned
firms only when all other alternatives were exhausted and !Seals

have often had ,to insist, against international headquarters
hesitance, that employee ownership was the only way to save jobs.

General beliefs in the legitimacy of employee ownership could
also tolerate some improvement. Though some individuals see
socialism or "un-American activity" in workers taking over
plants, the reality is anything other than an illegal "takeover."
Community-employee ownership of firms through stock purchase
is simply the spreading of a conventional form of property
ownership to a wider class of individuals. Popular belief on this
subject underscores the importance of personal values in' the
establishment of CEFs. This stridy has taken the sition that
local comMunity autonomy and fate control is a posi ively valued
outcome. The data 'suggest that at least in the s ort-run, the
establishment of a CEF may be an economically jand socially
reasonable solution..
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PART III

WILL COMMUNITY-
EIVIrLOYEE OWNERSHIP

WORK?
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8
Cost-Benefit Methodology

and Community Crum

We. must nqw .onsider how a commuhity might underiake a
similar cost:benefi 'assessment when faced with the frospect of
the closure.of a.lo al plant. Which factors 'are important and how

might data be gathered?

Experience in.Esteblishing Employee
and Communid Owned Firms

There is a rapidly growing number of firms wffich are'employee

owned in some manner. Corey Rosen of the senate Small Businegpi*
.Committeelists some 30 firms, while the study done by Conte 'at'ff
Tannenbaum (1978) found 98 firms with some degree of stock

owne'rship by employees. Thirty of)these involved ditect -stock

ownership and 68 haci ESOPs. Stem and ilamther (1978a, 1978b)

examined fourten attempts at conversion of threatened U.S.
plants to employee or community-employee ownership. In a
comparison of eight succeSsful ahd six unsuccessfyl conversiops,,a

number of factors emerged which appear critical tO success. )

The cases Eked in table 8-1 show that employee oWnershitis not
restricted to sgall companies alone. Neither is it restricted to laboih;
intensive industries as some analyses of prodticers',cooperatives in
the,U.S. have argued it must be (e.g:,'Shirom, 19-7t): Despite the

emphasis in this study on the economic decline in the northeastern
the cases also represent, a wide geographic distribution. A

more complete list of employee owned companies would show
even wider geographic dispersion.

197
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Table 11-1
Fourteen U.S. Cises.of Attempted Conversion to Employee ;

, or Community-Employee Ownership

I: NameH
ry

Libra6 Bureau

Saratoga Knitting

Vermont Asbestos
Group

Webb's City

South Bend Lathe

Chicago and North-
western Railrciad

Bates Fabrics

Ok.onite

Universal Atlas

International Paper
II

. .

Product

Library Furniture

Yarn Goods

Asbestos

Retail Trade

Metal Fabricatifig

Railroad

Linen

Wire and Cable

Cement

Paper

Location

Herkimer, NY

`'.Saratoga, NY

Lowell, VT

Tampa, FL

South Bend, IN

Chicago, IL

Lewiston, ME

Northern, NJ

Itudson, NY /
North
Tonawanda, NY

196

Nuniber of
Employees

. .

260

120

13,000

1,100

1,700

275

400

Successful
Acquisition

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes.

Yes

Yett4

Yes

Yes

No

No



Hubbard Manufacturing

Edward Hines

Kasandr s

Colonial Press

tfk

MetalFabricating

Plywood

Bake Go'ods

Printing

Ai one time this firm eniployed !JIM, workers
declined.

11 *

E. Oakland, CA

Westfir, OR

Boston, MA .

Clinton, MA.

but the conhlomerate owner Sheller-Globe had laid oft!

al

100 +

340

285

750-1,800'

Me

a.
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The process of conversion 'has four bask cothponents .which
influence one another: (1) feasibility study and estimated level of
capitalization,' (2) cost-benefit analysis; (3) negotiotion with
curOnt 'owner; itO (4) mobilization of resources. However, the
Pour components depend upon the existence of entrepreneurial
and expert leadership. In successful conversions leadership roles
have been played by businessmen, workers, and economic

---)

developthent directors, but such pies haVe always been critical to
4the process. The leaders must be capable of organizing resources,
qroviding tichnical expertise or at least knowing how to obtain the
information and skills which are required. In one failed attempt, a
production worker who appeared to lead the purchase effort
Jacked information on how to qualify for government assistance
Or how the finances of the .plant were organized. No economic
clvelopment officer was available and little local support could be

i mobilized. The entrepreneurial role is crucial in the complex
negotiations 44hich seem to accompany communitycemployee
purchases: In the Herkimer case, John Ladd knew the government
regulations and had organi#ng sliills, Richard Rifenburgh wa§ a
financial entrepreneur and' the mianagers of the company joined

. the ideal effort in providing technical skills. ...

,.
1. Feasibility Studies and Capitalization Requirements. .The

initial decision to attempt a plant purchase is clearly contingent
upon an assessment that the company can be run profitably.
Though some might argue that maintaining a plant which is likely
to present problems of chronic economic loss4s temporarily
worthwhile if such a purchase eases the burden upon local l,abor
markets by allowing gradual absorption of workers, a community
is unlikely to proceed without good economic prospects. Such
studies are, of course, concerneAvith demanNr the company's
product, the state of capital loods, debt, and prospective
government regulatory requi ements along with the ability of the
firm to maintain current corn unity income streams, employment
levels, and local purchases. Investors will want some idea Of
potential return on investment and bankers will want the
feasibility study as a basis for loan negotiations.
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Conventional economic asiessments a e usually done by
Management or economic consulting firms t at often specialize in
particular industries. However, the siiccess or failure of, an
employee purchase may depend upon specific elements of the
assessment which Merit special attention.

The financial data required for an adequate feasibility study is
often hard to develop,,partieularly if the current owner is either
more interested in a closure than a sale or is hostile to the idea of
employee ownership. In. Herkimer, the data was available because
the former Sperry managers aided the local effort,but the Sperry
central office refused to certify the figures and this refusal
ultimately restricted the company's ability to sell stock. At the
Atlas Cement Plant, U.S: Steel refused to., prOvide any financial
data to the local group and most of the management team had
already been transferred out of the area. Opposition to the local
group was apparentiy based on the probability that a reopened
plant would compete with other .U.S. Steel cement facilities and
that the local union would supply t*e financial datd to other locals
of. its international which still gargained with the company
(interview with Kenneth Blum, Assistant Plant Superintendent,
September 30, 1976). The data necessary for a complete
applicatiOn to either, a bank or a government agency was
unavailable. Lack of cooperation by the current owner appears to
be related to potential competition with tht neW firm and, the
importance Of the plants output to- other owner production
facilities. Pints which are unintegratefi, satellite components of a
larger corporasion should face less difficulty in procuring financial
data.

A second critical issue is the required capitalization for the firm.
Banksare hesitant when the debt/equity rofio 'is 3:1 or greater and
perceive comMunity-employee ownership as an additional risk.
Either negative responses or indecisiveness on the part of private
bankers seems largely responsible for the.,Sailures at Colonial
Press,. Hubbarci Manufactuting, and perhaps Kasanof's despite
feasibility studies kuggesting profit potential. An extreme example
of -the cliebt/equity problem occurs in the feasibility study
undertak.en in the massive closings in the Youngstown, Ohio dea.
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The study investigated reopening Of the Ca' ibelt Works under
community-emplo9ee ownership and recommended reopening
with a 9:1 debt/equity ratio (National Center for Economic
Alternatives, 1978). The amount of capital required is so large that
federal intervention on a massive scale would be.required.

The debt/equity prot*m is particularly critical where
substantial capital is nee*. In Herkkther, the local community
contributed nearly two million dollarS to establish the firm's
equity position. Mechanisms for building cir leveraging .private
investment into larger amounts of capital are requited. Federal
interest rate subsidies, tax exempt bonds, stock, loan guarantees,

s. and grants havepeen Suggested as equity establishing mechanisms.
The Voluntary Job Preservation'Act would develop equity capital
through loans to employees who would repay such loans through a
deduction from wages. The critical nature of this problem is
apparent in the successful purchases as well as the failures. In one
case the major banking institution involved retained the right to

, approve the company's choice of chief executive and ,An another
case the company agreed to forego payment (If dividends until the
initial loans were repaid.

A third rather mgjor issue involves the product market itself.
Often an announced closing is preceded' by sales cutbacks and
refusals to take new orders; former customers may seek alternative
suppliers. Loss of market was an apparent problem for the
Colonial Press and order cutbacks forced a temporary workforce
reduction in Herkimer eight Months after the purchase of the
plant. Feasibility studies must place importance on the nature of
the client-}organization relationship. How does the salesfoike
operate?, How much effort will be required' to develop '.pr
redevelop markets? This issue underscores the importance bf early
Wrning of impending CloSures. Speed-is essential in rdaining a
viable organization. A strong ;potential for success highly
vulnerable to the loss 'of clientele during even short disruptions4of)
service. I:.

'Some employee groups have found (themselves lacking the
eiper,ise to make either technical or financial assessments. In

)
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addition to raisingAunds to pay for professional assessments,
cOmmunity groups*ould seek help from profeisionals who are

willing to contribute services on behalf of community welffre,
with reduced fees or in lieu of future considerations. The

Economic Development Administration has established several

regional technisal assistance cehters, Or such center in

Plattsburgh, New York aided in preatratio% of the Herkimer
application to EDA. In the North Tonevanda MC, a professor
'from a nearby univdtsity donated his time to assess local forest

resources and production processes in the plant. University

'extension, services of faculty willing to assist in exchange for
research data shoulä not be overtoked. In -still another case, an

--executive placenient service offerdi to locate and put together a
management team without charging nonnalr fees if the new
companY would agree to usC this placement service in the future. A

community threatentd by economic catastrophe can often obtain

help from professionals who are coMmitted either
community itielf or to professional 'service despite the commun-

ity's shortage of resources.

2. Cost-Benefit Analysis. The feasibility study beeomes both an

input to, a community cost-benefit analysis and a stimulus for it.
TV 81t6dy proVides. inforthation on capital requirements and
possible sources of funding, ar0 if.its conclusions suggest that the
threatened plant has a reasonable probability of operating
prOfitably, a more complete cost-benefit assessinent should be

made.

Part of this report ttlustrates in appropriate cost,-benefit
methodological Model for the assessment, A second model which
actually appears to be an impaci study rather than an 'explicit
cost-benefit analysis is the "Socioecopomic"Costs ind Benefits of

the CommunityzWorker OWnership Plan to the Youngstown-
Warren SMS4," written by Policy and Management Associates

(1978) with respect to the closing ,of the Campbill* Works of
c_ Youngstown Sheet and Tube. -

111
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Both studies indicate the need forassessments of a wide range of
characteristics.

(I) Demography of the area workforce
(2) lebormarket conditions
(3) Impacts of closure upon

. (a) employment levels
(b) local economic base
(c) 'personal income
(d). tax bases
(e) local purChasing

(4) Local' purchases from the plant
(5) AVailable*economic adjustment resources

(a) unemployment insurance
(b) trade readjustment assistance
(c) supplemental unemployment benefits
(d) severance pay

.(6) Mental and physical health impacts
(7) Mobilization potential rk'

(8) Entrepreneurial skill base

The major difficulty in preparing such an evaluation is .the
gathering of the material eeded to construct the doCument. The
problem of firm techn. al and financial information has 'already
been discUssal, but ercoming the resistance of former owners
may require the use of political influence as it did in Herkimer. A
change in corporate diklosure laws would provide this
information.

- Several documitpwitre availatke tosssess local demographic and
labor market conditions. This study relied Veavily upon New York
State area labor reports on job openings:131ring specifications, and
the unertiployed. Many of these' docutnents .are available because -
of U.S. Department of Labor reporting requirements. Much of
the Youngstown-Warren study is based on documents frog Ohio
State bepartments of Employment, Economic apa Community
Development and Taxation. Both studies Utilize infornytion
provided by area development agendies.

%
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Despite the simplicity of these suggested sources of matdrial,
they are worth mentioning because, of the events in several of the
'Cases studjed. Local 'businessmen and particularly leaders
emerging tiom among productkori workers have little knowledge
of the vast amount of inforMittion prqvided by state and federil
agencies. The group at Atlas Cement knew that local economic
conditiOns were miserable but had.no mor technical information
than that provided by the newspapers until other individuals with
aPpropriate SIMS an 'nfprmation began to parti 'ate- in the'
effort. The owners of W b's City Department Stc#1,49.mplained
to their local congressMan w o directed them to .tfialiA.

.The integration of local, state, ancrnational govern ts within
the Current economy means that most-focal groups IT able to.vi
locate apPropriate govermrient bodies to obtain information and
perhaps assistance. However, time isvitic4' in a 'threatened
closing, and community groups may save timeWhich would be
spent searching for required information by developing knowledge
of government information serVices. Researchers and community
groups may also benefit from consultation 4iiith other research
programs, public interest groups, and study centers 10,11 have
dealt with the issue ofplantiolosings. As the issue of plant/closings
and employment effects becomes increasingly impoitant, more
information and perhaps specific programs will become available.

'Suggested Resources

NATIONAL CENTER FOR ECONOMIC ALTERNATIVES

2000 P Street NW
Sete 515
Wallington, DC 20036

This group is largely responsible for the evaluation work on
the closing of the CamPbell Works of Youngstown Sheet and
Tube. The --tSocioeconomic Costs and Benefits . . studs
referred to above was done by Policy and Management
Associa,bs, Inc. which was working with the center. Another
group concerned with plant closings working with the "center is
'Technology Development' Inc. which 'has prepared a report
titled "The Public Policy Implications of 'Plant Closings and
Runaways." .

2o
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CONFERENCE/ALTER(4IATIVE STATE AND LOCAL kaLICiPOLICIES
1901 Q Street -NW
Washington, DC 20009

This groner'produces resoyrce papers and legislative proposals
aimed at changing public policy toward lacardevelopment and
gOvernment. One' recent paper, "Industrial 6odus," 'by
Edward Kelly, .reseirch director of the Ohio Pyblic Interest
Campaign, is, particularly helpful in discussing public policy
strategies for control of the "runaway" plant problem.

In cooperation with the Ohio Public Interest Cainpaign a
report titled "Plant Closings" has been issued. It is. a
compendium of newspaper and magazine articles along with
several position papers. There is athorough examination of the

, problem of plant closings and a variety of solutions.

k.,&K ASSOCIATES

Chapel Hill, NC 27514

Rick Carlisle and Michael Redmond have prepared literature
review and bibliography, with selective annotation on plant
'closings under contract from the Federal Trade ComNission.
The paper, "Community Costs of Plant Closings: Bibliography
and Survey of the Literature,"1§ a helpfergn& tc:Ovariables
which should be considved and gives a detailed comparison of
several cases.

CENTER FOR COMOUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

639 Massachusetts Avenue
Roont316
Cambridge, MA 0±139

The center provides roearcti papers and pamphlets which can
assist in learning hOw to utilize federil programs and what
commuoky ownership alternatives are available.

CENTER FOR cCONOMI9 .g111DIES

I P. . Betx 3756
Stanilord, CA 94305

The center should be able to provide informaticln analyzing
the prbblem of giant shutdowns in .terms of the numbe'r ad
impacts of closures.

Oft
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4. The JitgorPFOrtlary., 1979 IssIue of the PuMkAdritittisfra-

eon Revias a symOosium on*"VoliitAnalysis in. State and
. Local Ockeenthent" which includes as , but helpful, sétiOn

by dEtiiabetlf. David. on Henefit-Cpst: AnalYsis.. in State: and "*. '' .;

. *.i.Cacallitylkstment.toecisiOns.:', r , . , . ,, ), , . P I ,4 *

4. r .... , J. IN .
.

I "N .1. .. NEW SYSiEMS'IOF WORK AND PARTKOPATIQN PROOki:14 `
' 0

. . 4
''.. New. York Mate School of Industrlattiand Libor Relatioits

Cornell University. ".., . . . ..
. , 1 .. , . 6 ,

0 . . Ithaca, NYQ,4851 . - r"
%. .. - t-- - . .--' 1

.

. .
This grqtni, can suPply-reSearcli..reportf on" the .process ot4

.,. stabliihing ciimmuntlycenfi)loyee,..ovined firms; .material On
- . ..

'' ' cutrent legisfation and detailed acaounts of the progress of some ' .

'. cases of community-emplOyee or spiployee o*nehp1.. . .

A list tif related group and topits is .0ovided n Dael
n:

.;

Zwerdling's book 'be cracy. at. Work publish .bY' the

Associatio for S If anagemenr and in .an ardcle by Derek
. Shearer in Mot/Tr Jond (Aril, 1978).

3. Negotiating with the Previous Owner. Though this topic
might not ordinarily rneiit special attention, becaute it appears qn
the surface to be a matter of 'striking a bargain acceptable to both
sides'in a sales transaction, a 'Community purchase appears to be

Imre complex. First, selling cOrpAtions tend to doubt both the,
managerial. 'and financial abilitY of commvity groups. Second,
comthunities usually assemble complex pOkages for financing
Ourchases. in which: the entreprvieurial leaders must juggle
government agencies, geyeral private banks, and community fund
-raising all at once. There are numerouS pointS at which difficulties
may emerge and selling corporations. have teyed to set deadlines
for:sales which create crisis situations for communities. Thus,
negotiations, become complicated by issues of tiMe limitsis well as
price. The examples are numerous.

In Herkimer, Sperry Rand demanded a non-refundable dePosit,
tben gave a time limit for the payment of the remaining capital. In
this case, the community had to file EDA applications; get bank

rm.*, and then had 4 5 days in which Ao raise 1.8 Million
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dollars through the sile of stock...Thice hours before the deadliue,
the money had not yet been raised, ut several arrangements were
made tts raise the final sum,% inclu ng acom)plex loan from the

.
. .

county legislature to the area deveIppnient corporation: The
. owner of Kasanors Bakery decided not .to wait beyond a speciti

date for a required fifty thousand,dollg down payment and that
1 effort failed. Siihilarly, the banks' which held the notes' on*

Hubbard Manufacturing decided to auction 'the plant's equipment w'
. rather than wait for the local group. ,to. 4rganize itself to raise

additional funds. In the establishment of the National Tanning
and Trading Corporation, political pressure was used to speed'
EDA approval of the prtm.because cif deadline pressure appliedsby
the Esmark Corporationki hich owned the company. Political
pressure to extend the dea 'he for bankruptcy filing by the parent
company in the Webb's City case isyet another example,

,-
The negotiations for etablishing the communilyzemployee

owned firm are often unorthOdox and the ability to meet/financing
. package deadliirs is an important consideration both in

cost-benefit anatysis and the actual implementation of a pur
'atteMpt. ...

t
4. Mobilizing Resources. The effor hich 'finally determines

the outcome of a community-empl e_purchke attempt is the
activity about which economics has 'much fess to say than political
science and sociology.' The crucial issue is, the mobilization 'of
resources, includitl individuals' time and energy as well' as

"11) capital'. Mobilization' of a community.to save jobs in a threatened
plant closing situation is similako the resourde mobiljzation task
faced by a social movement seeking change. In this case, the
change is in the fprm of ownership of the threatened company.

McCarthy and Zald's elaboratiOn Of the resource mobilization .

strateiies of social movements illustrates the ommunity's
problem (1977). From the standpoint of those- wishin to purchase
the plant, the individuals and organizations in the co munity may ,
be categgrized ih two .ways. They may either be adherents to
(believers'In) the social movement's goals, or constituents (those
who actually contribute to the movement). They may 'also . be

./

0
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divided into beneficiitriesof non-beneficiaries (direct anp inditect)

. of the movement's aims. There are likely tattle iome ativertatiet to .I

the movement, inn' the Mect for Members ,i)f .the movement atid
4 movement ortanizations is to either neutralize these advOsariest or

cottilert them4to iidlierehtr. ," , . ,1.

f.
, . I

.. #1
., ,

, Indlvidnali who'Pdo not Jaen'efit atrectly..fiom'aii, ictivity--pften 4
C .

bel9Flhat those Who receive the "bellefits should also- bear the c

costs. Individuals may perceive personal benefit if a plant isi sal:red 4v
, , .r.

.0.

but simultaneously recognize that these:benefits will accrue to u . .
them whether they give time and,capital or do not. The benefit of ...4 I

. e .

saving the plant is a comrpn,ity or public g'ood and" some -. ,
individuals, though adhering to the cause, prefer a 'free *ride"K: ..v

, . (Olson, 1968). " 4, .-
,.

, :In this particulat. social. !movement, thoie/ actors in the (...
community who actively sepk the change in plant ownership must
turn adherents and "free riders" int7 contributing constituents.
They must move individuala whose benefits are indirect (the

i community prospers) to contributetime and capital to the
prevention of the plant closing. These individuals are unlikely to
lose their own jobs and may not see any personal loss despite the
direct los.of jobs suffered by others. The active organizers of the
Movement milk make the issue salient to a large segment of thy -
population, reeduce the required individual contribution as much 1

ills possible, and make uncommitted ivdividuals feel that theiK*
individwil contibution to the effort is cmportant..

An,Herkimer; tel iision, radio, and newspaper information and
adviittioing wers used to make the issue salient. The loss of .the ,

plant was pictured as an economic disaster for everyone in the
community and the, idea of helping neighbors and friends save
their jobs, homes, and family was prominent as well. Participation
costs were lowered by asking for an investment of only $200 with
no commission charges on the sale of stock, and transportation to
purchase locations was provided. Contacts were made &with

individuals who were members of local organizations of all types
in order to obtain block support and to increase the use of'
interpersonal friendship networks as a mechanism for making

41'
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, individual contributions seem important to the effort. In effect,
social netykrks Viereused to mobilize the Comminity effort. The
importance of ,,oroanizational infrastructure atid. interpersonal
networks has been described by Oberschall (1973) with respect' to
peasanl societies and by Garnson (1975) . in. examining social

rotot movements in the U.S.

For the communiti 'faced with a' shutdoWn crisis and the ,

potential for community-employee ownership, the .resource
mobilization perspective suggests several issues rhich must be
addressed in evaluating the possibilities of fobtainAng community
member commitment. The issues involve questions of organizing
strategy in planning a fund raising cathpaign.

(a) Consideration must be given to the composition of the
organizthg grout, because the* inclusion of business, civic, and
social elites with connections to local organizations is crucial.
Individuals are meeded who are willing to act on behalf bf the
mobilization effort. They must be the central points in a network
of organizations and individuals, engaged in raising funds hnd
coordinating information flows.

(b) Potential opponents of the ..effOrt should be identified,
particularly if they are aganizations which at(e already the focal
points of organizational networks. Organized opposition is
particularly difficult to overcome when the community is being
asked to make a riskrfinancial commitment.

,
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4 The aimr,of this mudy have been to evaluate 'community-
elhipklyte owned firms as at means:of job-saving and to :Migrate'
'the methodology fOt suth an 'eifaluation by a community. These
aims weieputSued primargy through examination of one CBF .
clesethe acquisition of the Library Bureau division of Sperry
Rand Corporation by the Mohawk Valley Community Corpora-
dim in Heqimer, New, York.

.

Theevalttation emphasizes, the community viewpohit; but CM
4,

,

were also disciased from i locietal perspective, Tile aisessment
methodology is 'that of costrbentfit analysis.'Bofh eco optic and
non,ecOnomici: (sociological, political, psychologi spsychO-''
physiological) vilriables were taken into account. wever., only

, the econOmic variables were valtied monetarily.

Ti4 measure of monetarily valued economic henefits was
basically obtained by estimating the difference between the
hiliber) income stream into the conimuniti as' a result of the
WINCC;enabling the.plant to continue operatiohs and the income
stream if the.threatened shutdown had actually occurred. That is,
an "avOideci, cost" concept .of benefits was. utilized. Non-mone,

y valued economic benefits ,. such as an increase' in' the
community's control of its economic base and likely avoided
losses!in local government and' school .district revenue, were also
iMportant. This analysis drew heavily upon the literature of
regional Cconomics tO understand the impact of a manufacturing

. 213'
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plant on community income flows and on the findings of labor
economics to show likely effects on the displaced employees.

The non-econotriZ iactors also largely follow an avoided
cost concept. They include avoidance of 'sociological, psycholog-
ical, political, inckpsychophysiological costs which have been
directly correlated with ob loss and unemployment . rates.
However, there ate additional non-economic benefits derived
from mobilizing the local population to establish locally owned
rather than absentee owned industry. The community develops
itself by increasing its capacity to act in its own behalf. Skills are
obtained and new organizatiOns created.

The costs involved are mainly the opportunity costt of the
community resources all ated to acquiring and maintaining the
MVCC, such as the $1. 6 million o.utIail for equity capital in the
firm.

The ratio oi monetarily valued economic benefits to costs is
2.27:1, using the analysis assumptions regarded as most
justifiable. The 'sensitivity of this favorable result to changes in

f
ei porpnt parameters was considered and the benefit-to-cost ratio

mains more than one even when assumptions least favorable to
he CEF alternative are employed. The overall evaluation results
rom the community viewpoint are favorable to.. the CEF,

alternative. .

,

From a societal perspectie, however, the theoretical framework
suggests that the issue is more problematic. Perhaps the core of the
problem is whether the capital reallocations involved in plant
shutd wn decisions by lar e cotpora;A,1, acting under the
curr t system Allarket n'straintsrft "correct" for the
so ty. There be ma4cet failures, either because firms'
capital allocations do not competently adhere to the' rule of
maximizing internal monetary return, or because this rule is
incorrect in not giving signifyint enough weight to extetnalities
and non-dionetizect factors. If market failures are judged to exist,
then the benefits of appropriate changes must, be weighed against
the costs.This study has made an exploratory attempt to examine

41.
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# A , .-%< 4;t... ,' : . .*.

:'whetheT there arvharkettailures,re1ite4 to`plant clottees and is
aimed at iissesspfg one:Means. of addrIsiing he:boti.s.. failures.. ...'

Though the ihelkol;onclusion of the cost-benefit analysis. is. vo.

. thatcommlinity,.emplo ee ownership is. Aiable, strategy ittplid
shutdOwn *nations, the &Illation unlortunately loodq: smiy
upon the irnmediatO decition, and effort it, purchaie the".planVA
complete examination Of CER requires a lontartm COnsider ion :*

,,of their toonomici sticCess artd the maiMenance qf the lcaf
.. abtodomy gained through the purchase. Analysis tiinst be done of

both the econoMic succeis of vuch .irirnis 'over time and. the
.development o0he commbnitks :which .purpase the. firMs.
Further,ihe unique combination Of talent and monetary resourtes

. available in Herkimer. May not be available elsewhire. The
situations in whiCh the' MF strategy-ill applicable(may.be quite
limited. .

\ .

..
TO critical questions remain 4,hich effect long-rtin success and

community iunonomy.. , 0, / .f

Employee Pirileipstion . :

The- e 'dilation of emplOyee ownership iii clXter j argued
that p

4
uctivity giins were ...arailable in CEFs bec use.. of '..

increased worker'. fomMitment tO the firm through nancial
investment and patticipation in decision making.*The increased
financial stake. ii assure by the purchase of stOck, btlt
yarticipation through mea s other than voting one's shares .is y .

no means assured. In ractj shares owned through empfroyee stock
ownership plans are not always voted by the stock owners but . i.

11 rather by the tritstees of the plan:- .
.,

Aqiid. the crisis atmosphere of a threatened closing, most
indi idual workers are conCerned with saving jobS and tot w* h
the r decision making rights n the yet to be reborn firirm--Porms f.

organizatiopal control ar rarely discussed in -such s'itia lO
(Stern and tiammer,Ip . (However, all control options's,/ uld.
be discussid with the pur asing group under the terms of the ob
Preservation. and Comiiunity Stabilization Act.) Furtherm re,
many workers lack an Intàest in making decisions on company

....

ev"
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0. policy (Locke and7Schweigef, 1978; Hammer and 1980).

They have had Little p4ctide in trciAon,making and prefegto leave
decisiOns in the'. handrof eX0ert manasri. Ourdon (1971und
that little change ift decision inakini practices occurred in the
Saratogi*Kniiting Mill after the workee purchase. **

Ate
A

One'c iise (If this Idck of interestin paracipation is the lack of
1 ptacti and skill in decision making. Education and. practice are.
l'c'neede to prombte worker desire fo% power equaliiatibn

4$ is(Pateman, 1970). Perhaps a gieater reason kr the minimal interest
in change is that the organization is the stnewone whic xisted

e before the"' crisis, anfi oitly the distribution of owners ip has
changed. The organi tioi falls comfortably into the ,patterns of
past practice. The dit1kulty, 'however, is that expectatiOns may
have chahged while be vior patterns ,are unalteped. The result
after some period of nfay be thwarted expectations
conCerning pahnership among _workers, managers,' and,
community embers, alripressure for fihange may result. Recent
activity regarding the stock held in trustlifor workers at t4e Library

twn, Bureau revealed underlying tetsibn concern' g the viling of
-I shares. Union.officers felt that management wa oring *fact

that the company was employee owned. Labor relations wde `seen
, as similar to those which existed under the absentee owner. Failure

Af. mapagement to acknowledge the partnership of management,
labor,land com unity seem to underlie current tension.

Meeting the job th at drew attention away from the implica-
tions 'of spreading own rship to those who usually work only as
employers. Changed . nership altered expectations of, power
sharing, but initially 1 i *viduals were unsure of their rights as
'owners, incertthn s to wh her they would 'like to patilcipate in.
decision making, and than hat jobs had L been saved.
i

Participation may not ecome organizational prektice and the*
potential benefits availa le through shared control may be iost. In

tftiture cases, a solution tb this problem may lie in the introduction
of the issue of participation before the plant is actually purchased,
The danger of course is ;that power and control easily keconie *
divisive issues and unity of purpose is required to be successful in
tke purchase attempt.

a
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Retaining Lotal Control

. The strongest (ocial benefit argued for bEFs itthe refunt. of
control pv.fr the econ6mic fitte to the, local kvel comMulniy,
employee owned firMs must *rAponfl to local needir more 'closely
than absentee oi4ñed c Mpaniei'do7The difficulty istliatsticceis= ,

ful CEFs May nth re atin locally owned: If community lea ers arel
satisfied with only saving )obs, they mny be tempted' return'
control to outside owners once the' crisis is past, or,the May
actvantages in being part of alarger corporation wth greater
access to capital and resources to buffer thescompany against nhort
terM advtrsity.

\ '
History provides n e ut examples of the difficsity of

\ maintaining local cont ol lie stein_(1970) describei the problem
in lj examination o p1 od cooperativei Of the U.S..
Noll west,. The success of .the worker owned ,fi4n drov up the
value of shakes in the company. When worker bwriers reached
retirement age, replacement Workers could not afford to purchase
the highly valued shares. In sole cases, large.compaties from
outside the area were-the only ones wittripe capital 10 purchase
shares and-c-Olnpanies passed-fitomivorker to traditional cormate
ownership.

,

IIRSerrittein dete ined t4gt after the ownership . changs
ultimate control o employment and other decisions passa

letely out of the _communities for which the plants are a
jor. Source of emplartient opportunities; (2) productivity' is

rted to have_ decreased; (3) 100 workers were laid off at one.
pla (4) the quality of work is judged by the workers to have
-decline (1976). .3'

This situation ay have occurred because each ,wstrker in a
cooperative owns nly oneishare of stock, but the loss of control
oCcurs' in other ways. Why4e (1978) describes the plight. of the.
Amana community, now the "Amana C on."

ks lemana reached the point wilt'. its lqaders needed,
. large loans irt order to expand the1, facilities tO meet

potential demand, 'they were able to get the necessary

215
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credit only through sellinc_put ..tooRrivate ides s'
'(p. 7

- I 4._
The realsliffi .

o4ght close to the point* by an example
of a suclessful job iavrig pur, 'by workers at a I.J.S._plass_;,
ComPany plant in Tif Ohio in 90., BY100 rettces.the...,_
,workers pprqliase4 the plan refi cerd.kitqd'cli eitaine
tot Tiff AGlatitorporatiot Thiee years -la_ t *rabid die

ny toContifiental Can ttr the Interpace
rporation in 1969 (ell4977. 20j. The Ohio-Pub-1k "baptist

ampaign describei-this j,roject 'as the siFessfuLsaving of WO
jobs through employee purc : .

--
'The description of this "-su .sswidenti the sepatrtDf the-

goals of saving jobsand dovlopug locaLi1tonorn( The -Tiffi n -,;-.---
,Art 'Glass Corporation. still- cuts (but only_ at the7digretiiiii of a

, nowltral coipotation. The cjmmtinity May haVe deyeloped skills
-- atpeetinglOcal Crites at weI as pride in its-ability to defetid itself

ecOnomitally,,but it hartelinquished the degree Of Contro1 whigh-
was gainecl through local initjailve.- As long 'as.concerrkOcuses -

,s.s.-

only upon strategies for saving jobs, the long7<un ownershifiof
c-iimpany I1* not appear critical, but the Anancial security
becoming a subsidiary ot a large corporation* a trade-off against
the vulnerability to corporate/tolicies which tubsidiary 'status .

brings.

Community-employee ownership is a viable strategy fOr
conmiunities' facing plant shutdowns when the plant itself might
be made 'profitabki through a change in ownership, sOme
refinancing or limiled amounts of new investment. It is a strategy.
with, potential economic and social benefits to local communitiet
including maintenance of economic base and income which may
actually induce further economic growth and the development bf
co mUnity skills, pride, and autonomy. However, it is also a
str tegy with considerable hazards and some difficult costs.
Fifiancing is complex tuid requires coordination of the activities of
n merous individuals, local organizations, and govermnent

*'
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pencies.\, 'ille,saving of jobs and,the .develdftmént of Joe
,econoMic-contro)-are somewhat indepepdentt however, and loCa

. -.

corttrpl seems,ço1. fragil oncepthe crisis isAst..

.-
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g Bcyond rec nizin at .the-CEF streegy is viable, this stady
M also enphasize..That the str.Megy is only' appropri in ,

. limited-sithitioni. _It requires that copunu'nities avefully eval ate
the pconciiiiic prospects at- thi:eateifed firms and turn:to other

_ iforms of easing the impact of plant clo.9,pgrwhen the local
_. ..... ompantis in fact economically-disadlentaged.
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